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Gundestrup Cauldron: a diagram
of meditation as taught by the Buddha

* 93-144 AD ?
c. 200 BC - 300 AD
Gundestrup Cauldron, Denmark
69 cm diameter, 42 centimetres high (Wikipedia)
* Date: from new carbon dating Nielsen, S; Andersen, J; Baker, J; Christensen, C; Glastrup, J; et al. (2005).
"The Gundestrup cauldron: New scientific and technical investigations”, Acta Archaeologica, 76: 1–58

1. Gundestrup Cauldron: a diagram of meditation as taught by the Buddha
The silver Gundestrup Cauldron was found disassembled and carefully buried in a peat
bog in Denmark. The meaning of the images are unknown and the cauldron was described as
“Viking loot” brought from elsewhere; most themes seem Celtic, the style Thracian. Dates of its
origin varies between 200 BC and 300 AD with a preference for the 2-1st century BC (150-1BC) which coincides with the reign of the enlightened Indo-Greek king Menander I of Bactria, whose
life story as king who became enlightened may be illustrated on the cauldron. Recent scientific
carbon dating of the beeswax places the cauldron in a new time frame that coincides with the
reign of emperor Hadrian, who made an effort to rule the Roman Empire from “friendship”
rather than force, which poses the question: did Hadrian initiate the making of the cauldron in
his efforts to encourage the renewed practice of “the dialectics of philosophy” in Europe?
The images on the panels represent universal knowledge and fit both dates; a summary
of centuries of knowledge about the meditation methods originally taught by the Buddha
Gotama in India after his enlightenment in 588 BC until his death in 544 BC. The Buddha’s
followers also practiced successfully and the Buddha became very famous in his lifetime,
practice of the techniques spread globally and as time progressed the oral teachings were
recorded by using diagrams and abstract symbols to tell the story as a memory aid: how to
systematically follow the steps of purification, until Causes that result in Effect as future rebirth is
observed through concentration. A meditator who observes how the interdependent mindmateriality phenomenon works will develop insight to “to see the truth as it is”, Vipassanā
meditation; when wisdom matures liberation is attained: victory over the cycle of rebirth.
The steps taken by a meditator is illustrated on the cauldron: how to observe the cycle of
birth, ageing and death; with an aspiration to reach the final goal of liberation. Knowledge about
the meditation system was taught systematically through oral instructions transmitted from
teacher to student, when making votive objects like the Gundestrup Cauldron they used easily
recognisable visual symbols that were not bound to the limitations of language to illustrate
concepts, images on the Gundestrup Cauldron explain the “universal language of the heart”.
© Setti Wessels
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2. The Buddha and the mystic numbers of Pythagoras: lost - or forgotten?
After the Buddha’s enlightenment (588 BC) he first explained his findings to a group of
followers in the Deer Park of Isipatana near Varanasi in the first sermon, the Dhamma Cakka
Ppvattana Sutta, which became known as the moment when “the Buddha roared his lion’s roar”.
This sermon is depicted on the cauldron as the famous panel with the horned deity who is
seated in a classical meditation posture, holding a torc (broken cycle of life) and a snake with a
loop in its body - a meditator’s present existence, “tied in a knot” by its own kamma. The seated
figure is surrounded by “coded animals” that represent different aspects of meditation concepts
and techniques. The images of deer and lions became famous an-iconic symbols that
personified the Buddha and his teachings. The horse,
most often used in Europe, symbolised ascetic life
and following in the footsteps of the Buddha who left
his life of luxury on his horse Kanthaka, the bull
symbolised attachment to sensuality and the
elephant the strength to overcome craving - the
cause of rebirth as six senses. These well known aniconic symbols represented the qualities of the
Illustration of the Buddha’s first sermon in the deer park at
Buddha, who was not a religious leader with an
Isipatana: Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta Gundestrup Cauldron C 6571
ideology that needed to be followed blindly - each
person had to walk their own path through
application of concentration. The Buddha became very famous and people started meditating,
by following his example: something very real happens when concentrating on one’s own body
and mind, by following the Buddha’s meditation techniques he was the guide who showed the
way in the process of purification, mental and physical.
The Buddha’s meditation techniques spread globally and were practiced in the West but
the history got lost after Christianity and Islam became dominant, after the 12th century all inks
were severed after the library at the famous Nalanda university in India was burnt down, monks
fled. Western scholars of the 19th and 20th century introduced new dates for the birth of the
Buddha, despite the history that was carefully maintained by the Saṇghā, the traditional
community of monks in Theravada countries, who continued to maintain the Buddha’s teachings
in an unbroken lineage.
Total 8 chariots: Eightfold Noble Path &
32 horses: 32 Mark of a Great Man (the Buddha)
The newly introduced dates resulted in confusion, as ↓ 2 spiral hooks Dependent origination: Cause & Effect ↓
Strainer: 24 petals 24 Paṭṭhāna factors
some of the most important links between Europe and the
Lady: rebirth & teacher
legacy of the Buddha’s meditation techniques went
unnoticed. The newly chosen birth date of c.563– c.483 BC
that is commonly used in the West obliterates the fact that
the famous mathematician Pythagoras (c. 580 - 500 BC) was a
contemporary of the Buddha and about 36 years old when 24 handles
lions:
the Buddha died in 544 BC. Pythagoras became the famous Four Noble
Truths
Greek teacher of “metempsychosis”, the knowledge of how 2 Gorgons
Each side
4 snakes each
to see past lives - the technique originally taught by the
4 chariots
(4 poisons: the 4
16 horses
Buddha; Dependent Origination (Paticcasamuppãda). The great elements)
Groups:
Cause & Effect
legacy of Pythagoras were the “mystic numbers”, thought
11 & 12 parts
to be lost to the world, but he used one very specific
Each side:
4 chariots Four Noble Truths
series of numbers, which is still found in modern western
16 horses: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
music - the same series of numbers also form the
Vix crater bronze cast in Sybaris southern Italy c. 530 BC,
neighbouring town of Croton 1.63m tall, 200 kg in weight
underlying structure of many famous objects, such as the
© Setti Wessels
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Vix crater of France. The Vix
Crown of 6
12△
12
crater was cast around 525 BC
1
6
5
in Sybaris, the neighbouring
town where Pythagoras lived in
a cave while teaching the
6
tenets of rebirth to his
4 horses IIII
Hoplite IIII
12 Dependent Origination factors
12 Dependent Origination factors
followers, that included “visitors
6 senses 5 clinging aggregates
6 senses 5 clinging aggregates
Group N2 (similar to group M2)
from abroad”, Picene and Rome
Vix crater
Examples of special codes on helmets and manes
Four horses: Four Noble truths
were mentioned by name
Warriors: Dependent Origination
on the sculptures that vary with each group
(Porphyry “Life of Pythagoras”).
The order of the numbers that
appeared on the 6th-century BC
Vix crater was reused on a great Vix crater & Roquepertuse (Massalia) c. 6th century BC: Dependent Origination & Four Noble Truths
number of objects in Europe,
most impressively in the design
of the Pantheon in Rome, which
was reportedly designed
according to “the mystic
Roquepertuse sanctuary (Massalia): seated “warrior, panel with 4 horses (Four Noble Truths),
numbers of Pythagoras”. By
bird as symbol for the 6th sense, 2 heads represent Dependent Origination: past & future lives
implication the actual numbers
Roquepertuse (Massalia) southern
of Pythagoras never got lost - it is the meaning of the
France “Buddha” statue with seated
posture 6th(?) to 5th century BC
numbers that was forgotten - lost to us, in modern times.
(For a detailed analysis of the Vix crater see “Etruscan
symbols universal language of the heart” & Pantheon
“Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney” www.settiwessels.com.)
The 6th-century BC cultural environment expressed
by the numbers of Pythagoras still reveal the links that can
be used to rediscover the meaning of the mystic numbers.
Communities of philosophers from Anatolia (where
Pythagoras was born on the island Samos) settled in
Seated Buddha statue
6th-century Gandhara Buddha
colonies of Magna Graecia, in southern France the first
Gandhara 2nd century AD
statue Swat Valley (Pakistan)
found
in Helgö near Stockholm
prototypes of seated Buddha statues were found at the
sanctuary of Roquepertuse (possibly made in the 6th century BC but no later than the 4th
century BC, according to scholars), accompanied by images of 4 horses (Four Noble Truths), a
bird (6th sense) and two “Janus” faces (Dependent Origination). The first seated Buddha
sculptures, made by Greek sculptors, were only introduced in India in the 2nd century AD in
Gandhara, a 6th-century seated Buddha sculpture from the area was found in Helgö near
Stockholm at the end port of a trade route, concrete evidence of direct contact with India.
Clay tablets found in Crete, where Pythagoras was known to be a teacher, have
illustrations of seated meditators in progressive stages of dissolution as observed during
concentration (seen with the
“mind’s eye”). Symbols on Linear
A and Linear B clay tablets have
Heart
too many variations, it cannot be
Bird↑
mind
reduced into “one bronze age
archaic Greek phonetic
Linear B Crete: KN Fp 13 Knossos tablet
alphabet”, as suggested by early
Diagrams of seated figures in progressive
ear
horns
stages of dissolution, as experienced by a
archeologists of the 19-20th
concentration

meditator during deep concentration.
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century (Evans and Schliemann). The
clay tablets visibly display drawings
of seated meditators in progressive
stages of dissolution as seen by the
mind’s eye, the 6th sense, the images
were used to systematically teach the
C 6571 Bull, deer and
seated teacher holding
same meditation techniques that
a ring and snake: Victory
over the rebirth cycle
were later illustrated on the
Lion
C 6564
C 6571 2 Lions C 6572
Wheel 8 spokes C 6572
Gundestrup Cauldron, based on the
Gundestrup Cauldron’s
knowledge taught in Crete and other version of images that
were originally used on
locations in Greece at the so-called
the pillar of Ashoka
discovered at the Deer
“palaces”, which were more likely to
Park of Isipatana
be centres linked to locations in India
3 bulls
C 6575
2 elephants & 2 wheels (6 spokes 12 total) C 6573
in a global network of learning, such
as the learning centres described as
“universities” of Taxila and Nalanda,
(first started by one of the two main
disciples of the Buddha, the
Winged horse C 6569 Horse rider C 6570 6th sense C 6567
4 horses & riders rebirth panel C 6574
Venerable Sāriputta, destroyed in
1195). The author Strabo (c. 63 bc – c.23) described
that philosophers from Tarsus “travel and study
Ashoka pillar Sarnath
abroad” and that many of them never return, which
4 lions & 4 wheels,
may be a reference to learning centres in Greece but
4 smaller images:
also locations in Bactria and India.
horse, bull,
4 lions
Images used repeatedly on the Gundestrup
lion, elephant
4 wheels
Cauldron can be directly linked to a number of aniconic symbols used to portray the Buddha in India.
The images used on the cauldron were also used on
Horse
Bull
the Ashoka pillar found at Sarnath where the Buddha
gave his first sermon in the Deer Park of Isipatana, the
pillar was erected by emperor Ashoka (reign c. 269-232
4 wheels
Horse
BC) of India about 300 years after the Buddha. The
Lion
Elephant
Bull
griffin, not on the pillar, was used as one of the main
motifs at the Sanchi stupa. The Bodhi tree, symbol of the
spot where the Buddha attained enlightenment was
symbolised by the pointed leaves on the cauldron that
resemble a creeper, but are as much representative of
concepts as the rest of the symbols, every mark, including
dotted surfaces, had a symbolic meaning. Images not used in India were the snake to symbolise
rebirth that may have originally been used in Egypt and the dog, ignorance. The wheels on the
cauldron had a variety of numbers of spokes that represented different concepts (i.e. 6 senses,
Eightfold Noble Path).
The 24 spokes on the wheels of the Ashoka pillar are a symbol of the highest teaching of
the Buddha, the Paṭṭhāna with 24 factors that describe “Conditional Relations”. The number of 24
Elder Futhark rune symbols were chosen as a reference to the Paṭṭhāna.
The numbers found illustrated on objects in Europe are the same as the numbers used to
explain the system of meditation originally taught by the Buddha, with a comparison of symbols
the meaning of the so-called “mystic numbers of Pythagoras” can still be known.
© Setti Wessels
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3. Ashoka sends an envoy of monks to Europe
A second wave of information about the
Head 2 horns Head spiral
system of meditation reached Europe around
250 BC when emperor Ashoka of India, whose
India →
grandmother was Greek (a result of the invasion
⬄
c. 250 BC
of Alexander the Great) sent an envoy of 5
←Macedonia
monks under the guidance of the enlightened
monk, the Venerable Maharakkhita, to teach the
8❊
Dhamma in Europe. They visited 5 kings in the
(7 groups)
west, an event recorded in a multilingual
“Eightfold Noble Path, Seven Stages of
message that included Greek on a rock edict of
Purification, 2 horns: concentration”
Antigonus II Gonatas c. 319–239 BC
Ashoka found near Kandahar in Bactria
Coin with 7 Dhamma wheels
Ashoka pillar in Isipatana
(Afghanistan) including the regions of Iran,
with lions, horse, bull and
elephant c. 250 BC
Syria, Turkey, Egypt and Cyrene, Athens in
Greece and Italy.
Similar envoys were sent to the East where Buddhism was
firmly established in countries where it is still practiced today, but the
presence of the envoy is contested in the West. Some scholars claim
that there is no evidence that they ever visited Europe, and if they did
that there were no lasting results - but scholars have limited insight into
the meditation system, which is found illustrated on a great number
of objects in Europe as highly stylised abstract symbols with a
“νίκη”
special meaning - a visual alphabet based on codes not related to
Winged Victory (Nike) of Samothrace
phonetic sounds (see coin Antigonus c. 319-239 BC). The monks of
descending on a ship’s prow “to cross the
ocean of samsara” c. 300-190(?) BC
the envoy were not meant to return to India, they were sent to spend Height 2,44 m in the Louvre, Paris
Image copied from p. 15 “Did Pythagoras make
their lives teaching the Dhamma in Europe: knowledge of
the Phaistos disk?” www.settiwessels.com
phenomena that can be observed with a concentrated mind, in
which understanding of the working of the concentrated 6th sense
and the “light of wisdom” is essential.
4. Awareness of the 6th sense and the “light of wisdom”
Once one recognises the shape of symbols that were used to
explain the “eye of the mind”, as it was described by Plato in his
dialogues, the abstract symbols that represent the mind, the 6th sense,
are found all over Europe. There was especially one common symbol
used since the 6th century BC that explained the heart and its function
when the 6th sense is concentrated. The heart symbol represents the
6th sense - the “hadaya vatthu” in Pali (heart-base), the bright light that
appears when the mind is concentrated - the symbol is prominently
displayed on a panel of the Gundestrup Cauldron. On the headband
there are 6 symbols to represent 6 senses, the two mirrored hearts are
a reference to Cause and Effect (metempsychosis/Dependent
Origination). The total number of 8 “hooks” in the group of symbols
identify the Eightfold Noble Path of the Buddha, the number of 8
strands in the man’s beard tells that he is a follower of the Eightfold
Noble Path, each group of 8 ends as 2 prominent hooks of the beard:
Cause & Effect, the total of 16 strands; Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
© Setti Wessels
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C 6569 Beard 2 hooks Cause/Effect

Panel: Man holds 2 men & 2 boars
(sensual attachment), standing on a dog
(ignorance) & a winged horse: liberation
Boar Past life Present Effort Boar Future life

Gundestrup cauldron: heart shape & axe to
“cut the roots of attachment to 6 senses” (two
wild boars in the hands: past & future)
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Knowledges. (For detailed description of Panel C
6569 see “Analysis of 7 outer panels”.)
The heart symbol represented the working of
the mind where details seen in deep concentration
can be investigated at the level of “subatomic particle
detail” when the “bhavanga mind element” appears
as white light, the phenomenon was explained in
formal Pali texts and is still taught by meditation
teachers who still teach the same system, unchanged
after 2,500 years. The heart symbol found on the
Gundestrup Cauldron was used on many objects in
Europe to represent the concentrated mind, which is
evidence of how widely the meditation techniques
taught by the Buddha were known in Europe.

Meditator as horse-man
Heart symbol 6th sense ↓

Ålleberg collar Horse-man:
meditator who follows the Buddha

Cairnbaan Scotland: the La Tène
“heart” symbol carved into rock

Zone R6 ⇨ R7

Trusty’s Hill: the “cone” is the light
that moves from the sixth sense in
the heart during deep
concentration

(See chapter 9. Trusty’s Hill and the
light from the heart in the Maeshowe
text www.settiwessels.com)
Images from page 68 text “Golden Collars
and the “E’ at Delphi”

5. The Cauldron: knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates, a coded meditation diagram
The number of panels on the Gundestrup Cauldron express the essence of its meaning.
Eight outer panels represent the Eightfold Noble Path of purification as taught by the Buddha:
right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right
mindfulness, and right concentration. On the outer rim the 8th panel that would complete the
ring is missing, which may have been intended as a representation of final liberation - there is no
visual explanation for “Nibbāna”, that is a an actual state that exists beyond the normal
perception of mind and materiality and is only seen by those who are “fully accomplished”,
described as Arahants in Pali scriptures. The images on the individual panels contain very
specific intricate codes that can be
interpreted as meditation instructions and
concepts, such as the number of strands in
the beards or details in the headbands.
Images on the panels follow an order that
cover the process of purification, from
ignorance (represented by dogs) to the
panel with a floating figure and a winged
horse: enlightenment.
5 clinging aggregates: mind (nāma) and materiality (rūpa). For a detailed explanation
by a master meditation teacher see “Sketch of an Excellent Man” www.settiwessels.com
The five inner panels are a reference
to the “5 clinging aggregates”, information
⇧ Illustration of 5 clinging aggregates ⇩
about how a meditator can observe mind and
victory V
5
5 4 mane
⦿eye
wing
materiality that functions in an interdependent way,
L
ring
universal information that is taught by all the Buddhas
that appear in the world. Details on Celtic “eye coins”
from different tribes indicate that they had intimate
8●
knowledge of the meditation practices, the symbols of
legs
6
→
5●
the Elusates coin with an abstract eye with 5 ● and a
5●“house”
3+2
4+3=7●
coded winged horse summarise information that would
Abstract eye with 5● (5 clinging aggregates: 3 refer to Three
Trainings and 2 mind-materiality) . The horse with V-shaped wing
need pages of text to describe in normal words. (For an
(victory 1● concentration/mind) over body (2● mind &
excellent explanation of the 5 clinging aggregates by a
materiality) by following the Buddha’s example (legs 8●
Eightfold Noble Path) 8● to destroy attachment to rebirth
master meditation teacher see documentary “Sketch of
(“house” with 5● under horse) through concentration (⦿ eye) by
using the system of techniques (L) to realise Four Noble truths
an Excellent Man”, including helpful animations &
(mane) to end the cycle of rebirth (ring around the neck).
drawings to make the information more accessible for
Coin Elusates Southern France 118-100 BC
© Setti Wessels
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westerners www.settiwessels.com)
Timing 53:10
Knowledge of the five clinging
aggregates as taught by the Buddha played a
significant role in objects made in Europe, the
number 5 was often combined with the
6. Mind
number 28, recognition of the combination is
transparency
heart base
hadaya
a key that can be used to unlock much of the
vatthu
lost history of meditation practices in Europe.
The most impressive example is the dome of
After practise of the Four Great Elements meditation technique (earth, water, fire,
the Pantheon in Rome with an oculus (eye of
air) the body collapses into space & subatomic particles (kalāpas, the smallest units
the mind) and 5 rings that each has 28 square
& final concept of materiality). Specialised types are investigated, found localised
through-out the body. The 6th sense, the mind, is located in the heart base recesses, a reference to a historical list of “28
hadaya vatthu in Pāli where the mind’s specialised “cittaja kalāpas” are found.
Images: Documentary “Sketch of an Excellent Man” link www.settiewessels.com
named Buddhas”, our present era Buddha
being the last, the 28th on the list. The light
beam simulates the function of the 6th sense, it
“walks” through the space touching on elements
designed to form a three-dimensional illustration
of the meditation system taught by the Buddha the series of numbers used to describe
meditation techniques in Pali texts are the same
as the so-called mystic numbers of Pythagoras.
Pantheon: light beam high up in winter and on the floor at summer solstice.
5 rings have 28 square recesses each: 5 clinging aggregates, information
With a realisation of what the numbers 5
that is taught by “all the Buddhas”. Oculus: the 6th sense, “eye of the mind”.
and 28 mean, one can begin to understand the
Oculus: eye of the mind ↘︎
powerful information that is contained in the
28 recesses:
numbers that refer to an intellectual web of
5 rows: 5 clinging aggregates ↘︎
28 named Buddhas
28 recesses
6
steps:
↘︎
knowledge that is invisible to the eye and that was
Square recesses:
5 rings
6 senses
Four Noble Truths
not written about in texts at the time, but that was
5 rows:
5 clinging aggregates
well known; culture in Europe. The information as
7 windows: Seven
recorded in the Pantheon is sophisticated, basic
3 zones
Stages of Purification
summaries of the same information was illustrated
6 senses &
6 recesses
Dependent
on objects such as the Gundestrup Cauldron: the
12 pillars
Origination
5 inner panels are a visual description using
Portico 16 columns
↑16 columns
Pantheon section
pictures that have the same cultural meaning as
Sixteen Vipassanā
5 rings 28 recesses: Insight Knowledges
the 5 rings of the dome of the Pantheon in Rome.
Pantheon Rome 28 named Buddhas
The rings are not just theory - at night the view of
Analysis see text “Golden Collars and the “E’ at Delphi” & “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”
stars seen framed by the oculus is a simulation of
what a meditator would see with the “mind’s eye” during concentration
28 rune lines
when solidity disappeared and space and particles can be observed
10 16 ↘︎
↓
when analysing materiality, rūpa (see illustrations on the drawings made
by an artists to record actual observations after concentration).
←2→
The historical list of names and personal histories of the “28
named Buddhas” is highly respected in Theravada countries, a collection
of 28 Buddha statues can be found at many prestigious locations. The
number 28 was often repeated in Europe, an indication that they were
Rök rune stone 10th century:
aware of the details of Buddhist history recorded in Pali scripts. There is
28 Named Buddhas, Sixteen Insight
Knowledges, Ten Dhammas, Eightfold
no blind believe or magic involved, with proper concentration the
Noble Path, 6 senses, Cause & Effect, 12
Dependent Origination factors
“universal truth of existence” can be seen by all who practice the
Text link “ Rök stone” www.settiwessels.com
appropriate techniques, which are natural skills that all people with the
© Setti Wessels
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affinity and properly trained skills will be able to master, depending on the maturity of their
wisdom accumulated over many lifetimes. The 5 panels of the cauldron were illustrated with
images that contain a dense series of codes to represent information too complex for words.
The making of the Gundestrup Cauldron resulted in strengthening the local culture that
eventually resulted in the making of the Rök rune stone in the 10th century, the 28 rune lines
were similarly coded to express details of the meditation system, there is a direct relationship
between the concepts illustrated on the cauldron, the Pantheon and the Rök rune stone (see text
“Golden Collars and the ‘E’ of Delphi” www.settiwessels.com).
On the inside of the base of the cauldron is a medallion with the
image of a bull that probably had golden horns (now lost), considered
by experts to be technically the most advanced of the cauldron.
Combined with the 5 inner panels it functions as a symbolic
representation of the 6 senses: eye, ear,nose, tongue, body, mind.
The medallion represents the goal that will be achieved by a
meditator after observation of the meditation system with the sixth
Gundestrup Cauldron: view from
sense. The bull traditionally represented sensual attachment and rebirth,
the top with a central medallion
the three dogs symbolise ignorance about the process of birth, ageing
placed in an asymmetrical position
and death. The floating human figure with a “sword of wisdom” fights
the entanglement of the growth of a creeping plant, symbol of the meditator’s entanglement
with craving for rebirth in a new existence. The floating figure personifies the present effort of a
meditator who “wields the sword of wisdom to cut the roots of craving for rebirth as 6 senses”.
The tool used by silversmiths
to make marks on the body of the
Ignorance about birth,
Ignorance about birth,
ageing & death
ageing & death
bull are exclusively that of a C-shape Dog
Sword of
Dog
wisdom
(concentration), on the left side of
the bull’s face a different tool was
used to make straight marks “IIIII” to cut the meditation object into
pieces through systematic analysis
using meditation methods. (The
Concentration
••Mind &
method is often found used on
Materiality
Celtic horse coins of France.) The
same arrangement of past/present/
← Dog→
death
future as illustrated on the bull’s face
Bull: sensual
Meditator
was repeated on all the outer panels attachment (rebirth)
“entangled” by the tree of life will cut
of the cauldron, groups were
the roots of craving for rebirth
Gundestrup Cauldron central panel with bull & meditator C 6563
arranged on the left and right of a
dominant central image to
VICTORY
emphasise Cause and Effect, past
V
and future life. In the centre on the
bull’s forehead a series of abstract
symbols explain details about
CAUSE:
EFFECT:
IIIII-shape punch-marks on the
C-shape punch-marks are
Cause and Effect: the two “((‘
found on the right side of the
left face: “investigation”, the 3
shapes above the nose are
face and on the whole body:
C- shaped rings (jaw) identify
observation through
the meditator’s main goal: to
connected by “a spear of attention
see anicca (changing), dukkha
application of concentration of
(suffering), anatta (non-self)
meditation techniques.
I” to a spiral-shaped rosette with 6Gundestrup Cauldron bull’s head: Marks on the left & right identify past and future lives that are
petals, the 6 senses (eye, ear,
investigated, the two “((“ marks on the nose Cause & Effect and its influence on the meditator’s present
effort: it is connected via the “spear” with a spiral, the 6 senses, placed between the eyes: to see the truth
nose, tongue, body, mind). The
of existence (Vipassanā meditation). The V between the horns is the goal of the practice: Victory.
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body’s 6 senses must be investigated by the
meditator through application of concentration,
symbolised by the two golden horns. Between the
two golden horns is a “V” sign: Victory over rebirth.
The bull’s testicles are prominently displayed to
emphasise the cycle of rebirth. This theme was further
elaborated on in the Mysteries of Mithras where a
scorpion was often found that pinched the testicles:
to illustrate the inherent suffering of rebirth, which
always ends with ageing and death. (Technical
information about markings from the article Acta
Archaeologica vol. 76, 2005, pp. 1–58, THE
GUNDESTRUP CAULDRON New Scientific and
Technical Investigations.)

Wheat on tail:
seeds of
kamma

Phrygian cap:
freedom from slavery

Sword of
wisdom
Scorpio:
suffering of
rebirth
Dog:
Snake:
ignorance
rebirth
Mysteries of Mithras appeared in Rome around the same time that the
Gundestrup Cauldron was made: the Stoic philosopher’s sacrifice of
attachment to sensuality to end the process of rebirth, ageing and death

6. Origin of silver, carbon date of beeswax 93-144 AD, ring of iron ～380-200 BC
The different types of materials used to make the
cauldron - silver, an iron ring, tin for soldering, glass eyes,
beeswax) - and technical marks made by various toolsets
were described in great detail by a team of experts from
several countries who were appointed to investigate
various aspects of the cauldron using modern methods in
collaboration with the National Museum of Denmark. It
was suggested that the cauldron was not made in the
1-2nd century BC as often thought - a date that coincided
with the reign of the enlightened Indo-Greek king
Menander I of Bactria, a period that had a great impact on
global awareness of the meditation practices, similar to
the reign of Ashoka when he sent envoys “in all directions”
to teach the Dhamma (knowledge of phenomena).
Carbon dating of the beeswax, used to fill and protect the
repoussé images, resulted in a 90,6% probability that the
date of manufacture of the cauldron was during a period
between 93-144 AD. The date matches the reign of
emperors Trajan and Hadrian, the image of a bull and
warrior with a sword in the central medallion of the
cauldron links the Gundestrup Cauldron to the Mysteries
of Mithras which appeared in Rome around the same
time, if the proposed dates are correct the cauldron
becomes an important key that can unlock understanding
about the meditation practices present in Rome itself.
The fear of attachment to inner defilements like
anger, greed and jealousy was represented by mages on
coins, the desperation of the minotaur of Crete became
an important symbol, not of ancient mythology, but as an
expression of a renewed collective effort: how to become
aware of destructive inner behaviour, and how to be able
to control one’s own mind to behave in a positive way. The
© Setti Wessels
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20 ● total

●●●●●

concentration

8-petalled star
Eightfold Noble Path
5 clinging aggregates
5●↘︎

5●

4
5●

Crete Minotaur: The meditator running away from inner
attachment to sensuality: the bull as an-iconic symbol of the
Buddha. The key to overcome craving for new life as five
clinging aggregates (5●) is the mind in the centre of the
labyrinth, metaphor for the cycle of life. Through concentration
the Four Noble Truths will be realised: 4 .

⇧Meditator’s expression of fear of kamma,
⇩knowledge of the 5 clinging aggregates
4 ● Four Noble Truths are combined with
6 / “hairs”, the six sense doors (in total 12)
1●2●3●4● 6/ hairs
Eye 1 ● Mane 10 /////
2●

8●
legs
“Dancing Mannikin” quinarii minted in the Rhineland:
holding a snake (rebirth) and torc (to cut the cycle of life)
Page 81 “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?” www.settiwessels.com
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original image of the 4th-century coin from Crete was reused to create the Dancing Mannikin
coins with images that were more sophisticated, each coin was a summary of the meditation
system as a whole. The cultural environment of practicing the Three Trainings that involved
following the code of ethics and practicing concentration methods to gain wisdom was perhaps
best described in a treatise c.540 by the Christian monk Gildas, who lived in exile in Armorica:
Gildas On the Ruin of Britain: “5. For when the rulers of Rome had obtained the empire of the world, subdued all
the neighbouring nations and islands towards the east, and strengthened their renown by the first peace which they
made with the Parthians, who border on India, there was a general cessation from war throughout the whole world;
the fierce flame which they kindled could not be extinguished or checked by the Western Ocean, but passing
beyond the sea, imposed submission upon our island without resistance, and entirely reduced to obedience its
unwarlike but faithless people, not so much by fire and sword and warlike engines, like other nations, but threats
alone, and menaces of judgments frowning on their countenance, whilst terror penetrated to their hearts.”

Scholars use dates of recorded battles to describe Roman history, but objects found at
the locations which sketch the “zeitgeist” - the non-material cultural environment - are ignored as
the meaning is either no longer understood or wrongly interpreted as being violent: a sword is
used for killing - not to represent wisdom to cut the roots of craving. Powerful expressions of
inner mental experiences and thought processes that were illustrated on objects are almost
entirely ignored by modern scholars, a new interpretation of the meaning of symbols and its
relationship with meditation practices will potentially result in an alternative interpretation of
large sections of Roman history.
6.1 Trajan & Hadrian’s birth in Spain: their ancestral link to the teachings of Pythagoras in Italy
Based on the carbon dating and origin of silver as suggested a plausible scenario for the
history of the Gundestrup Cauldron can be developed by comparing the personal histories of
emperors Trajan (53–117) and Hadrian (76–138) to the findings in the technical report. Both were
born in Italica to a family that originally moved form Hadria in Picenum on the east coast of Italy
to the Roman province Hispania in southern Spain (see map). In the biography “Life of
Pythagoras” written by Porphyry, a 3rd-century Roman author, he
described that foreign visitors came to consult Pythagoras who
lived in a cave in Croton in southern Italy, “ He rooted out all
Symbol no.2 no. 40 no. 41
no .28 no. 26
dissensions… both internally and externally”. Porphyry
Phaistos disk: horse images as an-iconic symbols
intentionally drew the attention of his readers to the visitors from
for the Buddha and bull’s horn (concentration)
Concentration & the 6th sense
Picene and Rome to accentuate the link of Rome with
centuries-old policies of peace that were part of Rome’s
Concentration
3 rings
success, a detail that is mostly overlooked:
→
Rings: target
Porphyry (232–303), Life of Pythagoras: 22. According to
Aristoxenus, some Lucanians, Messapians, Picentinians and
Romans came to him. He rooted out all dissensions, not only
Sword
among his disciples and their successors, for many ages, but
→
among all the cities of Italy and Sicily, both internally and externally.

Porphyry wrote the biography 800 years after the
lifetime of Pythagoras and 150 years after Hadrian’s
reign. He included information in his essay that was still
known in Rome - a reminder that the teachings of
Pythagoras were linked via Picenum to Trajan and
Hadrian, a long and rich history that is still visible in the
form of the statue of the warrior of Capestrano, one of
several similar sculptures found in the area that were
dated to the 6th century BC. The sculptures were made
when Pythagoras was living in Croton and teaching the
© Setti Wessels
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→
Spear

Mask:
non-self (anatta)
Harness:
heart 6th sense
Sword with
2 horses (mind
& materiality)
Harness:
buttocks as
if a horse that
will be tamed
←Spears on→
each side

Picene Capestrano Warrior 6th century BC:

buttocks accentuated with the shape of a horse’s hind legs
(similar to the Phaistos disk), horse harness “to tame the mind”.
For detail see text page 88 “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?”
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>

>

methods of metempsychosis: how to investigate past lives. Key pattern
Bristles: investigation
knowledge
The sculpture has a physical resemblance to a man but is
actually a three-dimensional meditation diagram, its parts
are symbolic representations of concepts similar to the
desperation in the bodily posture of the minotaur of
Mask:
Rings ↑
Crete, for instance its buttocks that resemble that of a
non-self
target
horse (repeated on the Prince of Glauberg) to indicate
Warrior of Capestrano,
Warrior Phaistos Disk
that “he follows in the footsteps of the horse”, a symbol
Italy 6th century BC
6th century BC (?)
that represented the teachings of the Buddha. The
Warrior’s face is a mask that explains the principles of
3 rings: Three Trainings
3 rings
repetitive rebirth and non-self, anatta, his sword of wisdom (ethics, concentration, wisdom)
Spear: attention
I—-I investigation of past life
is used to cut attachment to sensuality, his hand on his
3 rings: 3 Trainings
and future life
heart tells that his path to wisdom lies in knowledge of the Spear of attention
workings of the concentrated 6th sense. The same system Container⎧_¯I to investigate
past life Causes
of concepts were applied again 600 years later in the
Cause
Comb 6 teeth: to investigate 6
←
Comb
6
senses
(future
life
Effect)
design of the Pantheon in Rome, recognisable by the
6 senses
10 fingers: aspiration to
5
mutual goal: the equivalent of the “target” in the shape of
5 Sword:
attain Ten Dhammas
wisdom
his hat decorated with a meandering row of key symbols
Sword of wisdom
CUT
5●
←
Effect
was found illustrated as the oculus placed in the middle of 5●: 5 clinging aggregates
Mirror:
Mirror: 6th sense
6th
5 concentric rings in the concrete dome; the power of
sense
Spain Stele Cabeza
observation through application of concentration, the goal del Buey 3
Past Causes Present Effect future
was to develop wisdom and insight into
existence.
Bodies in stages
of dissolution:
The family of Trajan and Hadrian from
Four Great
Elements
Hadria who emigrated to southern Spain joined
meditation
a community where the culture was familiar,
Wagon: body of
meditator simile
similar illustrations of the experiences of
2 horses:
meditators as observed during deep
Eightfold Noble
Path
concentration are found on stelae. The 3 rings of
Man holding up
arms: to end the
the Cabeza del Buy stele represent the same
life cycle
“target” as the rings on the hat of the Warrior of
Stelae Spain Cabeza del Buey IV : Man holds his hand
Capestrano, the meditator carries a spear of
up to stop the wagon, simile to attain liberation
Image p.90 “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?”
attention and a sword of wisdom.
On stele Cabeza del Buey IV the meandering line
“Umbrella” with 28 divisions:
list of 28 named Buddhas
from the “horns” (concentration) of a man leads towards a
“Dots” are damaged, can be
wagon/chariot that is made of assembled parts - a simile that “42 body parts” that must
be investigated.
is still used to teach meditation to students to explain how
Past Cause Future Effect
the body is only “a conglomerate of different parts that lacks
4●
true identity” - the concept of anatta, non-self, which has the
26
27
28
same meaning as the mask of the Warrior of Capestrano. The
3
2
6 6 5
1
original simile was first used by Plato in his dialogue
5
Thaetetus before it was reused in Bactria to describe the
2 ○: Cause & Effect
Body to
4 ○: Four Noble Truths
enlightenment of king Menander I in a book that was written
to be
investigated
in Greek, “Questions of King Milinda”- the life of Menander
may be one of the main sources that were used to
develop the images of the Gundestrup Cauldron. On a
Stela diademada in La Serena Spain: umbrella with 28
stele from La Serena there is evidence of local knowledge
divisions: list of 28 named Buddhas. 4 O Four Noble Truths.
Necklace 6 past life & 6 future life, total 12 Dependent
of the “list of 28 named Buddhas” in the shape of a
Origination factors, 5 fingers 5 clinging aggregates past/future
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radiating umbrella and hands with 5 fingers to symbolise 5 clinging aggregates of past and
future that must be investigated, despite the deceiving simplicity of the image the meaning of
the codes are similar to that illustrated in the dome of the Pantheon. Note that on the chest there
are 2 dots ● ● - also found on images of the Gundestrup Cauldron: Cause & Effect.
Trajan, the cousin of Hadrian’s father, became joint ward of Hadrian after his parents died
when he was aged ten, it was said that he left Italica for Rome aged 14. His military career started
when he was first stationed in Dacia (see map) in 95 aged nineteen, the standards of the legion
Legio II Adiutrx were the capricorn and Pegasus - the winged horse that was
used on the cauldron, which was also a famous motif used by the Etruscans
Tarquina
in temples in Italy. The winged horse is still a symbol used often in
Buddhism, the “messenger of the gods” (i.e. Tibetan wind-horse). Hadrian
was transferred in 96 to the Legion V Macedonica with a horned bull as
standard - one of the main themes used on the cauldron. He then joined the
Legio XXII Primigenia in Germania Superior, with Hercules and Capricorn as
standard (a snake with the horns of a ram appeared twice on the cauldron,
Hercules was depicted as protector of the Buddha in India renamed
Vajparani). The popular governor of Germania Superior was Trajan,
Pegasus: 2 winged horses Etruscan
before he was appointment in 98 as the new emperor of
Temple Tarquina, 3rd century BC
Rome:
Wikipedia Hadrian: “He was transferred to hold an even more
exceptional third tribunate in Legio XXII Primigenia.”
Wikipedia Germania Superior: “Capital Mogontiacum. … One of its
first and most famous governors was the future Emperor Trajan, who
ruled the province from 96 until his accession in 98.”

In modern articles the military power of the Romans is described in
terms of warfare and battles, a limited one-sided view, because coins and
objects from the era using the same images tell a very different story, even
symbols used on the standards of legions were applied in alternative ways,
used to explain meditation practices - such as the bull symbol of the
Mysteries of Mithras.

Buddha & Hercules: Vajparani

6.2 Roman capital Mogontiacum named after “the great one” of the Treveri tribe
Trajan and Hadrian were both
Belgae Treveri “eye” coins: to see the Truth . .
present in Germania Superior before
.
(Treveri name meaning: “crossing the river”) ∴ : dissolution ↓6
Trajan was appointed as emperor.
“V” Wing
The Roman capital city of
Victory
eye
Mogontiacum (Mainz) was located
8●
24●
on the Rhine that formed the border
Leg
with the Arosaces, a subgroup of the
\/\/\/\/
↖︎8
Celtic Treveri tribe. The territory of
6
spoked
wheel
7
the Treveri stretched into France and
8
↖︎\/\/\/\/
included Luxembourg and part of
Investigation
Treveri “eye” coins with symbols that describe how to attain
3 double lines 6
Belgium. The name Treveri is
Victory (V) through concentration (›) based on the Eightfold
Investigation of 6 senses, 8
Noble Path taught by the Buddha (horse), note the 8-spoked
leaves: Eightfold Noble Path
translated as “crossing the river”
Dhamma Wheel of Ashoka and Three Trainings (ooo or 3 stars) Gundestrup Cauldron C 6564
which does not necessarily refer to
the physical river Rhine running through their territory, but rather that the tribe had a collective
aspiration, illustrated on their coins: “to cross the river to the other side to find ultimate peace” a
phrase still commonly used to describe enlightenment, Nibbāna (both river and ocean are
used).
© Setti Wessels
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The Roman settlement Mogontiacum was named after the main Celtic god worshipped
in the area, Mogons, translated as "the great one”, or the god of “might" (information Wikipedia
Mainz). The coins minted by the Treveri were abstract depictions of an eye; “to see the Truth of
existence”. Abstract symbols found on
the Celtic coins were used on the
seed of kamma
Gundestrup Cauldron, amongst the
Eye: investigation
most obvious was the 8-spoked
/\/\/\ investigation and
analysis
Dhamma wheel and the angles /\/\/
Dots: particles seen in
\/\ that formed the boundaries of
dissolution
Gundestrup Cauldron C
several of the outer plates, angles
6564
were etched onto the leg of some
figures to indicate that they “walk on C 6567 Man holds 2 winged seahorses: mind
the Eightfold Noble Path taught by
the Buddha”.
On the reverse the horse with V-shaped wing
“Dancing Mannikin” quinarii minted in the Rhineland:
holding a snake (rebirth) and torc (to cut the cycle of life)
was the an-iconic symbol for the Buddha to represent
Image p. 81 “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?” www.settiwessels.com
the aspiration of prince Siddhartha, the Buddha-to-be,
4 ● Four Noble Truths are combined with
six sense doors (in total 12)
who left his palace on his horse to lead an ascetic life in 6 / “hairs”, the
1●2●3●4● 6/ hairs
Eye 1 ● Mane 10 /
order to attain Victory over the cycle of rebirth,
2●
enlightenment, illustrated on the coins through the use
of abstract symbols to represent the meditation system.
6.3 Dancing Mannikin quinarii of Dünsburg

8●
legs

At the Dünsberg Oppidum the “Dancing
Rhineland “Dancing mannikin type” coin 65-40 BC, 13 mm, figure
running with snake and torc (wheel of rebirth is cut. The horse’s legs have
Mannikin” quinarii were minted, each version of the
8●: the Eightfold Noble Path, he has 10 “/“ hairs for the mane (Perfect
series of coins was an illustration of a meditator
number 10 of Pythagoras) and an eye similar to the Uffington Horse
refers to investigation, the tongue has a “V” for victory and the ⋀⋀⋀⋀⋀
holding a torc and snake similar to that found on the
refers to systematic meditation. On the reverse the 6 hairs are connected
to 4●, to identify the goal of Liberation. In total there are 12 hairs: 12
Gundestrup Cauldron, on the reverse the horse was
factors of Dependent Origination and rebirth, the main theme of the
the an-iconic symbol for the Buddha’s teachings,
Phaistos disk. Note the snake “bites” the face: to be born is to surely die.
On a different version the mannikin is seated: he follows meditation: 8
detailed through a series of abstract symbols.
hairs (Eightfold Noble Path). The row of 12 ● shows that he practices
The Pantheon in Rome was first built by Agrippa Dependent Origination, the horse’s mane has 6 hairs and a large eye “to
investigate six sense doors”, below the stomach is a diamond shape: the
who was a military commander in Germania, the
seed of kamma that is the cause of rebirth will be destroyed.
3 Trainings: horse Mane 6 /
“Dancing Mannikin” meditation coins minted in the
8 hairs Eightfold Noble Path
“eats kamma”
(6 senses)
Dünsberg Oppidum by local tribes were found by
↘︎
●12
39
archeologists in the camps of Roman soldiers under
↘︎
3●
his command as far north as the Netherlands, an
2●
indication that Roman soldiers were aware of the
1●
meditation system, if not meditators themselves. The
●
18
Pantheon burnt down in 80 AD and was rebuilt by
●
18
19 ●
concentration
Domitian, it burnt down again in 110 AD and was
20
seed of kamma
20
large
●
on
the
edge
of
the
coin:
rebuilt during the reign of Trajan and his successor
8● Eightfold Noble Path
the Holy number 20 of Pythagoras
Hadrian.
6.4 “Bird-man” quinarii: coins of the Heidetränk Oppidum
At the Roman site of Mogontiacum the local Taunus mountains were rich with silver that
was used for minting the quinarii coins that seem to have been melted down to provide the
main batch of silver used for the Gundestrup Cauldron.
© Setti Wessels
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Amongst the quinarii coins
HEAD: Four Noble Truths: 2 spirals 1st & 2nd Noble Torc & 2 terminals: investigation of mind &
Truths (Suffering & Causes of Suffering), 3rd Noble
materiality: the goal to cut the cycle of rebirth.
were the famous series of
Truth Cessation of Suffering (Eye to see Truth:
3 fingers and robe represent Three
Vipassanā) and 4th Noble Truth Path that will End
Trainings (ethics, concentration and wisdom)
“Nauheimer bird-man type”,
Suffering (Eightfold Noble Path taught by the Buddha)
mind &
probably minted in the Heidetränk
1st
2nd
materiality
Oppidum 40 kilometres east of
4th
3rd 2 o
Mogontiacum. The abstract head on
the bird-man coins had 4 symbols
that represent Four NobleTruths (2
spirals, an eye and a heart) which
8●
were repeated on the reverse as 4
↑6 o
Eightfold
2●
Axe 2 o
lines on the wing/dress of the the
6 senses
Noble Path
(Cheek) mind &
●——● Application of the
“bird-man”, 3 lines refer to Three
system of meditation to ↑ Twisted rope:
Robe 4 lines:
materiality
1o
Four Noble Truths
investigate existence
concentration
continuous cycle of life
Trainings and he holds on to a torc:
Nauheimer coins (minted between 2nd century BC and 50 BC): head represents wisdom and
the meditator’s aspiration to cut the
the Path of Purification that is followed when practising the system of meditation. 2.93 gr.
cycle of life.
Meditator “floating” 4 lines on wing: goal of
Themes used on the
DETAIL Griffin 2
↓ concentration
Four Noble Truths↓
coins were copied and used on
Plant:
Cause & Effect
the Gundestrup Cauldron,
↓
codes
Twisted
・
・
・
・
torc: to
notably on the wings of the
cut the
16 lines
repetitive
griffins; winged lions with birds’
cycle of
↑Plant:
heads that represent the 6th
rebirth
the line of its growth
winds through several
sense that can move about
images: investigation
・∵・dissolution
of Cause & Effect
↑2 snakes:
like a bird to observe
rebirth
Griffin 2 “concentration”
Griffin 1 “ethics”
meditation objects at a
distance, not bound by either
space or time, the griffins will “eat the seeds of defilements” that are the cause rebirth: kamma.
The torc and a snake are held by the seated “antlered deity”: to cut the cycle of rebirth.
6.5 Prince of Glauberg: “to follow in the footsteps of the Buddha”
The famous “Prince of
Glauberg” was found at the
Glauberg Oppidum, located
● ●
●●
centrally between the Dünsburg
● ●
↘︎
and Heidetränk Oppida (about 80
kilometres from Roman
↖︎
↖︎
●●●●
●●●
●●●
Mogontiacum), one of 4 similar
Detail of 16 Posts
statues that guarded a mound
central to impressive earthworks
located at the foot of the hill of the oppidum. The 6th-century BC
sculpture, similar to the Warrior of Capestrano, has the large
buttocks to show that he “follows in the footsteps of the horse
Symbol no.2 no. 40 no. 41
no .28 no. 26
who is the leader - a symbol comparable to centaurs with the
Phaistos disk: horse images as an-iconic symbols
body of a horse and upper body of a man. At the mound
for the Buddha and bull’s horn (concentration)
Concentration & the 6th sense
archeologists discovered evidence of 16 postholes - the same as
the number of 16 silver pieces of the Gundestrup Cauldron buried in one group - a reference to
the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges. The sculpture and the details of every piece found in
the Glauberg burials are aligned with the meditation system as taught by the Buddha.
(Analysis “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?” www.settiwessels.com).
© Setti Wessels
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The 6th-century BC Prince of Glauberg was possibly made during
Lobes:
sprouting
the lifetime of the Buddha - and that of Pythagoras. Similar to the shape of
leaves of a
sapling
the Warrior of Capestrano the sculpture is that of a man who morphs into a
horse to illustrate that he follows in the footsteps of the Buddha, a gesture
Torc cycle of
life: birth,
that was repeated on Celtic horse coins where the face of a man with a
ageing &
death
prominent eye and cheeks the shape of an axe is combined with the
horse’s head to form one image: an ascetic who follows the concentration
3 rings
methods taught by the Buddha will cut the roots of craving and
Victorious
Finger
man
attachment; the cause for the tree of life to keep growing. The illustrations →
↖︎ ring
← Shield:
were designed as ideograms that were powerful enough to communicate
“eye”
a profound cluster of information to the visitors at a single glance: the
← Seed:
cut past
Buddha’s Eightfold Noble Path of Purification will lead to liberation when
& future
()
Four Noble Truths are attained, represented by the four sculptures.
Dress:
On the statue’s upper part the patterns depict sprouting seeds that
cycle of life
↑ Sword of wisdom
form visual patterns that can be interpreted in
Past life ● Present ● Future life
various ways just by shifting one’s point of focus, the
2 leaves:
patterns communicate intricate information about
←Cause & Effet
two sprouting seeds that represent rebirth as 6
← Infinity ∞
←mind & materiality
Cycle of life O
senses (past life & future life), adjusting one’s focus
←Ring: rebirth cycle
Investigation
←Square: two angles
they represent 12 leaves: 12 Dependent Origination
I¯¯ ¯¯I
I¯¯ ¯¯I investigation
of the body past &
factors. The statue is that of a warrior who carries a
future: concentration
Tree
sword - but has the qualities of a sapling that will
← 6 leaves: 6 senses
of
past & future lives
repeatedly grow into a new tree of life, depicted by
life
←2 sprouting seeds:
the fresh lobes of a young sprouting seed growing
Cause & Effect
6 — (6 senses)
←12 I (Dependent
on either side of his head. Every detail on his
5— 5 aggregates
Origination factors)
forehead and dress form patterns that can be “read”
Glauberg Prince: diagram as man, horse & as Tree Of Life
as a story that explains different aspects: leaves or
seeds describe concepts about
rebirth from the seeds of kamma,
the roots can be cut with his
sword of wisdom.
The shape of his head
placed in the centre with the two
C 6566 Central man &
C 6564 Central man
2 males holding arms up:
arms crossed, fight
C 6574 Gundestrup Cauldron rebirth panel,
lobes on the side was used to
Victory as goal
lion & floating figure
tree of life with 3 roots: birth, ageing, death
describe information in a way
similar to the triple images depicted on the Gundestrup Cauldron. The arrangement of the outer
panels of the cauldron, each with two meditation objects placed on either side of a large head,
follows the pattern that was first introduced on the statue of the Plant-like man Victory with two Horse face and man’s face below are
morphed into one, the man’s face
rows of pellets: concentration
Prince of Glauberg, the prototype. He carries a sword with a
has 2 eyes (mind-materiality).
↓
↓man
S
S
handle shaped as a “Victorious Man”, repeatedly used on the
↙
↙
cauldron. The sacrifice of the bull is a symbol of inner craving
“Eye”& ↘︎
“Victory
and attachment that will be the cause for the tree of life to keep
man ᛘ”
↘︎
growing, fed by the seeds of kamma. The seeds of kamma
6
4●
“cooking” in the cauldron and the tree of life was illustrated on “S” ↗
“Eye”& ↗
“Victory man”
rebirth
the rebirth panel (see description panel C 6574).
past●present●future horse & 6 senses
The theme of concentration and cutting the roots of the Osismii Coin: Man with arms open in Victory, simulation of a
plant (tree of life) growing from the meditator’s head, the same
tree of life was elaborately illustrated on coins of the Osismii
man is found under the horse: “Victory man” (ᛘ rune) and 6
seeds that represent the 6 senses.
©www.cgb.france GALLIA - ARMORICA - OSISMII (Area of Carhaix - Finistère) Quart de statère
and Coriosolites tribes in Armoria in western France.

I

Image page 40 text “France stone” www.settiwessels.com
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6.6 Coriosolites horse coins of Armorica (west coast of France)
Wild boars: sensuality, winged horse Victory
Various Celtic tribes minted abstract horse coins with
meditation symbols, found as far as the west coast of France where
the Coriosolites tribe of Armorica minted coins with the exact same
silver that was used for making plate C 6569 of the Gundestrup
Cauldron, the unique design of a man with two prominent hooks in
Horse
Dog
his beard to represent Cause and Effect was copied from hooks
←Hooks
repeatedly used on the Coriosolites horse coins.
Gundestrup panel C 6569 Man holds 2
In Armorica is situated opposite Cornwall where the tin used
men/boars, dog & winged horse. Symbols
of the heart & hooks: investigation with
on the cauldron was mined. The images of the Osismii and
the concentrated 6th sense
Coriosolites tribes illustrated on their coins are described as
“decapitated heads of the victims of the
Concentration ↓
Face with eye & hooks hovering
↓ 10 hooks: Ten Dhammas
above the horse: 6th sense &
seed of
Horse with human
bloodthirsty tribes hanging on ropes around the
↓ investigation
kamma →
face: investigation
necks of their horses”- as opposed to the
intended meaning.
The coins were illustrations that
represented deep states of meditative absorption,
Eye
similar to the floating figures found on the
observation
Gundestrup Cauldron. The heads that float above ////
Wild boar trampled:
Cut-marks
ignorance of craving for sensual life destroyed
the horses are connected to the horse’s heart,
mental analysis
Coriosolites coins c. 50 BC: Abstract horse, note the hooks & cut-marks:
symbolic location of the 6th sense (hadaya vatthu
investigation through concentration. Reverse: The horse is deconstructed to
illustrate analysis, the hovering head symbolise observation with the 6th sense
in Pali), the ropes were illustrated by a variety of
lines or shapes to express different states of
awareness; aspects of the working of the concentrated mind.
●●●

6.7 Pantheon built by Agrippa (general of Caesar Augustus) and the link with the ‘E’ at Delphi

>

Blinded by the deliberate corruption of the
texts that were left from antiquity which were copied in 34 cm by 6,75 metres long: Agrippa’s map of the state-run network of
roads of the Roman Empire during the reign of Augusts (27 BC - 14
Christian monasteries but changed to promote their
AD), Tabula Peutingeriana. Below: last section, Roman roads in India.
new political agenda, modern scholars are aware of
the enormous amount of trade between the Romans
and Asia, but the possibility that people in the west
practiced the meditation techniques taught by the
Buddha has not yet been recognised, despite the rich
collection of artefacts with meditation symbols found
Sponsored Roman roads network in India: at Muziris
(Malabar coast), a major trading port with Rome there is a Muziris
all over Europe. The small Dancing Mannikin coins,
“Temple to Augustus”
only 13 millimetres in size, that represent the qualities
of “anatta, non-self” and the torc that defines the ideal
of cutting the cycle of rebirth, were found in the camps
of Roman soldiers who served under Agrippa as far
north as the Netherlands. The coins are an indication
↑Temple
of Augustus
that at least some Roman soldiers were committed
meditators - potentially the best kept secret behind
Pyramid Pierre de Couhard Augustodunum: Autun, France
(Image Wikipedia) Detail see chapter 11 p. 128 “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”
the success of Caesar Augustus who managed to rule
over a united Roman Empire peacefully for decades, even after Julius Caesar attacked Celtic
tribes and destroyed their oppida leaving a trail of devastation.
The cursus publicus, the roads network maintained by the Roman Empire, stretched from
Scotland to the east coast of India at the mouth of the Ganges river, three ships per week sailed
© Setti Wessels
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from the ports of Egypt to India. At Muziris in southern India a Temple of Augustus is marked on
the map that was prepared by Agrippa and engraved into marble, erected near the Ara Pacis
Augustae (Altar of Augustan Peace) and the Pantheon in central Rome. In a description of the
Mausoleum of Augustus it was mentioned that it resembled the Etruscan burial mounds - which
contained artefacts with evidence of detailed knowledge of meditation techniques, such as the
golden fibula and pectoral of the Caere tomb that was topped by a lion, located northeast of
Rome, an indication of the long tradition of meditation that started in the 6th century BC.
(Regolini Galassi tomb see Etruscan symbols universal language of the heart for detail.) This
symbolism is lost to western scholars who even changed the birth date of the Buddha to match
their own interpretation of history, despite the fact that the correct information has been
carefully maintained by the community of Theravada monks for over 2,500 years.
By visually compiling relevant information and approaching it with at least some
knowledge of the meditation system, an alternative picture emerges that seamlessly match
known and accepted historical dates. At the new city Augustodunum (modern Autun), built by
Augustus after the Celtic oppidum of Bibracte was destroyed by Julius Caesar, there is a
structure, the “Pyramid Pierre de Couhard" that cannot be be explained - but its appearance is
exactly that of ruins of Buddhist pagodas in Asia. Images on the coins of the tribes of Germania
and the Celts of northern France that were used to make the Gundestrup Cauldron are an
indication that they were familiar with the meditation system taught by the Buddha in India. The
Pantheon first built by Agrippa was completed in 27 BC, the same year when Octavian was given
the title Augustus, “Venerable”. If the original history of the Pantheon in Rome was directly
connected to the system of meditation it will explain why the name of Agrippa appeared on the
facade when it was rebuilt by Trajan and Hadrian after it burnt down a second time in 110 AD. To
use terms of our modern digital society: they decided to use the rebuilding of the Pantheon to
launch a widespread campaign to reintroduce the meditation techniques as a common goal to
promote peace and cooperation for the mutual benefit of all tribes in the Roman Empire.
Hadrian spent the year 112/113 in Athens to study philosophy, a historical fact attested to
by an inscription found in Athens. It may have been a journey to collect information to redesign
the Pantheon that burnt down in 110 AD and to arrange for a coordinated approach to
distribute the information throughout the empire, not very different from modern marketing. The
priest of Delphi, Plutarch, was a famous author and philosopher who studied under his teacher
Ammonius, a Neoplatonist philosopher in Athens. Hadrian also attended lectures by Stoic
philosopher Epictetus in Nicopolis who was a former slave in Rome - freed slaves wore the
Phrygian cap as token of their freedom, the cap was worn by Stoic philosopher Mithras, who kills
the bull that represents his inner craving in the Mysteries of Mithras.
At every location where Hadrian was stationed when young or where he visited he had
the opportunity to collect the information necessary to design the Pantheon as a threedimensional diagram to describe the meditation system. One can imagine that the Pantheon
was thoroughly designed with the purpose to be the pinnacle of information that was already
found illustrated on coins of the tribes in the Roman empire, from Britain to Iran, the majority of
which were minted around 50-40 BC: 500 years after the lifetime of the Buddha. The coins of the
Dancing Mannikin distributed amongst the soldiers who served under Agrippa are evidence of
the methods used by Agrippa and Caesar Augustus to reign in peace, a tradition continued by
Trajan and Hadrian, who used the name of Agrippa on the facade as a symbol of the
continuation of he traditions of peace, expressed by the newly built Pantheon, completed in 125
AD.
Much of Plutarch’s works were lost, the few texts that were not destroyed were corrupted
but still contain the structure of his thinking. Did Plutarch write the essay - “On the Obsolescence
© Setti Wessels
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of Oracles” - as a project of collaboration with Hadrian? In the essay he described how
Demetrius, grammarian from Tarsus, was sent by “the emperor to investigate the island nearest
to Britain” - the effect of light in the tomb Maeshowe that was used to design the Pantheon. The
Spartan Cleombrotus who visited the city of cave-dwellers proceeded to India by crossing the
Persian Gulf in search of knowledge to write a book about “theology”.
In the essay “On the ‘E’ of Delphi” Plutarch describes a list of 21 items that represent the
same concepts of the meditation system that were found illustrated on the Gundestrup
Cauldron. The exact same order and description of concepts were used three centuries later to
formulate the Elder Futhark rune alphabet after Delphi was under threat and possibly no longer
existed. The silver cauldron was eventually found in Denmark, dismantled and buried as a group
of 16 silver panels, plus one piece of an iron ring, which was dated to the era of the envoy of
enlightened monks who were sent by Ashoka to teach the meditation system in Europe.
During the window of 93-144 AD, identified by the carbon dating of beeswax described
in the technical report prepared for the National Museum in Denmark, Hadrian was present at
every location that can be used to identify the materials used for the cauldron: silver from the
Taunus mountains and France, tin from Cornwall, the technical knowhow of the Thracians
famous for their metal work. Possible traces of Sassanian silver from Syria/Iran or Bactria
(Afghanistan) was described as “deceptive” in the technical report, as it seemed unlikely to the
researchers that there could be a valid link between Denmark, Syria and Bactria.
With Hadrian’s documented presence at each location and the peace that followed for
decades under his successors, Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, it is a logical conclusion that
the different groups collectively participated in a joint project to promote peace in the Roman
Empire, united by Hadrian to adopt a common approach to ethics, to encourage concentration
practices and to promote the goal of developing wisdom as a communal guiding force,
expressed by the Gundestrup Cauldron that was made as as a universal symbol of unity and
cooperation that transcended barriers amongst different cultural and language groups.
6.8 The iron ring of the Gundestrup Cauldron dated to ～380-200 BC
The iron ring that was used along the rim to
Torc: cycle of life
strengthen the cauldron appears to have originated
Man holds snake: rebirth
from iron dated to a period ～380-200 BC that was
Horns: concentration and
liberation, Victory
melted down and reused, mentioned by the author
Illustration of the Buddha’s
of the report as a perplexing detail that will baffle
first sermon in the deer
park at Isipatana, India:
archeologists:
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana
Turning to the accelerator datings, the problems with the one
consisting of carbon residue from the iron core of
the rim (～BC 380–200)…will not be dealt with
any further since it is probably archaeologically
6 birds
untenable.
(6 senses)
Previously, Müller did not even exclude a date of
the Gundestrup cauldron to the 2nd century AD
ᚢ
2 pellets: →
(1897, 574). …As to the question of place of
Mind &
materiality
production this should be somewhere in Central
→
6 pellets:
Europe.

ᚲ

*From new carbon dating Nielsen, S; Andersen, J; Baker,
J; Christensen, C; Glastrup, J; et al. (2005). "The
Gundestrup cauldron: New scientific and technical
investigations”, Acta Archaeologica, 76: 1–58 page 53

The proposed date for the iron
used to make the ring for the cauldron
reveals one of the most interesting aspects
about the design of the cauldron: they
© Setti Wessels
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ᛗ

spear
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6 senses

ᛃ
● Equivalent Rune symbols
The 6th bird (mind) is eating the 16 seeds
(Insight Knowledges) to purify his mind
from bad kamma. The L (nose) refers to
concentration, the eye to observation, the
ear is a spiral (listening to the Dhamma)
and 6 pellets the six senses.
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20 (Holy number) & 10 (Perfect
number) of Pythagoras
Scythian coin
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The six winged creatures are 6 senses. Three
seem to have reused old iron that
Trainings (ethics, concentration and wisdom)
dated back to the period when the
are the birds standing below the horse (they
emulate the qualities of the Buddha). One bird
envoy of Ashoka (reign 269-232BC)
flies towards the horse (investigation), one sits
was sent to Europe. The ring and tree on top of its neck (focused one-pointed
concentration) and number 6, the mind,
as symbols to explain the cycle of life follows the horse, holding two rings: mind and
materiality that needs to be investigated. The
was repeatedly used since the 6th
plant growing out of the rider’s head is the tree
of life that represents the cycle of rebirth.
century BC, reusing the iron was an
The image of the tree is profound: below is the
trunk with roots that need to be cut, flanked by
expression of a powerful symbol of
flowers: past and future life. The entire central
historical unity
picture on the plate is the tree: it illustrates the
current life of the rider and the path that must
The silver that originated in
be followed to find Victory over the endless
cycle of life. The top section with sprouts
different parts of Europe must have
Sparta Name vase of the Rider Painter
symbolises success: seven leaves refer to Seven Horseman accompanied by a winged figure (Nike?).
been donations, distributed in a few
Stages of Purification, flanked by two spiralCup c. 550-520 BC (Wikipedia)
shaped branches: concentration.
p. 40 text “France stone” www.settiwessels.com
batches silversmiths used different
Image British Museum London
toolsets to make the panels, the silver of some batches were mixed with a higher percentage of
copper. In the seeming chaos there was a definite plan that expressed their common goal.
Celtic coins were not used as money but were votive offerings made especially during
50-40 BC, 500 years after the lifetime of the Buddha, the images on Celtic horse coins are
compatible with the information as illustrated on the cauldron, the meaning is the same. The
batches of silver as chosen and the toolsets that were used to make the plates on the cauldron
are an indication of the knowledge and insight of the silversmiths into what happens during
meditation, the marks represent their knowledge about theory that was applied on the cauldron
to explain meditation techniques. The relationships between the topics as illustrated, toolsets
used and the purity of silver were methodically applied to explain the meditation system.
●
● Rök
Eggja
● Langeid ● Tanum
● Maeshowe
Deskford●

● Gotland

Gundestrup●
● Gallehus

● Moordorf

Dancing Mannikin quinaris
(Germania)

Nauheimer “birdman" quinaris
(Germania)

Nebra ●
Dünsburg
•
Heidetränk•Glauberg
●
Pfalzfeld

●

Mogontiacum●

TIN
Cornwall

Parisii

•

Armorica

Coriosolites

● Osismii
PlougastelDaoulas

•
Bullenheimer
Berg

Treverii Speyer
●

Hochdorf ● ●
Holzgerlingen

Crimea ●

Ezelsdorf-Buch

•

• Manching

•Bernstorf

Vix •

Avanton
Poitiers •

Pannonia

Budapest
●● Sopron

Biatec coins
(Austria/Hungary)

•

•
Tintignac

Hakkâri
●

Dacia

Halstatt
Kleinklein

Moesia

Bibracte
/Autun

Nemausis●
●
Roquepertuse ●
Massalia

●
Luna

Thrace

Tarsus ●

Samothrace●

Numana ●

Macedonia

●Hadria

Picene ●Capestrano
●
Magliano ● Rome

Taranto
●
●
Croton

Samos ●

Delphi ●
Mycenae ●
Sparta ●

● Athens

Petra ●

Knossos
●
Phaistos●

Crete
● Elche

Syria

Phocaea ●

Port
to India ●

Alexandria ●

Cyrene ●
Pythagoras 6th century BC: overland route from Croton ●●●●● to northern Italy, then via Bernstorf and Manching to Bullenheimer Berg and Glauberg, via Hochdorf and Speyer in the Rhineland and via Vix
in France to Cornwall in Britain and northwards to Scandinavia. Coloured areas indicate locations of Hadrian’s activities and distribution of coins related to the Gundestrup Cauldron found in Denmark in 1891
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7. A message beyond language: 16 silver parts, toolsets used, variable copper mix
* Technical information from an article
published in Denmark: “THE
GUNDESTRUP CAULDRON New Scientific
and Technical Investigations” ACTA
ARCHAEOLOGICA 76, 2005, pp. 1–58

The choice to bury 16 silver
pieces of the cauldron together has a
special meaning that was expressed by
the 16th rune of the Elder Futhark
alphabet: a reference to Sixteen
Vipassanā Insight Knowledges, defined
by the 16th rune symbol of the Elder
Futhark rune alphabet that was used
since the 5th century AD, 1,000 years
after the Buddha:
ᛊ ᛋ ᛌ s(“s” meditation wisdom light nr 16 in the rune row)
By observing Mind and Materiality through
Dependent Origination and with assistance
from the wisdom light in the heart a meditator
will gain Insight when observing how every
Cause will bring its Effect [with an aspiration to
attain Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges]

There was exceptional subtlety
expressed by the technical
combinations of silver pieces that were
chosen to be buried together, which is
more than a coincidence. A clear,
carefully planned pattern by the
makers is displayed in the findings
described in a technical report about
the silver and copper contents of the
different panels, which coincide with
the toolsets as used. A list of other
technical aspects, thoroughly
investigated by a team of experts in
collaboration with the National
Museum, often listed the same panels
that were again the exceptions,
pointing towards some special
meaning. In the pool of 16 pieces there
were groups and subgroups which
were combined in such a way that
layers of a special story could be told.
First the images on the panels
tell a simple story using simple visual
images, (the first level of knowledge),
but the makers used additional
meaningful codes to explain a more
© Setti Wessels

Gundestrup Cauldron16 silver pieces: meaning of technical relationships
Arrangement of silver batches, thickness of plates, % of copper & toolsets used

C 6562 Bowl Batch 1
no tools, medium copper

Rim C 6576A&B
high copper

Plate 0.45–0.55 mm C 6574

Silver from quinars
Taunus mountains Germany

All panels:concepts & theory
about meditation practice

Batch 1

Hole

C6571

3.1-5.1%
medium
copper

Batch 1

C 6570: Batch 1
no punch marks, high
copper, thick silver plate
Hole

5 plates &
bowl & 2 rim

C 6565

Toolset I plates 0.6–0.65 mm

↑_ Batch 1_↑

(except plate C 6574: 0.45-0.55)

Hole

C 6572 Batch 1 Low copper Toolset II

Batch 3

Toolset I C 6567 Batch 4
Toolset II C 6575
Hole

Silver French/German Toolset II

C 6573 low copper

C 6575 low copper

Toolset II: 6 plates (6 senses)
C 6566 low copper

C 6568
medium copper

All plates thin: 0.45–0.55 mm thick
Low copper content 1.4-2.1%
except plate C 6568 medium 3.1-5.2%
from several batches 1a, 3, 4 & 6

Panels all relate to the
meditator’s practice as
investigated with the 6th sense

(2 deer: Buddha’s teaching)

Toolset II
C 6564 low copper

Batch 5

From French Coriosolite
coins 1st Century BC

Silver mix from northern
France and Germany

Batch 1

Batch 6

From German quinars
no punch marks

Batch 2

Bull plate from a
crucible melt

C 6569 * NOTE plate cut
shorter & “scars” on surface

C 6564
C 6570
C 6563
Low copper,
Special toolset III
No punch marks
High copper, unique silver, unique silver High copper, unique silver Low copper,
0.65–0.7 mm, thick plate 0.4-0.55 mm 0.65-0.7 mm thick plate
unique silver
First Noble Truth
Third Noble Truth
Fourth Noble Truth
Second Noble Truth
of Suffering
Causes of Suffering Cessation of Suffering Path to end Suffering

4 unique one-off batches: 3 plates & the central medallion

Three plates were grouped together on the cauldron, the central medallion’s
elaborate detailing represents the “path”: investigation with the 6th sense
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advanced level of knowledge that would have been visible on a very subtle level to those who
were fully aware of the purpose of the cauldron and the contents it represented.
Subtle differences revealed by the technical report were intentional: the cauldron was
made as a mnemonic device to help people to remember complex details in an era when text
was not yet in common use. With the subtle colour codes introduced by adding copper to
certain batches of molten silver additional relationships between certain panels are revealed.
Initially the positioning of panels seemed chaotic - a few images always seemed slightly
out of place, as if they should have been positioned in a different group or as if the designers
were slightly ignorant. Only by grouping the images together according to the origin of the
main batches of silver that they were made from, grouping them as clusters that belonged to the
toolsets they were made with - then giving them shades of colour according to their copper
contents - the theoretical meaning of the intentions behind the patterns began to appear.
This method of using almost invisible layers of knowledge was applied often on other
objects such as the Phaistos Disk that was a spiral, but had “spokes” that connected outer fields
to the central piece to explain more complex details (see text “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos
Disk?”). On the golden collars of Sweden images “jumped” and were repeated on the opposite
side but always one step behind, which resulted in what one can describe as a spider’s web of
invisible links spun across the elements of the rings that described a more complex layer of
knowledge, that can only be realised mentally through insight (see text “Golden Collars and the
‘E’ at Delphi”). In the Pantheon of Rome the structural elements expressed one level of
knowledge, the decorated panels and additional non-structural columns some more complex
layers, and finally the beam of light that walked through the space touched on certain elements
to reveal the most subtle layers of the highest knowledge (see“Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”).
In the same way the makers of the Gundestrup Cauldron used the colour codes caused
by mixing panels of silver with different percentages of copper to introduce the most subtle
layers of knowledge on the cauldron. The first obvious layer was that of the panels placed in a
certain order to tell a chronological storyline. The second level was the story told inside each
panel that communicated with stories on other panels to reveal a complex level of knowledge.
The most subtle and complex details can be “read” by understanding the subtle differences in
tone of the alloy used for different panels, by matching the colours of otherwise unrelated
panels an even deeper level of knowledge was revealed that “jumped across the space” to
connect to panels on the other side -similar to the light beam in the Pantheon.
The way in which these technical aspects were used to transfer knowledge about a
complex system is evidence of the sophistication of the people who made the objects.
In the article (THE GUNDESTRUP CAULDRON New Scientific and Technical
Investigations.) the original batch of pure silver mixed with a low percentage of additional
copper to make the metal soft and to give it a white-yellowish hue and was used to make panels
that related directly to the teachings of the Buddha: theory. The original batch of silver was
similar to that used for quinarii coins minted in the Rhineland from silver of the Taunus
mountains. The further panels had a percentage of the original batch, but additional silver
normally used for French coins was added, the backgrounds on these panels were filled with
texture covered with gold foil and illustrations were of meditators and the personal
concentration practices needed to attain liberation, first described on the 5 inner panels.
The images with 2 large dots ● on the chest are not of women with breasts as described,
but of meditators making different gestures to explain concepts - for instance the “woman with
crossed arms”: with application of concentration ● Causes (past life kamma) and ●Effects (future
life kamma) can be observed through investigation of Ultimate Mind (nāma) and Ultimate
Materiality (rūpa). The crossed arms are a reference to the “X rune” that was placed as 7th in the
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rune lines of all rune alphabets: Seven Stages of Purification. (The X as symbol of Dhamma was
often used on Greek objects and is still in use in Asia.) The background areas of these panels
had details that symbolised special qualities to help identify the “atmosphere/ambience” that a
meditator would expect to encounter during concentration, such as the light of wisdom. The
added texture would be codes that gave an indication of either areas of light as “seen with the
mind’s eye”, sometimes circles were used to indicate “observation o”, many dots indicated
dissolution and subatomic particles (kalāpas) that had to be analysed, some areas were covered
in pure gold to represent “the highest value” of the teachings of the Buddha. Complete story
lines can be “read” visually through interpretation of the surface textures.
In the technical report it is specifically mentioned that large areas were covered in an
elaborate and clumsy flow of tin, which may not have been accidental “due to a lack of skills”, but
done on purpose to create an illusion of bright light through its white or yellowish hue - tin does
not oxidise like silver that goes black with time, but stays bright. During his life thousands of eyewitnesses saw how light emitted from the Buddha while he was teaching, the colour from his
purified body was gold, red and orange from organs and lips, white from his mouth and teeth
and black from his hair - the colours are found illustrated on the Buddhist flag.
The process of enlightenment was illustrated in great detail on the cauldron: panels
communicate in various directions to explain the main information that is found in theoretical
text recorded in Pali (Abhidhamma), with many small gestures on individual panels that were
applied to describe a specific idea. Abstract symbols were used that transcended the limitations
of language - the message on the cauldron could be understood by an international group and
was probably made to be used at large prestigious gatherings of people from different tribes.

8. Was Hadrian involved in the making of the Gundestrup Cauldron?
The carbon dating of the beeswax filling of 93-144 AD reveals information that matches
newly appointed emperor Hadrian’s effort to re-establish “the old ways” of philosophy in
Europe. With the help of Plutarch, philosopher and priest in Delphi who was a famous author
that was widely read, he incorporated information collected by a grammarian from Tarsus
(Demetrius) about the light in the tomb of Maeshowe with that of the Spartan (Cleombrotus)
who visited India in pursuit of knowledge, described in Plutarch’s essay “The Obsolescence of
Oracles”. With knowledge of how light was used in the Maeshowe tomb to measure 1/16th of a
solar year, symbol for Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges as taught by the Buddha, a group
of influential Romans that included Hadrian, the Emperor Trajan and the Empress Pompeia
Plotina, an educated philosopher, went about to redesign the Pantheon in Rome that was first
built by Agrippa during the reign of Caesar Augustus, but burnt down a second time in110 AD.
Designed as a symbolic eye to observe the universe and all
vcoins.com
existences, past, present and future, the building is a threedimensional diagram where every detail explains some part of the
meditation system originally taught by the Buddha. On the floor
the marble patterns repeated famous numbers introduced by
Pythagoras to explain “what a meditator had to do”. The
Gundestrup Cauldron was made around the same time, if the
“Handshake of friendship”
Hadrian coin Alexandria Egypt minted 128-129 AD
recent carbon dating was correct.
During his reign Hadrian introduced
different versions of the Mysteries with qualities
that would be suitable to the sentiments of the 14 manacles 4 prisoner 5 baby 6 mother 2 meditator follows a horse 18 Carpenter’s Angle 2 & 3 meditator
Phaistos disk series: the cycle of endless rebirth and the meditator’s escape from
local population in different regions of the
the cycle of rebirth through “measuring the mind” with concentration techniques
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Roman Empire. In the Middle East the cult of Antinous was introduced, where the hero Anti-nous
(anti-mind) was training his mind portrayed as the winged horse Pegasus, Antinous was not the
young lover of Hadrian, an idea popular amongst modern scholars, but an improved version of
Alexander the Great: to conquer the inner enemies. In the West the sacrifice of bulls was part of
local culture in some areas, including in Rome, the alternative on offer was that instead Mithras
(Mitra) wore the Phrygian cap of a freed slave: no longer a attached to his six
senses, he would Stoically sacrifice the bull that represented personal
attachment and craving in an effort to control his mind. The 7 levels of
Mithraism are related to the 7 outer panels of the cauldron.
Antinous & Mysteries of Mithras
Information not noticed by western scholars is that the Pantheon is a
giant eye with an oculus that observes the skies: all of the universe with the stars that literally
resembles the vision of a meditator’s body observed in dissolution at night, the bright beam of
light represents the concentrated sixth sense. The light beam “walks” through the space from
symbol to symbol that are representations of concepts in the meditation system. The 5 rings in
the dome represent the universal key of knowledge about how mind-materiality works, taught
by Buddhas represented by the 28 square recesses in each of the 5 rings: the list of “28 named
Buddhas” recorded in Pali scriptures, with our current-era Buddha Gotama as number 28.
The word Pantheon, thought to be a dedication “to all the gods”, can also be translated
differently (Wikipedia Pantheon): “… the Greek word θεῖος (theios) need not mean 'of a god' but
could mean 'superhuman', or even 'excellent'."[12]
The details of the theory of the meditation system, found expressed in the structures and
decorations of in the Pantheon in Rome, was used to design the panels of the Gundestrup
Cauldron that was made as a symbol of unification to inspire different Celtic and Germanic
tribes to cooperate peacefully in an effort to establish frontiers of peace in the Roman Empire.
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9. The Pantheon & the Gundestrup Cauldron: a culture of observing the rebirth cycle
The 12 silver panels plus a 13th blank
panel of the Gundestrup Cauldron that were
buried together is a direct reference to
famous objects made before that contained
the same information, which described the
essential structure of the meditation system
through which the rebirth cycle could be
observed - with an aspiration to be liberated.
The original series of concepts - which are
Phaistos disk, Crete: Side A 31 fields and side B 30 fields
observed by the mind’s eye during advanced
Head: concentration,
Field
meditation practices - were explained as a
building as house for past
Phaistos Disk
B13
and future life
Crete
simple story that could be used to motivate
Side B
students, first why to meditate and secondly
B12
what to do. The “storyline” was probably
B1
introduced by Pythagoras in the 6th century
“Gates” ●●●●●
BC (see Vix crater), the same ideas (or “series
↖︎ Walking on
5 clinging
A12 A13 A1
B13 B12
the Eightfold
of concepts”) were expressed step-by-step a
aggregates
Noble Path
of Purification
thousand years later by the runes of the Elder
Futhark rune system - the meaning of these
ideas were illustrated by using pictures on the
↖︎
plates of the cauldron, which were easy to
Concentrated
Field
Field
meditator
explain, almost like children’s stories.
A12
A13
investigates six sense doors
Side A
Similar to the number of 12 plates of
Images copied from “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk? & “Etruscan symbols universal language of the
the cauldron that were buried together, with a
heart” & page 11 “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi”, find links on www.settiwessels.com
13th panel that was left empty, the outer rings on both
13 ↓ 12
sides of the Phaistos disk has 12 fields, the 13th field
1↓
12 fields
turns into the disk - using symbols that represent
concentration (archer’s bow in field 13 on side A, a
1
meditator’s head in field 13 on side B). These positions
>
12
were marked by “gates” with 5 dots: a code that defines
the “5 clinging aggregates”, taught by all Buddhas.
The pattern was repeated on the Etruscan
Magliano disk and Phaistos disk, Crete: Snake’s
head and spiral: Liberation (end of rebirth)
Magliano disk where there were 12 “words” on the outer
rim of the disk, the 13th “word”, similar to the
Phaistos disk, turns inwards to further explore
the path that will lead to liberation. On both
disks the snake in the centre “eats” the
meditator, there will be no more kamma
←Snake
←Eye
strong enough to be the cause for rebirth
when final liberation has been attained.
Abstract “eye symbols” were repeatedly used
on the Magliano disk which were meant as
meditation symbols, not to represent sound Centre: snake’s head in the
Magliano Disk Italy: Texture used as “radiating
at least six recognisable variations of the eye
centre similar to the
light”, in the centre 2 eyes to “see the Truth as it
Phaistos disk: Liberation
is”, Vipassanā insight meditation; at the top
symbol can be found which each emphasise
(end of rebirth)
“VI”: Liberation through right Effort
a different aspect of “how” the meditator
should look at their meditation object in a
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concentration
4
more nuanced way, but it was interpreted by modern
●●●●●
5●
)
scholars as one phonetic symbol, “TH”: (•) (•› ‹•) ‹•› (•) (• .
The link of the Gundestrup Cauldron to Crete can
be seen on the theme of the bull that was illustrated on a
5th-century BC coin of Crete where the running minotaur
expresses the meditator’s fear of his inner attachment and
craving for rebirth as 6 senses, in the centre of the
Coin Crete Minotaur: The meditator running
away from his own attachment to sensuality: the
labyrinth lies the key to unlock the escape route: with
bull as an-iconic symbol of the Buddha. The key
investigation based on knowledge of 5 clinging
to overcome craving for five clinging
aggregates (5● in the centre of the labyrinth,
aggregates (5 ●) the meditator will attain 4 Noble Truths
the mind) is concentration through which Four
Noble Truths will be realised: 4
(4 ◼). The minotaur’s quest is the same as that of the
“floating” meditator on the caldron who wields a
sword of wisdom to cut the roots of inner craving.
Entrance door: screen divided
The four squares were repeated as a major
into 6 parts (6 senses)
Roof outside: 6 steps to represent
theme in the dome of the Pantheon, where 28
6 senses
recesses surround the oculus that represents the
6th sense and the light of wisdom, the “eye of the
mind: the Pantheon was designed to be a giant eye
through which the Ultimate Truth of existence
Pantheon screen above entrance
about mind and materiality can be examined - a
door 6 panels (6 senses): when
observed with a concentrated mind
sophisticated three-dimensional diagram designed
solidity disappears, space and
particles are observed
to express the theory of the meditation system. The
methods found expressed in the Pantheon were
again illustrated on the Gundestrup cauldron but
Portico16 columns: Sixteen
as pictures to form a narrative that could be easily
Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
understood, the “truth of existence” was explained
Pantheon Rome: oculus, “eye of
the mind” that observes the truth
through the use of simple symbolic images that tell
of existence: Ultimate Mind
Light beam on the floor summer
solstice: observation o & analysis
(nāma) & Materiality (rūpa)
the story about what the concentrated mind can
see. (The same information was explained by Plato
in Parmenides: observation with the mind’s eye
depends on perception, the same object can be
large or small; one or many.) The eye was a major
Snake
Eye
theme, expressed by various symbols. On the
Phaistos disk the 8-petaled eye in the centre of side
Phaistos disk Field A31:
Phaistos disk Field B30: horse
A has the same meaning as the 8 outer panels of
eye to see the Truth
as mind and meditator crossed to
(Eightfold Noble Path)
ocean of samsara (snake’s head)
the cauldron, the Eightfold Noble Path as taught by
the Buddha: right view, right intention, right
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort,
right mindfulness, and right concentration.
The four warriors on their horses
represented the same concept as the square
blocks in the dome of the Pantheon and on the
Minotaurs coin from Crete, snake in each case is
the symbol for the cycle of rebirth, the 16 humans
C 6574 Gundestrup cauldron: rebirth panel
represent Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges:
liberation.
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10. The Cauldron’s 3rd-century BC iron ring and the link with Delphi

Ethics Concentration Wisdom
Three Trainings

entrance passage

The original small
8 marble panels in the dome
village of Rome was located
20 outer columns:
Holy number 20
50 kilometres south-east
of Pythagoras
10 inner columns:
from Caere, a major Etruscan
Perfect number 10
city with direct links to
of Pythagoras:
tetractys
Delphi, they were the only
(Ten Dhammas)
380 - 370 BC
non-Greeks allowed to build
Tholos of Delphi
their own treasury at the
Oracle Delphi, the main temple was dedicated to Apollo.
On approaching the site visitors would pass the
Temple of the Athena Pronaia where the Tholos, the only part left standing, had 20 outer
columns (Holy number 20 of Pythagoras), 10 inner columns (Perfect number 10 of Pythagoras,
the tetractys/Ten Dhammas) and 8 marble panels in the domed roof (Eightfold Noble Path). The
numbers were repeatedly used on the floor panels of the Pantheon to “show the path that the
meditator in search of liberation needs to walk on”, the numbers were used in the design of
buildings for private use by Hadrian (columns of his private retreat area, the Theatro Marittimo in
Tivoli and columns of his Mausoleum built in Rome). For the Pantheon itself the numbers of the
Buddha’s meditation system were used.
After the Pantheon in Rome burnt down in 110 AD Hadrian spent a year studying
philosophy in Athens when he was around 36 years old (112/113 AD), he visited Delphi and
Nicopolis, at each site he was a sponsor of construction projects to support the promotion of
philosophy during his life, but his support was not limited to construction only. With the help of
Plutarch, priest in Delphi who studied with his
cell EAST
teacher Ammonius, a Neoplatonic
2
Stone
Stone
philosopher in Athens, a great campaign was
no. 3
no. 2
↘︎
launched to support and promote the
cell
practice of philosophy around the time when cell
1
3
↖︎
the Pantheon was designed and rebuilt.
Stone
Stone
no. 4
no. 1
Several separate incidents can be connected
to reveal how the awareness of meditation
practices formed a network that reached the
furthest corners of the Roman Empire in
Plan
Maeshowe chamber: rear wall with 22 1/2
carefully planned campaign that must have
Maeshowe
days of light during the winter solstice
WEST
Image: orkneyology.com & Historic Environment Scotland
had the support of a group of very influential
See p 117 text “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi”
3 cells: Three Trainings
Ethics, concentration , wisdom
people in Rome, including the Emperor
Oculus: eye of the mind ↘︎
Trajan and the Empress Pompeia Plotina,
28 recesses:
5 rows: 5 clinging aggregates ↘︎
supporter of Hadrian and known to have been
28 named Buddhas
28 recesses
6 steps: ↘︎
Square recesses:
a well educated philosopher herself.
5 rings
6 senses
Four Noble Truths
Plutarch, who was was a famous author
5 rows:
5 clinging aggregates
read by Greeks and Romans, described in his
7 windows: Seven
3 zones
essay “On the Obsolescence of Oracles” how
Stages of Purification
“some emperor” sent a grammarian from
6 senses &
6 recesses
Dependent
Tarsus to the island nearest to Britain “for
12 pillars
Origination
investigation”. In the essay it is not specified
Portico 16 columns
↑16 columns
Pantheon section
Sixteen Vipassanā
what was to be investigated, so modern
5 rings 28 recesses: Insight Knowledges
historians linked the incident to the so-called
Pantheon Rome 28 named Buddhas
invasion of Scotland by Agricola in 83 AD - but
See text “Golden Collars and the “E’ at Delphi” & “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”
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if Plutarch collaborated with fellow philosopher Hadrian, his essay was written to notify his
readers of an investigation to study the effect of light in the Maeshowe tomb at Orkney,
knowledge which was an essential element when the beam of light in the Pantheon was
designed.
In Maeshowe the light shines on the rear wall for 1/32 of a solar year during the “death”,
and again for 1/32 of a solar year after the “rebirth” of the new year, the total of 1/16th of a solar
year (22 1/2 days) represented the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges taught by the Buddha,
the number 32 in Pali texts described “32 marks of a Great Man”, the personal qualities of the
Buddha.
In Rome the light beam of the Pantheon touches on the 16 pillars of the outer portico
while shining through the door with its six-panelled grid during the spring and autumn solstices,
this event occurs halfway between the extreme reach of the solstices, expressing the ideal of
“equanimity” which will lead to liberation, an
expression of Stoic philosophy. The 3 cells of
Panel C 6575 Wisdom
Concentration ↓hole
Ethics
Maeshowe and the 3 zones of the Pantheon were a
reference to the Three trainings: ethics, concentration
and wisdom, principles that are essential in the
meditation system. The concept of Three Trainings
were expressed by the panel of the 3 bulls on the
Gundestrup Cauldron, where the bulls were a
metaphor for attachment to rebirth as 6 senses
(represented by 6 animals: 3 dogs below represent
Gundestrup Cauldron bull panel: Three Trainings (ethics,
ignorance about repeated birth, ageing and death,
concentration, wisdom) & anicca, dukkha, anatta (change, suffering,
non-self). Note the hole, one of 2 - that connects to the outer panel.
the felines at the top will be a reference to the lion
12 figures: Dependent Origination, investigation of past & future
and insight into anicca (change), dukkha (suffering)
and anatta (non-self).
Panel C 6567 The hole
↓Hole: concentration
In Plutarch’s essay there was a second visitor to connects to the head of a
Victory V
meditator holding two
16 \
16 /
winged horses on the rear:
Delphi who “happened to meet” with the grammarian
investigating past & future
↑8●
Demetrius from Tarsus: the Spartan Cleombrotus who
↑8●
lives. His beard has 20
spirals
(concentration
&
Holy
was wealthy and spent his time in pursuit of
number 20 of Pythagoras),
the headband with Victory
knowledge. He regularly visited the city of cavein the centre has 16 \ & 16 /
dwellers, that can only be Petra that Hadrian was the
slash marks (32 total), the
animals below 3 lines: Three
formal patron of, a city full of caves suitable for
Trainings. Loops: ᛟ kamma.
Past life Present Effort Future life
longterm meditation retreats, luxury Roman villas are
currently discovered by archeologists as confirmation.
The Spartan “crossed the Persian Gulf” to India in his quest to collect
knowledge. The two revered men who met in Delphi collected all the
information needed to redesign the Pantheon in Rome after it burnt
down, but the same information was used to design the Gundestrup
Cauldron - both were designed using the numbers of the meditation
C 6571
system originally taught by the Buddha.
↓knot↑
Small details found at Petra, easily
missed, were also used on the
knot
Gundestrup Cauldron. At a Roman
meditation cave with a nearby triclinium
where meals were served (typical of
Mithras caves), there is a lion at the
Petra Triclinium of lions meditation cave, knot in lion’s tail: kamma
Ashoka pillar lions,
mouth of the cave that has a knot in its
p.116-119 text “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney” www.settiwessels.com
horse, bull, elephant
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Concentration
dotted lines →

tail similar to the knot in the snake of the Gundestrup Cauldron: the meditator will investigate
past and future lives with the technique of Dependent Origination and Vipassanā with the goal
to attain liberation. The knot in the lion’s tail was later used as an Elder Futhark rune symbol to
express the concept of kamma “ᛟ (heritage/posession)”.
Lion from Ostia: Dhamma
The theme of the lion entangled by a snake was a major
Cakka Ppvattana sutta
symbol of the Mysteries of
Key 12 holes: Dependent
Origination
Mithras and found at several
Wheat on tail: seeds
Phrygian cap:
Lightning bolt: 6th sense,
of kamma
freedom from slavery
Mithraea/caves, similar to the
light of wisdom & Sixteen
Insight Knowledges
Tauroctony where the bull
Staff 2 knobs: past & future
Sword of
(symbol of attachment to
wisdom
Four Wings: Four Noble Truths
Snake with 6 coils: 6 senses
sensuality and rebirth as 6 senses) Scorpio:
Bird: 6th sense (mind)
suffering of
is symbolically sacrificed by
Pine cone: seeds of Kamma
rebirth
Hammer: destroy ignorance
Mithras, who wears the Phrygian
Thongs of Vulcan: purification
cap of a freed Roman slave: he is
Dog:
Staff of Mercury: liberation
Snake: rebirth
ignorance
no longer a slave to his inner
Detail: “Mystery of Maeshowe
Mysteries of Mithras: Stoic philosopher’s sacrifice of
Orkney”www.settiwessels.com
attachment
to
sensuality
to
end
the
process
of
rebirth
craving for sensual existence.
The seven grades of the
The columns on the ground
Mysteries of Mithras will coincide with the Seven
floor express combinations of
4 eagles
urn
symbols: 2 for mind-materiality,
Stages of Purification that was illustrated by the
”eye”
4 for the Four Noble Truths, 6 for
seven outer panels of the Cauldron, the “lion grade” the six senses (at the monastery
Ad Deir 8 for the Eightfold
winged
was recorded as Grade 4 with Jupiter as symbol, it
Noble Path). The left side
Victory
represents the past - note the
coincides with the practice of Dependent
horse and man walking
towards the left on the inner
↑
Origination (see Addendum meditation chart):
amazon
facade of the treasury, on the
“4. Purification by Overcoming Doubt
right the man leads the horse
into the future life, the horse
(Kankhāvitarana- visuddhi)”.
being the an-iconic symbol for
The arrangement of facades of caves in Petra the Buddha. Several additional
details, i.e. pine cones
can be analysed using the same principles that were containing “seeds of kamma” fit
< horse
horse >
the pattern of Buddhist
applied in analysis of the Pantheon. On the famous practises very well. The amphora
at the top represents a funerary
← Past●Present●Future →
Treasury, Al Khazneh, two horses led by men in
urn: no more life.
Al Khazneh: Treasury
opposite directions fulfil a similar function to
City of cave-dwellers, Petra
the panel with two winged horses of the
Gundestrup Cauldron. The themes of the
horse and bird to represent the 6th sense
was expressed by the hippika gymnasia,
lid
which was used as a training method by
amphora
Roman cavalry. The parade helmets,
“cave”
Amphora on the Crosby Garrett helmet (left) and
without exception, display symbols that are
←
of Al Khazneh, the Treasury (middle) and the
Monastery, Ad Deir that is 10 metres high. Note
aligned with the meditation system. The
the subdivision of 4 “horns” at the base: to realise
griffin on the parade helmet found in
the Four Noble Truths is the Goal for meditators.
Crosby Garrett parade
Crosby Garrett in Britain near the site of
Mithras Phrygian cap: symbol of
helmet: rebirth cycle
Liberation which will be obtained
Roman Deva Victrix the top of the cap, that
Detail
through meditation (spiral hair). On the
is a metaphor for investigation through
reverse a row of spiral circles indicates
ring
investigation of past/future: 6+6=12
ring
meditation and rebirth, is symbolically held
cycle
Dependent Origination factors, an
cycle
of life
advanced meditation technique:
open to represent liberation: no more
of life
← 6 6 → ↘︎
past & future lives are seen with
craving for rebirth, details of 12 spirals on
assistance of the “light of
wisdom” (6th sense located
12
the back of the helmet represent the
in the heart-base
(hadaya vatthu in Pali).
technique of Dependent Origination. (For
Britain
detail of Petra and of parade helmets in
past ● present ● future
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Britain see text “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”
Ribbons
↘
chapter 10.2.)
Ribbons
The image on a coin minted in Petra implies
indicate the
“flight path”
that Hadrian, with closed eyes and wearing a
of the
headband was himself a meditator, which will clarify
concentrated
mind
his sense of urgency to revive the practice of
dialectics, based on meditation techniques, in the
Roman Empire as a way to rule through the
Hadrian meditates
Coin Petra: “In 130 AD,
“handshake of friendship”, the expression used by
Hadrian visited the former
Nabataean capital, giving it
practitioners of the Mysteries of Mithras.
the name of Hadriane Petra
When Hadrian visited the colonies of the
Metropolis, imprinted on
his coins.” (Wikipedia Petra)
Roman Empire he may have visited sites that where
Hippika gymnasia when
the meditation practices were already well
parade helmets were used
(Wikipedia Hippika Gymnasia)
established, if not since the time of the Buddha, like
Images page 120 Maeshowe
www.settiwessels.com
Maeshowe and the Glauberg site, then certainly
since the visit of the envoy of Ashoka.
Scotland
The material of the iron ring used for
broken edge: light of wisdom
DETAIL →
Outer ring “S”:15 or 16? (teachings of
strengthening the Gundestrup Cauldron that the
Buddha ᛉ15 or liberation ᛋ16) →
Middle row: Ten Dhammas 10→
was technically dated to a period between
Centre 7: Seven Stages of Purification →
the building of the Tholos in Delphi (380 BC)
Floating winged man →
and 200 BC when the broch of Midhowe
deep concentration
broken edge:
that contained Roman artefacts was built in
light of wisdom
Orkney, around the same time the envoy of
“Flight” of the
Ashoka visited Alexandria in Egypt, Cyrene,
concentrated mind
Hippika gymnasia helmets Fort Trimontium: Symbols on helmets worn at parades
Athens and Italy.
dressed as “flight of the concentrated mind” contain meditation codes, the horse
The iron ring of the cauldron had
represents the an-iconic symbol of the teachings of the Buddha: ᛖ rune or “E” symbol
great symbolic value and is evidence that
the motivation to make the Gundestrup
Cauldron was inspired by a long tradition of
knowledge of the meditation techniques in
an effort to unify people in the Roman
Meditation cells are found in (left) Edin’s hall broch and (right)
Torwoodlee & Bow Castle brochs near Roman Fort Trimontium
Empire. Hadrian managed to reign from
117-138 mostly avoiding war.
Syria
IIIIII

IIIIII

Rosette
12 petals

Spartan pot 550-520 BC of horseman with rings, plants and floating figures
The six winged creatures are 6 senses.
Three Trainings (ethics, concentration and
wisdom) are the birds standing below the
horse (they emulate the qualities of the
Buddha). One bird flies towards the horse
(investigation), one sits on top of its neck
(focused one-pointed concentration) and
number 6, the mind, follows the horse,
holding two rings: mind and materiality
that needs to be investigated. The plant
growing out of the rider’s head is the tree
of life that represents the cycle of rebirth.
The image of the tree is profound: below
is the trunk with roots that need to be cut,
flanked by flowers: past and future life. The
entire central picture on the plate is the
tree: it illustrates the current life of the
rider and the path that must be followed to
find Victory over the endless cycle of life.
The top section with sprouts symbolises
success: seven leaves refer to Seven
Stages of Purification, flanked by two
spiral-shaped branches: concentration.
Image British Museum London

© Setti Wessels

<
Narrow introverted
eyes, each with a set of
2 holes (mind &
materiality) and a leaf
of a Bodhi tree, 4 holes
(Four Noble Truths), 6
holes (6 senses), the
group of 3 Three
Trainings: ethics,
concentration and
wisdom. Forehead: the
rosette has 6 silver & 6
gold leaves (six senses):
in total12 Dependent
origination factors.

past ● present ● future
Roman hippika gymnasia mask from
Homs (Emesa) Syria
1st century AD

Wikipedia: Sparta Name vase of the Rider
Painter. Horseman accompanied by a winged
figure (Nike?). Cup, circa 550-520 BC
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11. Mystic numbers of Pythagoras linked to meditation techniques of the Buddha
Combining their knowledge Hadrian and Plutarch were to reintroduce the methods that
were originally at the root of philosophy in the early days when Pythagoras, who was the first to
describe himself as “a lover of wisdom”, was also the first teacher of metempsychosis in Greece as described in an essay written by the Roman author Porphyry (c.232–303), Life of Pythagoras.
Porphyry, a student of Plotinus who was a famous Neoplatonist teacher in Rome composed the
Enneads from notes left by his teacher which describe meditation experiences.
When the biography of Pythagoras is read carefully, being aware of the structure of the
meditation system that was originally taught by the Buddha in India in the 6th century BC, the
essay reveals a great deal of detailed information that links the so-called “mystic numbers” of
Pythagoras to the Abhidhamma - Buddhist theory that is still taught at university level in
Theravada countries - a theoretical framework that will assist students in their practise of
meditation, the final goal. The numbers of Pythagoras that are still known from the western
music system and design of the Pantheon, amongst one of the most famous objects, can be
directly aligned to the numbers of the meditation system.
The original techniques taught by the Buddha, just like the “mystic numbers” of
Pythagoras, are often described as lost to world, but the meditation techniques are still taught
and practiced successfully in a handful of monasteries. The numbers still used to teach the
meditation system are a 100% match to the so-called “mystic numbers” of Pythagoras that was
used to design the Pantheon and is found on the Vix crater - the similarities between the series
of numbers as used are too complex to be imagination, and secondly the images as used on
objects were visual pictures used to illustrate the step-by-step actions that meditators need to
take, symbolised by the numbers that represent theory. To make it simple: the images can be
read in the same way as modern comic strips where basic images explain a simple narrative even without understanding the complex symbols the
pictures already transmit a basic level of knowledge.
The series of images explain how to meditate when
following the instructions of the Buddha that was for the
first time explained in a deer park, when the meaning of
the images are fully understood, the results will be
profound - illustrated by the outer panel number 8 of
the Gundestrup Cauldron that was omitted to illustrate
Illustration of the Buddha’s first sermon in the deer park at
a void: liberation. The main figure on the “teacher’s
Isipatana: Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta Gundestrup Cauldron C 6571
panel (C 6571)” is seated in a classic meditation posture,
with one leg in front of the other (not lotus), wears horns that represent concentration - so does
the snake held in his hand - in the garden around him all creatures explain some part of how to
approach the process of concentration. The message at its most basic is that every person who
is able to observe their own defilements through application of concentration will be able to
destroy their craving and attachment and will be eventually be liberated, symbolised by the
broken circle of the torc: they can cut the roots of the tree of life with “the sword of wisdom”.
After the death of Socrates Plato went to study with the community of Pythagoras in Italy,
as he said in his 7th Epistle, he will never commit his knowledge to writing. The “unwritten
doctrines” were not secret, but unwritten as they were too complex for words. Transmission of
knowledge is done orally by experienced meditators to students who has to practice step-bystep before receiving new (precise) instructions related to their personal experiences which are
never standard - the system, of great subtlety and complexity, is still only transmitted orally.
On the Gundestrup Cauldron an attempt was made to illustrate the meditation system
without using words by simple images combined with codes that refer to concepts.
© Setti Wessels
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12. Ashoka’s envoy: cultural origins of the cauldron’s iron ring ～380-200 BC
On objects such as the Golden Hats found in Germany and France the decorated zones
express the same information about the Seven Stages of Purification and Eightfold Noble Path
(Speyer cone), five clinging aggregates (French cone found in Avanton near Poitiers), 12
Dependent Origination factors (Ezelsdorf-Buch) and Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
(Berlin cone, possibly from the Bullenheimer Berg) that was used as the intellectual foundation
to design the Gundestrup Cauldron, evidence that meditation practices were well-known and
part of the local culture of Celtic and Germanic tribes for many centuries.
The silver that the cauldron was made of originated in the same region, possibly from
coins that were melted down, which would have
Rhineland “Dancing mannikin type” coin, 13 mm,
been a collective project of cooperation between
seated figure with snake and torc (wheel of rebirth is cut.
The mannikin is seated: he follows meditation and has 8
Romans and Celts with the aim to promote peace.
hairs (Eightfold Noble Path), the row of 12 ● shows that
Silver quinaris coins of the “Dancing Mannikin” type,
he practices Dependent Origination, the horse’s mane
has 6 hairs and a large “to investigate six sense doors”
minted in Dünsburg near Roman Mogontiacum that
and below the stomach is a diamond shape: the seed of
kamma that is the cause of rebirth will be destroyed.
were illustrations of meditation practices were found
3 Trainings: horse Mane 6 /
in the Rhineland region as far north as forts in the
8 hairs Eightfold Noble Path
“eats kamma”
(6 senses)
↘︎
Netherlands, the coins were distributed amongst
●12
39
Roman soldiers of Agrippa, general of Caesar
↘︎
3●
Augustus - evidence that there was already mutual
2●
1●
cooperation between local Celtic tribes and the
Romans before Hadrian. Agrippa built the first
●
18
●
version of the Pantheon that burnt down in 80 AD, it
18
19 ●
concentration
20
was rebuilt by Domitian but burnt down again in 110
seed of kamma
20 large ● on the edge of the coin:
AD, rebuilt by Trajan and Hadrian.
8● Eightfold Noble Path
the Holy number 20 of Pythagoras
Image p81 Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk www.settiwessels.com

The cursus publicus - the Roman roads
network maintained by the empire - extended from
Scotland to the mouth of the Ganges in on the east coast of
India (see map in the Addendum at the end of the
document). The “Pyramid Pierre de Couhard” found in the
new city of Augustodunum, built after Julius Caesar
destroyed the Celtic Oppidum of Bibracte, appears to be
exactly the same as ruins of Buddhist pagodas in Asia,
evidence that Caesar Augustus may have deliberately
promoted the meditation practices to be able to rule in
peace, “a fierce flame” described by Gildas (c. 540 AD):

Pyramid Pierre de Couhard Augustodunum: Autun, France
(Image Wikipedia) For a detailed description see chapter
11 page 128 “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney”

Gildas On the Ruin of Britain: “5. For when the rulers of Rome had obtained
the empire of the world, subdued all the neighbouring nations and islands
towards the east, and strengthened their renown by the first peace which they
made with the Parthians, who border on India, there was a general cessation
from war throughout the whole world; the fierce flame which they kindled
could not be extinguished or checked by the Western Ocean…”

Wing: meditator’s head → with
lozenge network: lives
in the cycle of rebirth
Snake: rebirth →
Horse: an-iconic →
symbol for Buddha
Chest: 4 Noble Truths →
Ring under horse: 5
aggregates to be conquered
Bracket “all” is included { →
Parisii coin
Past ● Present ● Future
1st C BC
Causes Investigation Effects

The iron ring of the Gundestrup Cauldron that was dated
to the time frame of ～380-200 BC, a date that represents a long
tradition of knowledge about the meditation system that was first
taught in Europe by Pythagoras in the 6th century BC, date of the site of the “Prince of Glauberg,
it was expressed by the 20 outer and 10 inner columns of the Tholos of Delphi, built in 380-370
BC, the numbers 20 and 10 were eventually expressed as rune symbols in the Elder Futhark rune
system in the 5th century (number 10 “ᚾ naudiz/need” and number 20 “ᛗ mannaz/man” in the
rune row). When Ashoka sent an envoy of monks to teach the Dhamma in Europe during his
© Setti Wessels
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concentration

16 zones: wisdom

concentration

reign of 269-232 BC it was not new, there were already well established centres of learning in
Greece (Knossos, Phaistos, Mycenae), visited by tribes from all over Europe, the influence
reached as far as Orkney where brochs were built around this time as meditation caves (see
Midhowe).
The iron that was reused to make the ring of the cauldron would most likely date to the
period of the visit of the envoy of Ashoka and would have originated from one or more of these
sites. The city of Paris first started as an Oppidum built by the Parisii around 250 BC - during the
period when the envoy of Ashoka was supposedly present in Europe. The Parisii coins, minted
500 years after the life of the Buddha as votive coins, not used as money, display in-depth
knowledge of advanced meditation techniques. The iron used to make the ring could be from
several Celtic sites in France or Germany, perhaps even from the Gallic Oppidum of Bibracte
that was destroyed by Julius Caesar, where
Caesar Augustus built a new city where the
ruins of the “pagoda” is located.
Nibbāna, Victory →
5→
The importance of the Gundestrup
←16
Cauldron is that it symbolised cooperation
12 →
between local tribes and the Roman empire
with the common goal of promoting lasting
peace. The cauldron was made from silver of
the same tribes of Germany and northern
7→
France where the Golden Hats were found,
and is evidence of the many centuries of
meditation that was practiced in Europe by
the local tribes, that included the Romans.
←ethics→
Image Wikipedia
Texts from this period were corrupted to
Speyer/
Berlin Golden Hat: Ezelsdorfpromote a violent version of history that is not Schifferstadt:
Avanton:
16 zones
Buch:
7 zones
12 zones
5 zones
mirrored by the found objects.

13. Hadrian and Plutarch define the concepts of Pythagoras: “On the ‘E’ at Delphi”
When Plutarch wrote the essay “ON
↓ 16 vertical subdivisions ↓11
↓11
16 ↓
THE ‘E’ AT DELPHI” every one of the
8→I←
8
21chapters described, in the correct
11→I←11
8→I←8
chronological order, the same definitions that
←3
←5 7→
were later described in the Scandinavian rune
8 zones Past ↔ Present ↔ Future 8 zones
poems - the information is the same. The first
Dependent Origination: Cause & Effect
20 paragraphs referred to the “Holy number
Gold Collars: Ålleberg (3 rings), Färjestaden (5 rings), Möne (7 rings)
of Pythagoras” which described what a
meditator had to do, number 21, the last
paragraph, described Liberation. After the destruction of Delphi and other sacred sites the same
definitions were used to design a new alphabet, the Elder Futhark rune alphabet with 24
symbols, 3 were added to have the number 24 to match the Paṭṭhāna, the highest teachings of
the Buddha. Well known symbols from the Linear A and B clay tablets of Crete, where
Pythagoras was known to be a teacher, were chosen as symbols to represent each rune symbol.
With the descriptions of the concepts as described by Plutarch c. 120 AD one can
investigate the meaning of objects such as the Gundestrup Cauldron, which (if the carbon
dating is correct) were designed as a visual accompaniment to explain the concepts of Plutarch
that were distributed by Hadrian throughout the Roman Empire. Hadrian reintroduced the “old
ways” of philosophy not only in Greece, which was well documented, but also as far as Germany,
© Setti Wessels
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France, Britain and Scotland where the cairn of Maeshowe is located. The aim of Hadrian was to
rule through friendship, rather than force. By promoting meditation practices Hadrian aligned
himself with the local meditation practices that were already expressed on silver coins minted by
the Celtic and Germanic tribes around 44 BC - 500 years after the lifetime of the Buddha - the
Celtic coins were not used as money, but were votive objects with codes that explain meditation
practices.

14. Numbers of Pythagoras: used to design the Elder Futhark rune symbols
After the Christian emperor Theodosius I banned all other religious practices, sacred
sites in Europe from London to Delphi and the temples and libraries of Alexandria in Egypt were
destroyed from 381 AD, objects now found by archeologists carry symbols with numbers that
are the same as the formal theoretical descriptions of meditation techniques originally taught by
the Buddha. With basic knowledge of the main structure of the numbers - still used, unchanged,
to teach the same meditation techniques - many archaeological object in Europe can still be
analysed to understand its meaning.
Hadrian, with the help of Plutarch (Neoplatonist philosopher, author and priest of
Delphi), composed a summary of the concepts that were used by Pythagoras, who was the first
to call himself a “philosopher - one who loves wisdom”. The summary of concepts intended to
be used to promote the use of meditation as a basis for renewed practice of “the dialectics of
philosophy” was published as an essay, “ON THE ‘E’ AT DELPI”, the letter “E” being the 5th letter
in the Greek alphabet that was used to represent the 5 clinging aggregates as taught by all the
Buddhas - also expressed as 5 rings with 28 recesses in the Pantheon in Rome. The information
would have been instantly recognisable by the wider public; the information was part of a long
tradition in local culture. Each of the 21 chapters in Plutarch’s essay described, step-by-step, how
to meditate until enlightenment will be attained, described in the final chapter 21.
All known manuscripts of the text originated in Christian monasteries where they were
copied in the 8-9th century, but the original text was corrupted. Their approach was to only
delete certain words and to add interpolations to change the essays in alignment with their new
message, where the Christian God played the central role as creator of all, replacing the role of
personal meditation practice that is essential when developing insight to improve the future
results of kamma - they did not change the basic structure of the text that was originally written
to describe meditation practices. With basic knowledge of the meditation system the original
text, as intended by Plutarch, can still be guessed at with great accuracy, because the original
structure of the essay stayed intact.
In the 5th century the definitions described in each chapter of the essay prepared by
Hadrian and Plutarch were used as a guide to design the Elder Futhark rune alphabet in
Scandinavia, after Delphi was destroyed. The Elder Futhark rune alphabet has 24 symbols, 3
were added to match the 24 factors of the Paṭṭhāna, the highest teachings of the Buddha.
Plutarch’s definitions, descriptions of the “mystic numbers of Pythagoras”, were recorded as rune
poems that formed a foundation for knowledge that continued to be used until the 12th
century: thousands of rune stones with votive messages are found in Scandinavia.
Symbols, already seen on 6th-century pots and clay tablets from Greece, were chosen to
represent each definition, most likely introduced by Pythagoras who was trained in Egypt to read
“three kinds of letters”, as described by Porphyry in “The Life of Pythagoras”:
12. In Egypt he lived with the priests, and learned the language and wisdom of the Egyptians, and three kinds of
letters, the epistolic, the hieroglyphic, and symbolic, whereof one imitates the common way of speaking, while the
others express the sense by allegory and parable.
© Setti Wessels
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The shape of rune symbols were
Steps: 6 senses
influenced by the Greek alphabet and
Etruscan symbols, which are almost identical
to the rune symbols. It is likely that Etruscan
8 wires →
→
2 “eyes”
was never used as an alphabet to write text,
→
2 lines
as both Latin and Greek alphabets were
already available in the same region, the only
S-shaped ↑
clasp
Etruscan texts found were short votive
messages, similar to the runes (see Magliano
Pantheon Rome: eye, 6 steps (6
Stirling hoard 300 - 100 BC
senses), 2 lines (Mind & Materiality),
disk in text “Etruscan symbols universal
16 Pillars (16 Insight Knowledges)
language of the heart”). When the paragraphs
of the essay “On the ‘E’ at Delphi” as described
by Plutarch (corrupted) are combined with the
Scandinavian rune poems (similarly corrupted),
it is still possible to distill from it a basic set of
suitable definitions, which were introduced by
Hadrian all over the Roman Empire to renew
Stenhousemuir: ”Arthur’s O’on”, 2nd century Victory Temple at
fort Camelon, height 22 feet, inner diameter of 19 feet 6 inches.
the practice of the “dialectics of philosophy”
Goddess Victory
The temple resembles the Pantheon in Rome built by Hadrian,
held by Jupiter,
117-125 AD, completed 3 years after his visit to Britain.
in the 2nd century: meditation techniques.
Rome
From Alexander Gordon’s book Arthur’s O’on1726. (Wikipedia)
Images copied from page 59 text “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney” www.settiwessels.com
The precise definitions can be guessed at
with great accuracy, because the images as used on
objects were designed by using well known
symbolic images that visually explain the narrative
of the chosen definitions, as can be seen on the
Modern copy
National Museums
Gundestrup Cauldron. (For a detailed analysis of the
Scotland
Deskford carnyx
Plutarch text see “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at
80 - 200 AD
C 6574 Rebirth panel: carnyx & helmets
Delphi” links on www.settiwessels.com).
The contents of this set of rune definitions
will be applied when doing the analysis of each panel
of the Gundestrup Cauldron that was - if the carbon
dating is correct - manufactured around the same time
that the essay of Plutarch was published. When Hadrian
was appointed as the new emperor of Rome he went
on a tour visiting Germany, Britain and Scotland in 122
Carnyx players Sanchi 2-1st century
BC: Dancing Greeks accompanied by
AD, in the next year 123 AD he continued to visit
music on a sculpture at the entrance gate,
southern France and northern Spain. He may have
Sanchi Stupa India.Note on the stupa how
the arrangement of past●present●future and
visited Maeshowe, where he would have built the
the numbers found on Pict stones are visible on
the stupa image.
Victory temple similar in style to the Pantheon and
Images Wikipedia
southern brochs for his soldiers to use for meditation in
Scotland, rather than the Hadrian’s wall, which was only
mentioned as half a sentence in the spurious Historia
Augusta, a text that was written to discredit his legacy
Carnyx Tintignac
Southern France
for political gain (c. 480 AD). Two sources, Gildas (On
the Ruin of Britain c. 550) and Bede (The Ecclesiastical
Tintignac Lemovices carnyx
History of the English People 731) described in
with snake (rebirth), boar’s head (sensual
animated detail that the wall was only built in the fifth
attachment and ignorance) and helmet with 3 rings
(Three Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom) or
century after the Romans left Britain in 409.
the rebirth cycle of birth, ageing and death.
Hadrian’s legacy was to create “frontiers of
Images copied from p.122 text Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi
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friendship” rather than attempting to rule by force. A golden hoard dated to 300-100 BC found
in Sterling included pieces that originated in southern France, Hadrian’s next destination after
his visit to Britain. Both in Scotland at Deskford) and in southern France (Tintignac) carnyx music
instruments were found that would have been used in theatres or processions as illustrated on
the “rebirth” plate (C 6574) of the Gundestrup Cauldron, helmets found in the same pit in
Tintignac have symbols of the meditation system, the scene on the Cauldron seems to have
been enacted on stage.
In Nemausis (Nîmes) a temple was built to honour the renowned philosopher Pompeia
Plotina, wife of Emperor Trajan. The family of Hadrian’s appointed successor who similarly
reigned over the empire in peace, Antoninus Pius, was located in Nemausis. The evidence point
towards a substantial Roman network that revolved around cooperation with the local tribes that
minted horse coins with evidence of meditation practices (see coin Elusates page 5). Hadrian
continued to Mauritania in Africa and the Middle East before his return to Rome when the
Pantheon was complete in c. 125 AD. Hadrian became patron of Petra, “city of cave-dwellers”,
described in Plutarch’s essay “On the Obsolescence of Oracles”, visited by the Spartan in search
of knowledge. Hadrian built projects in every colony of the Roman Empire, from Asia minor in
the East to Orkney in the West where meditation could be practiced.
The Gundestrup Cauldron, when combined with the essay of Plutarch that described a
series of 21 definitions, is visual evidence of how the Romans and the Scandinavians, where the
Cauldron was eventually found (that included the Danes, Old Norse Vikings and Vandals from
Uppsala), were not the merciless killers that they were made out to be in corrupted texts. There
was a network of sophisticated, unwritten knowledge present in Europe where swords found on
delicately designed images were tokens of wisdom, not of force, the only victims would be the
root of inner defilements that were cut when the swordsmen were successful in their attempt to
be liberated. Symbols from the Elder Futhark rune alphabet (24), later reduced to 16 symbols
(Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges), were
Image Altgermanische Thierornamentik B. Salin
used on objects to write long votive messages, Hoof-print as 13● ᛇ rune Yew: 8● Eightfold Noble Path 8● Eightfold Noble Path
C-shape & 6●
inside a C-shape
& 5● 5 clinging aggregates
6 senses ↘︎
symbolised by just a few marks instead of
pages of regular text.
The ‘E’ of Delphi was so famous as a
symbol that it was later used on the Golden
Collar of Möne. On a Viking coin, the symbol of Investigation
— ◉Vipassanā:
of the journey
9● Nine Qualities of
E
the ‘E’ of Delphi on the tail of the deer
of life “ᚱ” rune I I I to see the Truth
the Buddha & Saṅghā
represents the knowledge of the 5 clinging
Möne collar: abstract morphed man-horse image with the letter E
Information text p29 “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com
aggregates that will lead to liberation from 6
senses (6 toes) by practising Three
Tail: E at Delphi
Three Trainings 3 ●
Eye ●
V Victory
concentration
Trainings (3 toes) to see anicca, dukkha
8 ●——● Eightfold
●●●●
Noble Path
and anatta: the change, suffering and
10 ●——● Ten
Dhammas
non-self qualities of existence (3 toes).
The large moustache and 5 lines on the
face is a reminder of the golden 6thX rune
century Fibula & Pectoral that were
past life
purification
seeds
found in an Etruscan tomb topped by a
of
kamma
Moustache
lion in the Etruscan city Caere near
Feet 3 toes:
↑
Ānāpāna meditation
X rune: Seven
6 toes Three Trainings & cycle of
Rome, the objects currently dated to the
IIIII 5 clinging aggregates ↑
Stages of Purification 6 senses
birth, ageing, death
7th century BC were possibly made
Viking coin: meditator with deer & “E” at Delphi
Dependent Origination: Cause & Effect
during the lifetime of the Buddha in the
Information rune system see text “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com
6th century BC. On the fibula, that is an
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C 6568 Central man holds 2 stag
Gundestrup Cauldron

“Eye of
the mind”
5 lions
2 snakes
Teachings
Heart↘︎

28 lines

illustration of the light that appears in front of a meditator’s face during
deep concentration (nimitta), are 5 lions arranged to depict Cause and
Effect to commemorate the sermon when the Buddha “roared his lion’s
roar, the same concept depicted as the letter “E” at Delphi. On the
Viking coin the two X symbols with dots are a reference to the Four
Noble Truths and to Seven Stages of Purification (X rune 7th symbol of
the rune alphabet). The 10 “hairs” around the head refer to Ten
Dhammas and liberation, grouped as 8 it identifies the Noble Eightfold
Path. The V-shape at the top is the “Victorious Man”: by practicing Three
Trainings, ethics, concentration and wisdom, liberation will be attained.
The symbols on the Viking coin, with the dominating face of a
man with a moustache that resemble the snakes on the fibula tell the
same story as the images of the bearded men on the Gundestrup
Cauldron, the objects are evidence of many centuries of practicing the
meditation techniques that were originally
taught in Europe by the Buddha Gotama who
attained enlightenment under a tree in India.

Eye of the mind; fibula and
pectoral from the Lion Tomb
Caere (Regolini-Galassi)
Fibula text “Etruscan symbols universal
language of the heart” www.settiwessels.com

C 6570 Central man boxer &
floating figure with horse

Screenshots: for a detailed
text-animation of the
Pantheon
link
to Delphi
see Youtube video

www.settiwessels.com
Eye of the mind: Maeshowe, the
Pantheon and the “E” at Delphi
https://youtu.be/3wpT08a6u4Q

Elder Futhark rune symbols

and their position in the rune row that
is aligned with meditation concepts:

ᚠ1 ᚢ2 ᚦ3 ᚨ4 ᚱ5 ‹6 ᚷ7 ᚹ8 ᚺ9 ᚾ10
ᛁ11 ‹›12 ᛇ13 ᛈ14 ᛉ15 ᛋ16 ᛏ17
ᛒ18 ᛖ19 ᛗ20 ᛚ21 ᛝ22 ᛟ23 ᛞ24
For the list of definitions see
Runetranslationkey
link www.settiwessels.com
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15. Gundestrup Cauldron:
detailed analysis
1 fragment of iron ring
Rim 2 silver pieces
Space of 8th
panel empty

← 5 inner panels
7 outer
← panels

c. 150 - 1 BC
or
93-144 AD
Gundestrup Cauldron, Denmark

Total: 17 pieces
Silver: 16 pieces

1 silver bowl
↑ 1 central medallion

The Gundestrup Cauldron was discovered, not complete, but with 17 individual pieces
disassembled and buried together in a space prepared in a peat bog in Denmark. The choice of
the number of parts that were together is meaningful, the number 17 appears as a definition in
the Elder Futhark rune system, which gives an explanation of why the cauldron was buried:
Chosen definition, related to paragraph 17 “On the ‘E’ at Delphi” and rune poems
ᛏ t(t one-handed Tyr god of war, 17th in the rune row) The meditator who wishes to end all Suffering
must make an aspiration to eradicate all defilements due to kamma accumulated in past
lives to be able to realise Liberation

Icelandic rune poem ᛏ
Tyr = god with one hand
and leavings of the wolf
and prince of temples.
Wikipedia Tîwaz

15.1 Meaning of the Cauldron: 3 phases of knowledge that spanned 1,700 years
To appreciate the complexity of the meaning of the Gundestrup Cauldron as discovered,
buried in the peat bog in Denmark, it needs to be placed in a time frame of three distinct phases
that spanned over a period of 1,700 years. According to carbon dating the cauldron could have
been designed and made during the reign of Trajan and Hadrian when the Pantheon was built,
c. 117-125 AD. The Gundestrup Cauldron was buried centuries after the meditation practices
were already banned in parts of Europe by the new Christian emperor Theodosius I from 381
AD, the Pantheon, closely linked to the cauldron, was consecrated as a Christian church in 609
AD. The decision to bury the cauldron is an indication that the very fabric of the society that
supported meditation practices in the region was destroyed, perhaps in the 12-13th century, the
cauldron itself must have been around a thousand years old at the time. The burial of the
dismantled parts of the precious cauldron was a symbolic burial of the meditation practices that
were under threat from disappearing altogether. The number of parts - after the original
cauldron was disassembled - were chosen to represent a renewed special message expressed
in terms of the rune symbols, which were in common use in society of that time. The rune
symbols were originally designed as an alphabet of votive concepts in the 5th century, based on
the definitions that were originally composed by Plutarch during the reign of Hadrian and were
published as an essay, “ON THE ‘E’ AT DELPHI”. Plutarch defined the concepts that he used
based on traditions already introduced by Pythagoras in the 6th century BC, the concepts of
were derived from the teachings of the Buddha in India - a total period of 1,700 years.
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When the cauldron was buried the number of silver plates grouped together were
specific combinations chosen to illustrate aspects of the main structure of the meditation system
that was still practiced unchanged, but culturally expressed by the use of rune symbols, which
added a whole new layer of interpretation that needs to be taken into account when analysing
the meaning of the cauldron. Since not all parts of the cauldron were included it can be defined
by a series of rune symbols to interpret the aspiration of those who buried the cauldron.
First phase of interpretation: meaning of 17 pieces translated with Elder Futhark Rune symbols
* Definitions of runes are based on the essay “On the ‘E’ at Delphi” published by Plutarch during the reign of Hadrian,
combined with an interpretation of verses from the rune poems (Old Norse, Icelandic and Anglo-Saxon)

17 parts in total
ᛏ t(t one-handed Tyr god of war, 17th in the rune row) The meditator who wishes to end all Suffering must make an aspiration to
eradicate all defilements due to kamma accumulated in past lives to be able to realise Liberation,

1 iron ring
ᚠ f/v (f/v ”wealth, cattle” 1st in the rune row) just as wealth/cattle is cherished by its owner, the pursuit of purification of Mind
and Materiality to be able to cross the ocean of samsara is of the highest value

2 silver pieces of the rim: Cause and Effect
ᚢ u (u, w slag when purifying metal, 2nd in rune row) the meditator must purify their mind by eradicating craving and
attachment through observation of past lives to see (kamma) Causes

8 spaces for outer panels: Eightfold Noble Path
ᚹ w (w wunjō “joy, bliss” 8th in the rune row) the meditator can develop deep blissful (absorption) concentration accompanied
by joy and Insight by observing the Eightfold Noble Path,

7 silver outer panels: Seven Stages of Purification

X g(g gebō “Gift” 7th in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification]

5 inner panels plus the bowl: investigation of 6 senses
ᚴ k (k, c ‹ s “ulcer, torch”, 6th in rune row) a meditator can eradicate all the Suffering that is caused by rebirth [through
systematic investigation of 6 senses]

5 inner panels: journey of life
ᚱ r (r raidō “ride, journey” 5th in the rune row) to be able to make an end to the cycle of rebirth in samsara (as new 5 clinging
aggregates or alternatively new 6 senses]

Central medallion/16 silver pieces: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
ᛊ ᛋ ᛌ s(“s” “meditation wisdom light”, 16th in the rune row) by observing Mind and Materiality through Dependent Origination by
using the wisdom light in the heart we gain Insight when we observe how every Cause will bring its Effect [with an
aspiration to attain Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges]

Second phase of interpretation of the cauldron: project of cooperation under Hadrian
The cauldron’s individual panels will be investigated based on the assumption that the
original cauldron was designed as an illustration of the system of meditation already well known
amongst Celts in northern France and Germanic tribes of the Rhineland. The cauldron may have
been a project of collaboration to ensure peace between the tribes and the Roman emperors
Trajan and Hadrian, who was appointed as emperor in 117 AD, the construction of the Pantheon
was completed in 125 AD. The project would have included not only the “gift” of the silver
cauldron to Celtic tribes as a token of peace, it was accompanied by a series of useful definitions
prepared by Plutarch in the essay “ON THE ‘E’ AT DELPHI” that was published around the same
time, he was a popular author and his essays were widely read. Plutarch, who trained in Athens
as a Neoplatonist philosopher under his teacher Ammonius, would have assisted Hadrian in his
efforts to renew the practice of philosophy - not only in Greece, which was well recorded by
historians, but in every part of the Roman Empire that stretched from Petra in Arabia to
Maeshowe in Orkney, Scotland: “dialectics, for the love of wisdom”. The 21 chapters of his essay
were definitions in prose that summarised the meaning of the mystic numbers of Pythagoras
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(also described as unwritten doctrines of Plato), the numbers of Pythagoras were used to design
the Pantheon in Rome, which simulated a large eye “to observe the truth of existence”. The same
numbers were used to design the panels of the cauldron, which was finally found in 1891 after it
was buried at some point in a peat bog at Gundestrup in Denmark.
In the fifth century, which was after the demise of Delphi as a sacred site, Plutarch’s list of
21 definitions were reused as the foundation to design the Elder Futhark alphabet to
commemorate a millennium of meditation practices, an additional 3 runes were added to the list
to symbolise the 24 Paṭṭhāna factors - the highest teachings of the Buddha. The list of 24 runes
was reduced later to a shorter version and in the 10th century there were again celebrations to
commemorate 1,500 years of meditation practices (see text Maeshowe and Eggja for detail,
links www.settiwessels.com). For the Younger Futhark alphabet 16 symbols were chosen to
represent “Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges” - the same number as columns on the portico
of the Pantheon, the same as the duration of time of the beam of light that shines on the rear
wall of the Maeshowe tomb of Orkney. Whoever buried the Gundestrup cauldron chose 16
pieces of silver to be buried together, as a gesture of the symbolic importance of the number.
Third phase: Holy number 20, Perfect number 10 of Pythagoras to represent the Buddha
Originally when the cauldron was made in the 2nd century the tiny marks used on the
plates themselves were applied meticulously by silversmiths to illustrate, in great detail, the
meaning of the “mystic numbers of Pythagoras”. An example that reveals how the same series of
numbers were reused repeatedly since the 6th century BC is the panel of the man holding two
winged seahorses that represents the working of the mind. The man’s beard has 10 left-turning
spirals and 10 right-turning spirals, the numbers 10 and 20 were already found expressed as the
20 outer and 10 inner columns of the Tholos of Delphi (built c. 380-370 BC), which was capped
by a marble dome with 8 panels - the same as the number of spaces for outer panels of the
cauldron, the number 8 marks the Eightfold Noble Path. The numbers 10 and 20 were used in
the Pantheon in Rome: on the summer solstice the sunbeam stops on the marble slab that was
the first of 20 that form a large square - 20 marble panels were used to illustrate “what a
meditator must do” - also expressed by the 20th rune symbol “ᛗ mannaz/man”, the same
numbers were used consistently for centuries. In the Pantheon the dome that tops the floor
patterns has 5 rings with 28 recesses to represent “the teachings of all Buddhas”. On the same
panel of the cauldron where the man’s beard has 20 spirals that tells “what the meditator must
do”, his headband (similar to the Pantheon) describes that the knowledge is that of the Buddha:
32 slash-marks refer to “32 Marks of a Great Man, 16 slash-marks in each direction combine to
form a central V: “Victory” that will be attained by successfully practicing the Sixteen Vipassanā
Insight Knowledges, the final steps of the system of meditation as taught by Buddha.

15.2 Meaning of 16 silver pieces buried together
The 16 silver pieces selected to be buried together as a group were a reminder of the
circular form of the Pantheon that was divided into 16 parts and of the 16 pillars on the portico
of the Pantheon that was touched by the light beam to mark the aspiration of a meditator. In
Plutarch’s essay his last sentence about the number 16, “…this much and no more shall be added
to what we have to say about the Pempad.'34 Such, so far as I remember, was the end of the
arithmetical or mathematical reasons for extolling the letter ‘E’.”
Chosen definition 16th in the rune row:
ᛊ ᛋ ᛌ s(“s” meditation wisdom light nr 16 in the rune row) by observing Mind and Materiality through Dependent Origination by
using the wisdom light in the heart a meditator will gain Insight when observing how every Cause will bring its Effect
[with an aspiration to attain Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges]
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Linking Plutarch’s concepts & runes to modern meditation practice
The Gundestrup Cauldron will be analysed by using the definitions that link the
definitions of Plutarch to the rune symbols. The individual images stand independently and were
filled with meditation codes that can be directly read from the images, but the pieces of the
cauldron as buried together were chosen consciously to deliver a special message as part of an
aspiration that can be still be defined based on an analysis of the meaning of numbers related to
rune symbols. Whoever buried the cauldron had knowledge and a deep understanding of both
the theory and practise of meditation methods that were originally taught by the Buddha
Gotama in India. The meditation system was taught by making use of a list of definitions that
were a mnemonic device to help students and practitioners remember the theory, and when the
cauldron was hidden the numbers are an indication of a special message that was left as an
aspiration: a wish for peace and wisdom represented by the teachings to continue in the world.
The 16 pieces were chosen carefully to transfer the essence of the meaning of the
cauldron to who-ever would find it in future, with the hope that they would still be able to
decipher the codes. The parts have a collective meaning; the groups can be broken down into
subgroups until each panel is translated individually. The panels were each composed with
different groups of images that collectively explained a specific message, which were part of a
greater whole. Even on the smallest individual image there is detailed information to be found
that has a special meaning, be it a special symbol or the direction of the punch-marks of the tool
chosen by the silversmith. A good example is the small dog on the central medallion, only
etched into the silver with delicate broken lines to indicate existence as “non-self”: having any
attachment to one’s present identity is based on ignorance, as valuable and precious as a dead
dog.
By adding definitions that were used for rune symbols where appropriate - keeping in
mind that the definitions were only being used as rune symbols from the late 4th to 5th century the system of knowledge about the mystic number of Pythagoras that was used as foundation
when making the cauldron in the 2nd century can still be exposed systematically, because the
meaning of the numbers was not lost, the meaning was only forgotten. The original system as
taught by the Buddha is still in existence, studied both as theory by students in schools and at
university, but also, in a handful of monasteries, as dedicated day-to-day meditation practice.
The cauldron was designed by advanced practitioners of meditation techniques with vast
knowledge and insight, the current interpretation of images and symbols can only be done at a
basic level with the specific aim to keep it simple, so as to open up the knowledge about the
meditation system to people who have never heard of or practiced the meditation techniques
represented on the cauldron - advanced practitioners will be able to find much more
information, as the cauldron is richly filled with subtle details.
There is a documentary online where a master meditation teacher explains an overview
of the meditation system, based on the original techniques that the Buddha taught over 2,500
years ago, accompanied by visual material (drawings made after practising some basic
techniques), the documentary makes the information more accessible for westerners.
The Gundestrup Cauldron is analysed based on the system as explained in the
documentary. Many books translated from the original Pali is available online, a mass of
information is available that is represented by the images on the cauldron. Every definition or
explanation as symbolised by markings on the cauldron are rooted in theory found in Pali texts.
A simple list and useful links are found in the Addendum.
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15.3 Outer panels, 7 or 8: what the meditator must do
There are 8 spaces for outer panels, the Eightfold Noble Path as taught by the Buddha.
One panel is missing, only a void was left: liberation from rebirth as 6 senses, Nibbāna. The 7
outer panels represent Seven Stages of Purification, represented by the “X” rune that was placed
as number 7 in the rune row of every rune alphabet (on one inner panel the central figure’s arms
are crossed to indicate the same meaning). The outer panels were all designed with one
dominant central image: present effort of a meditator who has the aspiration to attain
enlightenment. Two smaller images are arranged on either side to represent Cause and Effect,
Dependent Origination: to observe how past life kamma is the Cause will result in rebirth in
future existences as Effect. The panels always show the difficulty that is the Cause of Suffering on
the left, the solution or most ideal situation is illustrated on the right: future Effect. Occasionally
the images appear to be the same, an indication of good concentration and equanimity.

15.4 Five inner panels and communication with outer panels
The five inner panels represent the goal and contain instructions on meditation or
concepts, the outer panels show what the meditator has to do. The number five is a reference to
“5 clinging aggregates”, a key concept that is taught by all the Buddhas that appear in the world.
The outer and inner panels communicate. Outside is what the meditator has to do, on the
inside are the teachings of the Buddha, indicated through the use of coded images, whether
human, animal or mythical - each represent some quality that a meditator needs to strive for, for
instance willpower to conquer attachment to 6 senses (wheels with 6 petals) that needs the
strength of an elephant (images of two facing elephants that represent Cause and Effect).

15.5 Communication between inner and outer panels: 2 holes through 4 panels
The panels are connected, coded
LIBERATION ↓Hole EFFECT
CAUSE Hole↓ CONCENTRATION
instructions on how to meditate are found on the
inside, what the meditator does during meditation
practice appears on the outside panels. At two
positions holes were punched through four
panels to define the goal of the meditator - and
per definition the goal of the cauldron itself.
On the inner panel a hole was made above C 6567 Central man holds 2
C 6570 Central man boxer &
winged sea-horses
floating figure with horse
the second of 3 bulls that represent Three
Trainings (ethics, concentration and wisdom): in front of “concentration”. The hole appeared on
the left of a “V sign” on the forehead of the meditator who holds two winged seahorses: with
concentration the meditator will attain Victory. From the image (that is not great quality) it seems
like there are 16 signs on each side °\ and /°. The slash marks with a circle at the end refer to
investigation and observation by the swordsman, that later became the ᚾ and ᛅ runes that repeat
the slash-marks in two directions: investigation to gain information and analysis that will use that
information to achieve results. 16 marks refer to Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges, a
summary of the advanced steps where a meditator will have attained enlightenment if
successful, 32 marks describe the qualities of the teacher, the Buddha: 32 Marks of a Great Man.
It is worth noting that the light in the Maeshowe tomb shines into the tomb for 1/16th and twice
for 1/32 of a solar year - the two winged seahorses on the panel tell the same story as the light
that appears on either side of each year in the Maeshowe tomb: symbolic death and rebirth.
The second hole was placed on the exact opposite side of the cauldron to explain where
the concentration of the meditator holding the two horses will have its effect: on the panel of the
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“Victorious Man” where the fighter on the left represents the endless battle against Suffering, on
the opposite side a haloed rider on a horse (the Buddha’s teachings) appears below a floating
figure: deep concentration that leads to liberation. The “Victorious Man” is connected by the
rivet to the inner panel where a meditator with horned helmet (Cause & Effect) holds on to an 8spoked wheel and 8 figures appear on the panel: the Eightfold Noble Path. Three griffins are
bird-lions that will “devour” defilements: bird’s head as light of wisdom and lions, the meditation
methods as taught by the Buddha.
Hole ↓ concentration

The hole
↓Hole: concentration
connects to the head of a
Victory V
meditator holding two
16 \
16 /
winged horses on the rear:
investigating past & future
↑8●
↑8●
lives. His beard has 20
spirals (concentration & Holy
number 20 of Pythagoras),
the headband with Victory
in the centre has 16 \ & 16 /
slash marks (32 total), the
animals below 3 lines: Three
Trainings. Loops: ᛟ kamma.
Past life Present Effort Future life
Panel C 6575 Wisdom
Concentration ↓hole
Ethics
Panel C 6567

Hole ↓ concentration

Gundestrup Cauldron bull panel: Three Trainings (ethics,
concentration, wisdom) & anicca, dukkha, anatta (change, suffering,
non-self). Note the hole, one of 2 - that connects to the outer panel.
12 figures: Dependent Origination, investigation of past & future

C 6570 The central man with hole
above his head is flanked by a boxer
who fights, Cause. A horse and rider
(with a halo Victory) runs towards a
floating figure: meditator in deep
concentration. Headband with 3
lines: Three Trainings & 6 senses, his
beard is also coded. The torc around
his neck defines the goal: to cut the
cycle of endless rebirth. The methods
are illustrated on the inside panel.

C 6572 8 figures represent the Eightfold Noble Path, also seen as 8 spokes
on the wheel that the horned meditator holds on to (Cause & Effect). The
“lions” with 12 toes each (Dependent Origination) walk to the future, griffins
to the past: they will “eat” defilements. Both the meditator and snake are in
the 3rd position: Third Noble Truth, Cessation of Suffering, a meditator’s goal.

Diagram Gundestrup Cauldron layout of panels: position & meaning of 2 holes
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16. Gundestrup Cauldron:
layout and analysis of individual panels
C 6569 Man holds 2
men/boars, standing
on dog & winged horse
C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
dead dog & man
C 6568 Central
man holds 2 stag

hole

C 6567 Central
man holds 2 seahorse

←→

C 6566 Central man
& 2 males holding
arms up

C 6573 Elephants, wheels, griffin

hole

C 6564 Central man
arms crossed, fight
lion & floating figure

C 6572 Helmet wheel

←→

C 6570 Central
man boxer & floating
figure with horse

Blank: liberation?

C 6571 Seated horned teacher
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C 6575 Three Bulls, swordsmen

The carbon dating in the article revealed
intriguing information. The bees wax filling’s
date with a 90,6% probability is indicated to be
93-144 AD (page 49), the structural ring around
the rim that stabilised the cauldron was dated
to be reused iron between ～380-200 BC.
Assuming that the dates are accurate a “lost
history” was uncovered by the technical details
that also matches known and accepted
historical facts: the cauldron seem to have
been made during the reign of emperors
Trajan and Hadrian, the iron was reused as a
conscious gesture to represent the period
when the envoy of Ashoka visited Europe with
the sole purpose to teach Dhamma: through
concentration phenomena can be investigated
to see the Ultimate Realities of mind (nāma)
and materiality (rūpa) to develop wisdom and
insight by following the steps described in the
meditation system that was originally taught by
the Buddha. Materials to make the cauldron
seem to have originated in central France and
Germany, but details in the technical report of
silver samples that showed similarities with
silver from Iran and Bactria may not necessarily
be “deceptive” as mentioned, but possibly the
proof needed that the Gundestrup Cauldron
was truly an international project of
cooperation to promote peace.
The detailed analysis of individual

C 6574 Rebirth panel

The 17 pieces that included 12 panels found
buried together as a group in a peat bog in
Denmark were arranged by matching solder and
scrape marks on the silver in 1891, the order as
illustrated were first published in this order after
drawings of E. Rondahls, 1893. Recent research
confirmed the layout after extensive investigations
using modern techniques (Acta Archaeologica, E.
Benner Larsen del. Based on E. Rondahls drawings
1893 p16 THE GUNDESTRUP CAULDRON New
Scientific and Technical Investigations).

Diagram Gundestrup Cauldron: 12 silver panels
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panels will illustrate its link to the meditation system that was originally taught by the
Buddha in India, but eventually meditation was practiced at global locations that
included many sites in Europe. The information on the cauldron gradually released its
secrets: first there is an obvious level of understanding - 5 inner panels and 8 outer
panels refer to 5 clinging aggregates and the Eightfold Noble Path - but as one begins
6
to notice anomalies of panels highlighted in the technical report,6it becomes
clear that
there was a clear plan behind the mixing of materials to form alloys with different
7th
combinations of metals. Plates with certain mixes and thicknesses were scattered in a
seemingly random order that was initially very confusing, but
4
once investigated
4
it
gradually became clear that behind every detail - whether a discrepancy or a similarity 3
3
there was a carefully planned strategy with valid reasons for the choices made, reasons
which point towards the deeper understanding of the meditation system. Some images
appear deceptively simple, once the simpler panels are linked to other panels the
deeper layers of knowledge become visible. Details will be described for each
individual panel using diagrams and highlighting layer after layer of increasingly subtle
links.
Symbolic meaning of the 12 panels: 12 Dependent Origination factors (Cause & Effect)

There are 12 silver panels in total, 5 inner panels and 7 outer panels, an eighth
panel to fill the space is missing - or may never have been present as an image to
illustrate liberation: Nibbāna, the state of awareness described by the Buddha that is not
comparable to normal observation of mentality or materiality. The number of the 12
silver panels refer to 12 Dependent Origination factors,(Paticcasamuppāda), the chain
where a meditator investigates past life Causes to see how kamma will mature into its
Effect as rebirth in future. As a general guide the inner panels represent teachings of the
Buddha, the outer panels describe what a meditator needs to do, some panels have
mixed materials or thicknesses to show that the boundaries overlap. With insight into
the process a meditator’s wisdom will mature when they see the suffering of birth,
ageing and death in the endless series of existences of samsara, the way to escape from
the endless chain it to cut one’s inner craving for existence as six senses: the attainment
of liberation from the cycle of rebirth.
This process was illustrated in great detail on the cauldron: panels communicate
in a linear way, but as one becomes increasingly aware of what they are explaining,
additional layers become notable, there is a network of knowledge illustrated on the
cauldron that operates in various directions to explain the information that is found in
theoretical texts recorded in Pali (Abhidhamma). There are also many small internal
gestures on individual panels that illustrate specialised information to describe a
meditator’s inner experiences.
Abstract symbols were used that transcended the limitations of language and
even the limitations of time - the message on the cauldron could be understood by an
international group and was probably made to be used at prestigious gatherings where
people from different tribes would equally understand its message of peace.
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16.1 Analysis of 5 inner panels & central medallion:
what the Buddha taught
Diagram: Gundestrup Cauldron layout of panels around the central medallion: 6th sense
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The 5 inner panels explain the teachings of the Buddha. The number of 5 panels
symbolically represent the “5 clinging aggregates” which is information seen by all Buddhas.
The bowl and medallion represent the meditator’s 6 senses - eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, the
central medallion the 6th sense, the mind. With good concentration the body and mind can be
observed as the Ultimate Reality of Mind and Materiality: the 5 clinging aggregates.
Only a Sammāsambuddha has the ability to teach others to see the same. Buddhas
appear very rarely in the world and the period when the teachings are known are referred to as
the sāsana. We are currently still living in a the dispensation of the Buddha Gotama when the
knowledge of the Buddha is still understood and practiced, the teachings will last for a period of
around 5,000 years, depending on the efforts of people, after which it will no longer be
understood. There are still over 2,400 years of the Buddha sāsana left.

For a thorough introduction
with illustration useful for
westerners by a
master meditation teacher
see documentary
“Sketch of an Excellent Man”
www.settiwessels.com
© Setti Wessels

Ultimate Reality of Mind &
Materiality: the 5 clinging
aggregates (5 khandas)
1.materiality
and mind:
2. feeling (vedanā)
3. perception (saññā)
4. formations (sankhāra)
5. consciousness (viññāna)
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Plate 1 (C 6571): Seated teacher of the Deer Park: the Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana sutta

12 leaves: Dependent Origination ↑

4 leaves ↑ Four Noble Truths

The famous panel with the “horned
10 images on the panel: Ten Dhammas 16 LEAVES TOTAL, right side of snake:
12 LEAVES TOTAL
deity” is an illustration of the first
4 images including the snake: 6 images above the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
left of the snake:
Four Noble Truths ↓ ↓ snake: 6 senses
Dependent
time when the Buddha explained
Origination
the methods he practiced to attain 7 leaves between
horns: Seven
enlightenment to his followers in
Stages of
the Deer Park of Isipatana near
Purification
3 leaves under
Varanasi in India, the “Dhamma
deer: Three
Cakka Ppvattana sutta”, referred to Trainings (ethics,
as the moment “when the Buddha concentration,
wisdom)
roared his lion’s roar”. This sutta
2 leaves under
was later recorded in Pali
the snake: Cause
& Effect
scriptures, but when emperor
28 LEAVES TOTAL
Ashoka of India sent an envoy to
on the panel:
list of “28
Europe under the enlightened
Illustration of the Buddha’s first sermon in the deer park at Isipatana: C 6571
named
monk Maharakkhita teachings
Buddhas”
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta
Gundestrup
Cauldron
were transferred orally and had to
be remembered. Plates like this found on the Gundestrup Cauldron would be used to teach basic principles to
students, more complex layers of knowledge would be embedded as simple codes that represent complex concepts,
for instance the horns, or gestures such as the knot in the body of the snake to indicate kamma and its effect as rebirth
in future. The loop in the snake’s body was later reused in the design of the kamma rune symbol “ᛟ ōpala, heritage/
possession”. The torc represents the cycle of life that can be cut when practicing the meditation system taught by the
Buddha. It is likely that the iron ring, found in the Gundestrup cauldron that was dated to ～380-200 BC, was made
from iron that was used at an important site during the time of the visit of the envoy of Ashoka’s reign (c. 269-232 BC).
Analysis: On the panel are 10 main figures, the “Ten Dhammas”: 4 magga (path), 4 phala (fruition), 1 pariyatty (study of
Dhamma) and 1 Nibbāna (enlightenment). The most important is the so-called “horned deity” seated in the classical
meditation posture that is still taught to students committed to longterm meditation: one leg in front of the other (not
lotus). He holds the horned snake with a loop - kamma and rebirth, the snake has two horns: concentration on Cause
and Effect (Dependent Origination). One could say that the four images on the left represent Four Noble Truths, with
the bull as First Noble Truth: Suffering of rebirth again and again. The deer with V-shaped horns refer to Victory over 6
senses: to see the Second Noble Truth, Causes of Suffering. The horned teacher holding the torc represents the Third
Noble Truth: Cessation of Suffering. The snake represent the Fourth Noble Truth, the Path that will lead to the end of
Suffering, surrounded by the six animals they are all coded to reveal some important information.
The horns of the “deity” has 7 protrusions each, the same as on the ribs of the deer (Seven Stages of Purification), the
deer’s horns has 8 protrusions each: it follows the teachings of the Buddha, the Eightfold Noble Path with the
aspiration to cut the cycle of life: torc. The bull represents attachment to sensual life as 6 senses, but the bull’s 2 horns
refer to Cause and Effect, as it touches the horns of the deer, they portray a common idea. Between the two sets of Vshaped horns - Victory - are 7 leaves etched into the background: Seven Stages of Purification.
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←→

hole

Blank:
liberation?
C 6570 Central man boxer
& floating figure with horse

Helmet wheel
C 6572

There is a total of 28 leaves on the panel as a whole, which is the
same as the 28 recesses found in the 5 rings of the Pantheon in Rome
and eventually also as 28 rune lines on the Rök rune stone in Sweden:
the Buddha Gotama was number 28 on the historical list of “28
named Buddhas” who all teach the same information, how to
investigate the universal truth about existence as 6 senses. The back
was left blank, panel C 6570 relates to liberation.

Insight

Elephant 6 senses
C 6571 Teacher
C 6573

Above the snake are 6 figures that represent 6 senses, in the immediate vicinity of the snake are 12 leaves that
surround the two lions facing each other: with investigation of 12
Dependent Origination factors the Causes of kamma (loop in snake)
will be seen that that will result in rebirth as 6 senses in future
existences, Effect. Above are a group of 3: a bull (ethics), dolphin
with a human rider (concentration to “penetrate into the meditation
object”) and a lion (wisdom): by practicing Three Trainings the
meditator will attain Four Noble Truths, represented by the 4 leaves/
fruits. In total there are 16 leaves above the snake, which is a
reference to the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges, the stages of
meditation practiced only by advanced meditators who will have
attained liberation, when successful.

C 6566
2 busts

On the left side of the snake that represents the past are a total of 12 leaves: 12 Dependent Origination factors.
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Plate 2 (C 6573): Bondage 6 senses: investigation to see past life Cause & future life Effect
The panel has 6 major figures: the 6 senses that
must be investigated to observe past life Causes
and future life Effects as rebirth: 2 wheels with 6
spokes each,12 Dependent Origination factors.
Six figures plus 2 wheels represent the Eightfold
Noble Path Path of purification is represented by
elephants, lion, griffins and two wheels.

Past life CAUSES 6-spoked wheel Present life EFFORT 6-spoked wheel Future life EFFECTS

Analysis: On the panel are 6 main figures: 6
senses (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind).
The two Dhamma wheels have 6 spokes each (6
senses), the main feature of the panel: to
investigate 6 senses to see how past life kamma
anicca, dukkha, anatta
are the Causes that will result in its Effect as future
Elephant 3 legs 3 leaves: birth, ageing, death changing, suffering, non-self 3 legs 3 leaves Elephant
rebirth as new 6 senses through investigation of 12
Griffin 8 toes: purification Lion 12 toes: Dependent Origination Griffin 8 toes: purification
C 6573 Elephants, 2 6-spoked wheels (12 Dependent Origination factors), 2 griffin (past &
Dependent Origination factors (the 12 spokes of 2
future Cause sand Effects),in the centre a lion & meditator: present effort of concentration.
wheels, 12 toes of the lion). Above each wheel are
3 leaves: by practicing Three Trainings (ethics, concentration, wisdom) the kamma of past lives will be “eaten” by the
elephants that represent the power of the Buddha’s practice. With strength like an elephant a meditator with wisdom
will see the past cycle of birth, ageing & death, all future life is anicca (change), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self).
The meditator’s headband has three strings on each side and his 2 hands have
only 3 fingers each: with analysis of 6 senses the cycle of past lives as a continuous
process of birth, ageing and death will be seen, in future when wisdom matures
the meditator will understand that to be born as 6 senses is intrinsically anicca
(change), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self), the goal is to cut the cycle of rebirth,
symbolised by the torc. The meditator’s hands rest on the chest: the heart and
hadaya vatthu where the 6th sense is located. The hands placed between 2 dots ●●
represent past life and future life investigation, also indicated by the two horns of
each elephant: to be able to see Ultimate Mind (nāma) and Ultimate Materiality
(rūpa) to observe Causes and Effects are the teachings of the Buddha.

Hair: past & future life 6 senses: Cause & Effect

Hands 3+3 fingers, torc is cut, 2 ●● Cause & Effect
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C 6568 Central
man holds 2 stag

Insight

Linked

⬄

C 6566 Central man &
Blank:
liberation? 2 males holding arms up

C 6571 Teacher

The plate with 2 deer (C 6568) is technically the only one with a high
copper content that was illustrated with toolset II, which normally
explains “what a meditator needs to do” - in this case it explains what
the Buddha suggested a meditator needs to do: investigate 6 senses, in
effect it represents a subtle gesture that links the outer plate C 6568 and
inner plate C 6573 in a way similar to the two holes that connected two
inner and outer plates (panels C 6575 to C 6567 and C 6572 to C 6570).

C 6573 6 senses: Elephant, wheel, griffin

The “six senses plate” has a direct relationship with its surrounding
plates, it explains more details than those indicated on the bull plate
that had 12 figures in total, on this plate it is explained how the past lives
as 6 senses can be examined by following the Buddha’s teachings indicated by the outer plate with a man holding two deer in his hands
(Cause & Effect), 6 strands in his beard define the six senses.

⬄

The Buddha’s methods

Bull panel
C 6575

The two griffins have c-shaped tails (past & future investigation of Cause andEffect), their lion’s bodies refer to the
meditation system, but these lions have bird’s heads and wings: with a
concentrated mind that is able to move beyond the limitations of space
and time (hadaya vatthu & bhavanga mind element) it will “eat seeds of
kamma” to end rebirth through the purification of mind and body, the
wings have 4 lines to identify the meditator’s goal to attain Four Noble
Truths. The combination of 8 lines on two wings symbolise the Eightfold
Noble Path as taught by the Buddha.

C 6567
Sea-horse

The lion as an-iconic symbol for the Buddha placed in the centre represents the present effort of a meditator who
follows the meditation system of the Buddha by practicing Dependent Origination to observe past and future lives (12
toes in total, 6 back and 6 front claws). Walking forwards into the future it indicates investigation to purify defilements
that will lead to rebirth. The lion’s tail curls upwards and points directly towards the two hands of the meditator, who will
attain liberation by following the Buddha’s methods - the source will be illustrated on the next panel, the famous seated
horned deity who “roared his lion’s roar” when he first explained the meditation methods (panel C 6571).
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Plate 3 (C 6575): Bull plate: Three Trainings and Dependent Origination
There are 12 objects on the bull panel
to represent 12 Dependent
Origination factors: the investigation
of past and future lives that manifest
due to attachment to sensual life as 6
senses. The bull panel explains details
about what the people arranged in a
group of 12 on the rebirth panel (C
6574) must do to attain liberation that
is illustrated on the panel by the four
helmeted riders. The panel of 3 bulls
elaborates on the detail of the role of
the 3 carnyx players: they explain what
needs to be told to the audience.

3 felines, 6 toes
each (6 senses):
anicca, dukkha,
anatta
12 leaves:
rebirth factors
Dependent
Origination
3 bulls: craving
for sensuality
3 swordsmen
wisdom, 9 leaves
qualities of
Buddha & Saṇghā
3 dogs: ignorance
about birth,
ageing & death

Anatta (non-self)

Hole↓ connected to plate C 6567

Dukkha (suffering)

Anicca (change) :3 felines wisdom

Hole↓

6
2
12

6

6

7

8

Death
C 6575 Paññā, wisdom

Interpretation: Four layers have three
objects each (dog, man, bull, feline)
that collectively represent 12 Dependent Origination factors of
the rebirth cycle (originally described by the Buddha) (for a
detailed illustration of the meditation technique see panel C
6565).

3 dogs ignorance
Birth
Ageing
Samadhī, concentration Sīla, ethics

Hole↓

Three dogs (6 toes each: 6 senses) running into the past
represent ignorance about birth, ageing and death.

The three felines (running into the past, 6 toes each: 6 senses)
represent the development of wisdom that will be attained
through practice of Sixteen Vipassanā Insight knowledges: anicca
(everything is always changing), dukkha (repeated rebirth is
suffering) and anatta (every rebirth is a new being: life is per
definition non-self). The three (originally gilded) felines represent
the lion as symbol of the Buddha’s teaching in the Dhamma
Cakka Ppvattana Sutta, illustrated by the “horned deity” on panel
C 6573.

The Buddha’s methods

Insight

C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
dead dog & man

Concentration

Three bulls as Three Trainings each represent one aspect: ethics,
concentration and wisdom, 3 leaves in front of their faces represent
their goal: to “eat defilements”, the seeds of previous kamma that
will be the cause of future existence: to end the cycle of rebirth that
is described by 12 Dependent Origination factors - the 12 leaves.
The lines etched onto the bulls differ. On the first bull the mane
←→
runs straight down, as does the hair of the swordsman: ongoing
hole
investigation in following a life of good ethics “IIII”. On the further
two bulls they have slash-marks “////“: to analyse through applied
concentration based on meditation techniques that will lead to
wisdom (Vipassanā, to see the truth of existence). Above the
second bull’s head there is a hole to mark “concentration”, a rivet passed through both
plates into the head of a meditator on the outer plate, where it touched on a “V” sign in his
headband: Victory over the cycle of rebirth by attaining Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges as taught by the Buddha (see panel C6567 for details: 16 slash-marks total 32).

C 6567 Central
man holds 2 seahorse

Dependent Origination

Hairs on the bull’s mane & of the
meditator: ongoing investigation III

C 6568 Central
man holds 2 stag

Hairs bull’s mane & of the meditator: to
“cut”using concentration, analysis //////
Rebirth panel
C 6574 C 6575 Three felines, bulls, meditators, dogs

Three swordsmen are the meditator’s actions of Three Trainings
to fight inner defilements such as attachment and craving using
the sword of wisdom, the aspiration is identified by the 3 groups
of 3 leaves each under each bull, the total of 9 leaves symbolise
the meditator’s aspiration: to emulate Nine Qualities of the
Buddha and Saṇghā. The bull was used as an-iconic symbol to
personify the Buddha’s sensual life before attaining enlightenment by sacrificing the three bulls as symbol of craving the meditator will
end attachment to sensuality that results in rebirth.

Hole↓

One horn & a hole: concentration, 6 toes on feline’s feet: 6 senses
Hairs on bull’s mane & of the meditator: to “cut”using concentration, analysis //////
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Plate 4 (C 6574): Rebirth panel; what a meditator must do to attain liberation
Plate C 6574 is the starting point of the
meditator’s quest to attain liberation,
following instructions given on plate C 6571
by the seated horned figure in the centre, the
teacher. The plate is from the original batch 1
(melted silver quinarii), but unlike the other
large inner panels of the cauldron the silver is
thin like the outer panels 0.45-0.55 mm used to illustrate “what a meditator must do”.
Meaning: There are a group of 16 people on
the plate:the aspiration to attain Sixteen
Vipassanā Insight Knowledges. The panel has
3 layers that represent Three Trainings: ethics
(sīla), concentration (samadhī) and wisdom
(paññā). The four riders on horses represent
Four Noble Truths, liberation from rebirth,
symbolised by the snake that leads the group
(on the right). The group of 12 people that are
left represent the 12 Dependent Origination
factors through which past and future lives will
be investigated.

Four soldiers on horses: Four Noble Truths ↓ Tree of Life ↓

Snake: round of rebirth ↓
Snake:
rounds of
rebirth ↘︎

4 “Noble Truths” symbolised by helmets, soldiers on the horse,
symbol of the Buddha

4

3

2

1

Rebirth
Cycle
mind &
materiality
→
Death:
Cauldron at
the root of
the Tree of
Life
Dog:
ignorance

7 soldiers: Seven Stages of Purification

3 Carnyx
players:Triratna 1
guardian: teacher

C 6574: 8 soldiers: Eightfold Noble Path ↑ Three soldiers with carnyx: Three Trainings↑
Gundestrup Cauldron: scene of the rounds of rebirth. Note that the helmets of the
reborn soldiers symbolise the Four Noble Truths.
Copied form page 38 France stone www.settiwessels.com

Snake

On the lower level are 12 people that
Wheel on helmet:
Horns on helmet:
Wild Boar helmet:
Bird, 6th sense:
Carnyx
represent 12 Dependent Origination factors.
Fourth Noble Truth: Path that
Third Noble Truth:
Second Noble Truth:
First Noble Truth of
10 warriors walk into the scenes form the
leads to End of Suffering
Cessation of Suffering
Causes of Suffering
Suffering
right, their quest is to attain Ten Dhammas,
liberation from rebirth. Three carnyx players carry trumpets with heads of wild boars: the only way to attain liberation is
to see anicca (change) dukkha (suffering) and anatta (non-self). The warrior walking in front wears a helmet with a wild
boar, on his shoulder a stick - as leader of the warriors he represents the meditator’s mindfulness: he will
metaphorically guide the six foot-soldiers wearing shields of Dhamma that represent six senses (eye, ear, nose,
tongue, body, mind). Their task is to investigate past life kamma that is cooking in a large cauldron that has as its recipe
two divisions: past life Causes that will result in future rebirth as Effect. From the cauldron, that is fuelled by kamma,
grows a tree of life with 3 roots: birth, ageing an death. The dog that jumps eagerly at the roots represent the ignorance
of attachment to rebirth. A seventh soldier is dipped into the cauldron: the moment of death. The giant-sized man, the
“cook” represents the effort and willpower of the meditator to overcome attachment: cooking the seventh soldier is a
reference to Seven Stages of Purification with the goal to eradicate (“eat”) all defilements so that there will be no fuel
strong enough to be the Cause for new life. The tree of life confirms the process: 6 leaves at the
bottom represent 6 senses, 7 leaves at the top Seven Stages of Purification and the 8th that is the
tip of the tree the Eightfold Noble Path of Purification.
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C 6569 Man holds 2
men/boars, standing on
dog & winged horse
C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
dead dog & man

Next: bull panel

Dependent Origination

⬄
⬄

C 6572 Horned figure
of a meditator, Dhamma
wheel with 8 spokes

↑plate cut short

C 6574 Rebirth panel

Plates on the opposite outer panels describe in more elaborate detail
what the images mean. The bearded man represents insight acquired
through Vipassanā meditation to realise the fear of repeated rebirth as
6 senses - note that the plate is cut short to identify that there will be
no rebirth. The second plate represents Dependent Origination to
investigate rebirth (snake), on the panel two birds with 6 feathers on
each wing represent past and future life that must be investigated and
on the headband details are illustrated about concentration (see
plates illustration for details). The inner plate with 3 bulls explains the
role of the 3 carnyx players: Three Trainings.

Vipassanā plate

Four riders on horses follow in the footsteps of the Buddha who is the leader (horse as an-iconic
symbol for the Buddha), they represent a meditator’s aspiration to attain Four Noble Truths. The
first on the right, following the snake (rebirth) wears a helmet with a bird, symbol of the mind, the
6th sense, that will investigate to see the First Noble Truth, Suffering. The second rider wears a
helmet with a wild boar, to see the Causes of Suffering: repeated rebirth in samsara - the Second
Noble Truth. The third soldier wears a helmet with antlers of a deer: he follows the Buddha’s
example (deer park in Isipatana) to realise Cessation of Suffering, the Third Noble Truth. The
Inner plate
fourth rider wears a helmet with a wheel of Dhamma: he will follow the
Path to realise the End of Suffering, the Fourth Noble Truth.
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Plate 5 (C 6572): Eightfold Noble Path: meditator (floating figure) holds on to Dhamma wheel
The meditator who listens to the seated teacher of the deer park (panel C 6571) will follow the
Eightfold Noble Path of purification (8-spoked wheel) and practice meditation methods to gain
concentration and insight with the aspiration to become enlightened (illustrated in detail by panels
on the outer ring). The panel with the floating meditator wearing a horned helmet was made with
toolset II - illustrating what a meditator needs to do - but it was made from the first batch of silver
that originated from silver coins, quinarii minted from silver of the Taunus mountains in Germany.
This silver batch was used for the panels
C 6570 Outer panel
C 6571 Teacher
that explained the Buddha’s system of
Bird
Wheel
Horns
Wild boar
meditation, expressed by toolset 1 (as
described in a technical report prepared
for the National Museum of Denmark). The
(past life) Floating meditator C 6574 Rebirth panel 4 Helmets Cause & Effect: Victory (future life)
hole
plate belongs to both worlds, a transition
Feline: Causes
Feline: Effects
Cause
Effect
Horns
that links the two worlds of theory and of
↓hole
Future Effects
Wheel
Past Causes
practice - it expresses a number of main
concepts of the Buddha’s teachings, and it
also shows the meditator’s practical
implementation of the knowledge.
Analysis: The plate forms a transition
between the teachings of the seated
teacher in the Deer Park in the plate on its
left (C 6571) and the cauldron of rebirth on
its right side (C 6574), where a tree of life
grows from the fuel provided by kamma, 3
carnyx players positioned under a snake
make a “public announcement”. Several
story lines can be picked from the
combinations of images as illustrated on
the plates, like threads these story lines
meander, linking different images across
the three panels, each story line will
emphasise a different aspect explained by
the rich collection of images. The main
message is that the meditator (floating
figure) who follows the Eightfold Noble
Path (wheel) will be able to observe the
Causes that will result in Effect as rebirth,
illustrated by the large gestures of the
Victorious man, griffins and a snake, but
also by many tiny symbols found in the
details of punch marks used on individual
images, through which a great deal of
additional information was added, for
instance 8 dots on the front legs of the two
spotted felines (past life & future life
investigation) to show that they play a role
related too the Eightfold Noble Path, similar
to the 8 spokes of the wheel.

Wisdom

Concentration

Ethics/morality

Meditator Wheel of Victorious Man
Concentration & Dhamma & investigates
snake:
Cause & Effect
Eightfold Noble Path
rebirth cycle

↑ 3 Griffins &
3 carnyx players
announce Three
Trainings (ethics,
concentration,
wisdom) to
investigate the cycle
of life in samsara:
birth, ageing, death

C 6572 Helmeted meditator
holds on to an 8-spoked wheel:
Eightfold Noble Path

DETAIL Griffin 2

⬄

Feline 6 toes: 6 senses 12 toes
4 lines on wing: goal of Dependent Origination factors
Plant:
Four Noble Truths↓
Cause & Effect
codes
↓

Plant as tree of life↓ Cause & Effect

Meditator “floating”
concentration
Investigation
past life Ɔ

・
・
・
・

16 lines

・∵・dissolution
↑2 snakes:
rebirth
2 snakes: rebirth, each
with 3 lines on its head

↑
Feet of the meditator (concentration)
16 lines
griffin (investigation) and snake’s tail
2 snakes 3 lines
(rebirth) meet to illustrate the
10 dots
aspiration to end rebirth by following
the Eightfold Noble Path: meditator
holds on to the Wheel of Dhamma

Griffin 3 “wisdom”

The 3 griffins represent Three Trainings (ethics, concentration,
wisdom), their role is to explain in more detail the message of the 3
carnyx players (panel C 6574). The griffins all run to the left: they
connect the carnyx players and rebirth cauldron that illustrate the
battle against rebirth (panel C 6574) to the wisdom of the seated
teacher in the deer park (panel C 6571): the solution to the endless
suffering in the cycle of birth, ageing and death will be found through
investigation of past life kamma, the cause of rebirth, again and again.
The central griffin represents present effort and is linked to the
“Victorious Man” through its wing that points at and touches the mans’
chest, four lines on the wing tells that the griffin’s goal is to attain Four
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4 lines

↑Plant:
the line of its growth
winds through several
images: investigation
of Cause & Effect

Griffin 2
“concentration”

Griffin 1
“ethics”

16 lines: Sixteen Vipassanā
← Insight Knowledges

・∵・dissolution: space &
← particles (kalāpas)
← 6 toes: 6 senses
← Horn C-shaped concentration
← Snake tongue 10 dots:
Ten Dhammas

Total 8

4 lines Headband: 2 twisted strings around
the head refer to Ultimate Mind &
Materiality that is investigated, it
ends in two double C-shaped hooks:
through concentration on past and
future life Causes and Effects the
meditator will attain the Four Noble
Truths. 8 strings in total: Eightfold
Noble Path.
Mouth & moustache seed of
also forms an arrow to the
1
1 kamma,
nose: Ānāpāna meditation
Beard16 lines in total:Sixteen
4
4
Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
Beard 8 lines each side: Eightfold
3
3
C-shape
Concentration Noble Path
Beard centre: 6 strands ending as 2
C-shaped hooks: 6 senses
● one-pointed concentration
investigated
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Noble Truths: to see that life is Suffering (1st Noble Truth), to see the Causes of Suffering (2nd Noble Truth), to see the
Cessation of Suffering (3rd Noble Truth) and to see the Path that will lead to the End of of Suffering (4th Noble Truth).
On the headband and beard of the Victorious Man’s face the most important concepts related to liberation are
illustrated in the way it was arranged as patterns by the designers (see detailed illustration). The 6 strands in the centre
of the beard are grouped together (6 senses) and marked by two C-shaped symbols (concentration on past & future
Causes and Effects), the large dot in the centre ● represents concentration. There is a total of 16 lines on the beard to
indicate that victory will be achieved through advanced meditation, the same number 16 are expressed as 16 lines on
the leg and chest of the central griffin to represent the goal of the meditator: to practice Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges and attain Four Noble Truths.

8 spokes
8 leaves →

C 6570 Central
man boxer & floating
figure with horse

linked

C 6564 Central man
arms crossed, fight
lion & floating figure

hole

Rebirth
C 6574

Cut shorter
6th sense
C 6569

←→

Vipassanā plate

C 6572 Helmet wheel

There are 2 snakes, the double image refers to rebirth and Cause
and Effect, on each snake’s head are three lines, in total 6 (6
senses), The forked tongue, very subtly etched into the silver, forms
a “V” for Victory over rebirth as 6 senses, the ten small dots ●
indicate that Ten Dhammas, a summary of liberation, is the main
goal of the meditator. The tail of the snake symbolically meets the
hind legs (with 6 toes) of the third griffin that represents wisdom,
grouped together with the feet of the floating meditator who holds
on to the 8-spoked wheel: the Eightfold Noble Path. The legs of the
meditator run parallel to the snake, matching its length, to indicate
that they are part of one concept: investigation of past life Causes
and Effects through concentration, expressed by the horned helmet
with terminals on the head of the floating meditator: deep
concentration is the key to liberation, Victory.

Teacher
C 6571

The central griffin’s 6 toes of its front paws reach out towards the
snake’s head: 6 senses and rebirth, the total of 12 toes are a
reference to the Dependent Origination factors through which past
lives will be investigated to see how kamma is the Cause that will
result in rebirth as future six senses, its Effect. Note the C-shape
around the bird’s eye that indicates concentration, repeated as the
shape of the horns of the snake

Blank

On each of the three griffins (Three Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom) the Four Noble Truths are illustrated as 4
lines on their wings. The griffins are generally described as mythological beasts, but in function they are composite
images that describe the qualities needed by a meditator who wants to attain liberation: the bodies are that of a lion
(Buddha’s teachings) but they have heads of a bird to represent the concentrated sixth sense that can move about
unhindered by time or space to investigate meditation objects with the purpose to "eat defilements” that are the seeds
of kamma. The eyes of the griffins are shaped by a C-symbol similar to that of the tool that was used to make the
engraving of the bull image on the central medallion, this image was an illustration of what the eyes of the griffins will
see: “concentration to see the Truth of existence, as it is: Vipassanā meditation”. The wing of each griffin has four lines
with coded dots that indicate knowledge of concepts, the 4 stripes on each wing describes the continued investigation
of a meditator whose aspiration is to attain Four Noble Truths. Three griffins with four stripes each collectively refer to
the key to liberation that will end all suffering: knowledge of 12 Dependent Origination factors, the essential technique
practiced to see past and future lives, that are also represented by the 12 toes of each griffin. The pattern of using the
number 12 or a variety of mirrored symbols to signify the presence and understanding of Cause & Effect was the
central message illustrated on the panel. The front leg of each griffin is covered with dots to illustrate dissolution, when
space and particles (kalāpas) are observed and analysed by the concentrated meditator (detailed lists of the practice of
investigation of Ultimate mind, nāma and materiality, rūpa, are described in the Abhidhamma, for a detailed summary
of the meditation system by a master meditation teacher see illustrated documentary “Sketch of an Excellent Man
www.settiwessels.com).

A hole made through the panel connected it to panel C 6572 on the outside, a hole with a rivet was purposefully
placed above the bearded man’s head, that essentially repeats the information of the smaller bust of the “Victorious
man” who holds the Wheel of Dhamma. On the outer plate the Victorious Man symbolises the message of the inner
battle for enlightenment with a boxer on one side and a haloed rider and floating figure on the other side, that
appeared juxtaposed with the garden of the horned Teacher in the Deer Park on the inner plate (C 6572).
The second outer panel has a man with crossed arms to express the meditator’s practice of Seven Stages of
Purification (C 6564), flanked by a man fighting a lion and a floating meditator. The lion image was rendered in a
realistic way, as opposed to the two dotted felines on panel C 6572 that were idealised images just like the griffins.
They were lions, but dotted they represented the meditation object observed by a concentrated meditator in
dissolution as space and particles by following the methods explained by the Buddha when he “roared his lion’s roar”.
With 12 toes each they represent investigation of Dependent Origination past life Causes and future life Effects.
© Setti Wessels
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Inner medallion C 6563 Goal of the 6th sense and assistance of the light of wisdom
The central medallion placed off-centre in the
bowl is an illustration of the working of the
sixth sense when a meditator is aware of the
meditation techniques related to
concentration. It was perhaps placed offcentre not because of a hole in the original
bowl as suggested, but because the 6th
sense is, according to Pali scriptures, located
in the heart and appears as bright light when
concentrated (the bhavanga mind element).
The heart is the centre of consciousness, but
not physically found in the centre of the
body, which may be the main reason.
Themes used on the various panels of the
cauldron often focused on the symbolic use
of the image of a bull as “attachment to
rebirth”. The floating meditator with a sword
of wisdom will cut the growth of the tree of
life until all roots of craving and attachment
for new existences are rooted out. The three
dogs represent the ignorance of
attachment to the never-ending cycle of
birth, ageing and death. On the face of the
bull past life and future life is illustrated, in
the centre between the horns that
represent Cause and Effect, is a Victory
symbol: liberation.
The placement of panels have a
relationship with the central medallion: the
teacher and liberation appears above the
bull, actions needed to be taken by the
meditator below its feet. Actions of
concentration appear on the left of the
bull’s head, panels that illustrate
purification and the steps taken towards
liberation were grouped behind the tail of
the bull, an arrangement often used on
Celtic coins and other votive objects.
Absence of the 8th panel left some
difficulties: how to be sure of the meaning
of the outer panels? Considering the
importance of the Seven Stages of
Purification, a short list that is a summary
used by Buddhists to describe the
meditation system, and noting how often
the number seven was used on objects in
Europe, the illustration of the seven outer
panels will be done using the list as a
guidance, starting with the upper left
panel C 6566 as first.

Ignorance about birth,
ageing & death
Dog

Ignorance about birth,
ageing & death
Dog

Sword of
wisdom
S

Concentration
••Mind &
Materiality,
Cause & Effect

← Dog→
death
Bull: sensual
attachment (rebirth)

Meditator
“entangled” by the tree of life will cut
the roots of craving for rebirth

Gundestrup Cauldron central panel with bull & meditator C 6563

VICTORY
V

EFFECT:
C-shape punch-marks are
found on the right side of the
face and on the whole body:
observation through
application of concentration of
meditation techniques.

CAUSE:
IIIII-shape punch-marks on the
left face: “investigation”, the 3
C- shaped rings (jaw) identify
the meditator’s main goal: to
see anicca (changing), dukkha
(suffering), anatta (non-self)

Gundestrup Cauldron bull’s head: Marks on the left & right identify past and future lives that are
investigated, the two “((“ marks on the nose Cause & Effect and its influence on the meditator’s present
effort: it is connected via the “spear” with a spiral, the 6 senses, placed between the eyes: to see the truth
of existence (Vipassanā meditation). The V between the horns is the goal of the practice: Victory.
* NOTE Image copied from page 7

1
NOTE: Find a
diagram that
illustrates the
panel layout
and the
relationship to the
central medallion
that represents
the 6th sense on
the next page

7

2

6

3

5
4

C 6562 bowl
C 6563 medallion

Gundestrup Cauldron central panel with bull & meditator

© Setti Wessels
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16.2 Analysis of the 7 outer panels:
Seven Stages of Purification
Diagram: Gundestrup Cauldron layout of panels around the central medallion: 6th sense

Panel 1

6

0
57
C6

56

C6

Blank
space:
liberation

Panel 7
→

Hole

Panel 2

C6571

5

57

C6

↑H

Panel 6

574
C6

le

Ho

Panel 3

C 6564

72

C 6568

C 65

C 65

73

Hole

ol

7
56

C6

C6

56
9

e

Panel 4

Panel 5

C 6565

The outer panels of the Gundestrup Cauldron are quite similar in their arrangement of
images, but every attempt to organise them failed. Even where to start illustrating the meaning
which is quite obvious in many ways - all have a small figure on the left, a main central figure and
a small figure on the right that indicate Cause & Effect - ended
in a thin and superficial interpretation that did not add much to
Seven Stages of Purification
the overall meaning of the cauldron, there had to be a deeper
1.Purification of Virtue (Sīlavisuddhi)
meaning but it stayed hidden. The solution came when
2. Purification of Consciousness
comparing the plates to the list of Seven Stages of Purification. (Cittavisuddhi)
3. Purification of View (Diţţhivisuddhi)
The analysis of the seven outer panels will follow the
4. Purification by Overcoming Doubt
order of the list of Sven Stages of Purification used in Buddhist
(Kankhāvitarana- visuddhi)
theory and meditation practices as a guide to interpret the
5. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of What
meaning of the seven panels. Initially it was not one hundred
is & What is Not Path
(Maggāmagga ñāṇa - dassana-visuddhi)
percent sure that it was the intention when the cauldron was
6. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of Way
made, as the 8th panel is lost, but the images did match the
(Patipadā ñāṇa dassana-visuddhi)
meaning and certain codes - such as the holes through certain
7. Purification by Supramundane Knowledge
panels and the disorderly versus orderly or shaven patterns of
& Vision (ñāṇa dassana-visuddhi)
hair on images - can be interpreted successfully, as they match
Copied from: Knowing and Seeing, The Most
the intentions indicated by the seven levels of purification,
Venerable Pa Auk Tawya Sayadaw
© Setti Wessels
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originally used to describe levels attained by meditators - from beginners to advanced
practitioners who attain liberation. The lost panel, number 8, may have been blank anyway, as
Nibbāna was described in Pali texts as being an actual state of “supramundane” existence, a
state that cannot be described in “mundane” worldly terms. The blank space is interpreted as
representing the final goal of the practices described by the seven panels: “Cessation”.
The system of meditation taught by the Buddha is complex and multi-layered, many
people have attempted to create some visual order in it to make the system more
understandable to people not familiar with the techniques.
When investigating the Gundestrup Cauldron there seems to be a random and scattered
distribution of the panels. Described in a technical report the batches of silver were mixed in a
peculiar system that does not seem to make sense, in one group of silver that originated in a
certain location (quinarii of Germania) copper was added to some batches that ruined the
apparent order within that group, as the panels were decorated by different toolsets - which also
seemed strictly organised, both by their percentage of copper and by the tools that were used
only for that type of batch - but then the plates were positioned on the cauldron in a seemingly
random order. In addition, there were always a few plates that were the exception to every rule.
There seemed to be some “master plan” at work, but the key to its understanding was lost.
Different attempts were made through the ages to make illustrations that will help people
to remember the meditation system as taught by the Buddha more easily, of which the Phaistos
disk was an example, the Pantheon of Rome another; the same underlying system of numbers
were persistently used on these objects, the same set of numbers was used in the making of the
Gundestrup Cauldron (i.e. 2, 3, 4, 8, 2, 16).
Recently a highly valued “pagoda chart” was compiled by a meditator in Myanmar in an
attempt to order the complicated lists that describe different levels of the original meditation
system described in Buddhist theory, the visual organisation on the chart makes it easier to see
relationships between different blocks of theory. What attracted attention is that there are a few
essential numbers from the Buddhist system of meditation that is found continuously repeated often combined in the same order - on objects found in the West.

Three Trainings↑ ↑Seven Purifications ↑Sixteen Insight Knowledges ↑ Meditation techniques
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When the panels of the Gundestrup Cauldron are investigated by following the guidance
of the simplified pagoda chart, designed to help students to remember the different aspects of
the meditation system, the Gundestrup panels seem to reveal their meaning in the same way.
The images being to communicate, a sensible narrative appears - all the “odd panels” that
seemed to defy every rule become markers that show how different sections can be linked; new
levels of intellectual knowledge open up and become understandable when this visual link is
made.
Panels that were placed opposite each other on the cauldron - as they definitely belong
in a specific category of knowledge - start communicating with the panels on the other side to
reveal the higher levels of communication that takes place at a later stage in the development of
a meditator’s knowledge. The “colour codes” were introduced by mixing batches of silver with
different percentages of copper and different toolsets that were used to classify a certain level of
knowledge and insight in the cauldron, which was made to be used as a multilayered meditation
diagram to explain knowledge to students. With some basic knowledge of how the original
meditation system works, one can (similar to a powerpoint computer presentation) highlight
different aspects of information, where the actions of the meditator will only take place at a later
stage when the meditator has acquired more advanced insight in their personal practice.
The individual images on the cauldron represented certain concepts in a complex
network of knowledge that cannot be looked at in isolation. The images are not of “individual
gods that have their own powers”, as assumed in attempts by scholars who interpreted the
cauldron, instead each image represents a certain level of personal knowledge or insight of a
meditator, whose knowledge improves as his concentration improves - each image is an
explanation of a meditator’s inner world of experiences and insight into phenomena, this insight
is based on observation of mind and materiality (nāma & rūpa) as observed during deep
concentration. The images are not of men or women, but of abstract ideas about how the basic
building blocks of life itself operates, sexuality plays no role - as a meditator remarked one day,
“I have seen so many of my past lives, then as a woman, then as a man, it really is not important”.
Concentration and insight are valuable. From the lifetime of the Buddha until today experienced
meditation teachers make no distinction between men and women, someone who has
concentration will be taught the appropriate techniques.
The images as used on the 7 outer panels of the cauldron broadly match the meaning
described in the list of the Seven Stages of Purification that is described in the Pali scriptures
(suttas and Abhidhamma). When the seven plates with images are compared to a list where the
Seven Stages of Purification are juxtaposed against a lists of meditation techniques and other
sections of advanced knowledge grouped together to offer a bit of a visual overview of the
system, which is used by students who practice Samatha and Vipassanā in Myanmar and other
Theravada countries, the patterns begin to make sense (see “meditation diagram used in Pa
Auk” in the Addendum).
The meditation system is still taught unchanged after 2,500 years and is described by a
meditation teacher in a documentary with illustrations that are very useful for westerners as an
introduction, “Sketch of an Excellent Man” (www.settiwessels.com).
In Europe the Seven Stages of Purification were illustrated as 7 windows on each side in
the central zone of the Pantheon in Rome, when the Mysteries of Mithras were introduced in the
2nd century - they also had “seven grades of initiation”. The names of the grades and their
complimentary planets/gods survived and their meaning can be directly aligned with the theory
of the Seven Stages of Purification, which coincide with the seven panels of the Gundestrup
Cauldron. There seems to be one common factor in the design of these prominent objects of
the late 1st to early 2nd century in Europe: the emperor Hadrian was potentially involved in the
© Setti Wessels
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design. If so, the objects were made as projects of collaboration
between different groups to encourage peace between the
Romans and Celtic and Germanic tribes in Europe by
reintroducing the “old ways” of dialectics in philosophy.
Eventually the Seven Stages of Purification were
expressed as the 7th symbol of the rune alphabets used in
northern Europe: X gebō (“gift”) of the Elder Futhark and ᚼ
hagall (“hail") of the Younger Futhark.
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the
Causes and Effects of the mind-and-materiality phenomenon [to attain Seven
Hadrian bust with an image of the mythical Gorgon on his
Stages of Purification]

chest: illustrating the fear of multiple future rebirths (snakes)

The X rune was used on many
1 2
objects during several centuries, its finest
use was in the Maeshowe cairn in Orkney
4
3
sword
where a small X-shaped warrior wielding
of
wisdom
a sword of wisdom - similar to that of the
warrior
figures on the Gundestrup Cauldron No.
9
No.
21
No.
14
Zakros ZA14
Kylver stone
wandered through the space as the
6th century BC
4th century AD
Maeshowe 11th century AD
personification of a meditator’s attention,
The use of the X and ‹ runes from the 6th century BC in Crete (Zakros ZA14) to the Elder
used in several of the 30-plus rune
Futhark of the 4th century in Gotland on the Kylver stone and finally in Maeshowe in the
9-13th century, around the same period as the Rök stone with its 6 X symbols
inscriptions that were made between the
10–12th centuries by the Old Norse, so-called “Vikings”. When the word Viking (only in use since
the 19th century) spelled by runes“vikinr” is analysed, it describes a meditator’s quest to find
liberation from rebirth as 6 senses (for detail see text “Mystery of Maeshowe, Orkney”).
The beam of light that shines onto the rear wall of the tomb of
“V” victory
Maeshowe for 1/16th of each solar year had the same meaning as the
central medallion of the Gundestrup Cauldron. The light beam
represents the light of wisdom that appears when the sixth sense is
concentrated. There are three cells in the Maeshowe tomb, the Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom. The beam lights up the
second cell that represents concentration. On the Gundestrup
Cauldron holes were made through 4 silver panels, the winged
Hole:
concentration Past life Present Effort Future life
seahorse was linked to the second bull, 3 warriors wielding
their sword of wisdom were engaged in the battle of the
Three Trainings, where concentration is the essential tool of
a meditator. The images on the different plates of the
Gundestrup cauldron were used to illustrate the process of
purification.
The seven plates of the Gundestrup cauldron takes
its place in this long history of how meditation techniques
of a high standard was practiced in Europe for up to 1,700
years.
Gundestrup cauldron: holes that emphasise how
concentration will lead to Victory over rebirth (torc)

© Setti Wessels
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Panel 1 (C 6566): 1.Purification of Virtue (Sīlavisuddhi)
The small busts of two men can be linked to images found on the inner panels that
represent specific themes. As the first panel of seven it will represent “purification of
virtue” or ethics, which in Pali scriptures are divided between that for laypeople and a
higher level for ordained people, which are a suitable match for the two images. The
head of the central figure seems to be shaven, which may even be an indication that
No. 2 No. 3
Phaistos disk: warrior (meditator) in
there was a community of monks present in the region, or that the designers of the
pursuit of liberation ∞ (infinity) through
cauldron were closely aligned to the origins of the meditation practices. Similar
the Eightfold Noble Path of purification (8)
images are found on the Phaistos disk where the
dissolution .∴. .:
“Carpenter’s angles” /\/\/\ investigation/concentration
“comb” of the warrior has 12 divisions (12
Dependent Origination factors), on the second
image the man with the shaven head has a symbol on
his cheek that can be interpreted as an 8 - the
Eightfold Noble Path, but also as an infinity symbol
“∞”: to observe past and future lives with the goal to
attain liberation, Nibbāna.
Left: A small bust of a “Victorious man” placed above
8 leaves follows the Eightfold Noble Path as taught by
the Buddha: right view, right intention, right speech,
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right
mindfulness & right concentration. His eyes are
closed, concentration, his beard has 6 strands on the
left (six senses), a dot ● in the centre to indicate
concentration and 5 strands on the right (5 clinging
aggregates). His conventional hair indicates that he is
a layman who follows the path of purification - he is
immersed in a field of gilded dots (gold high value,
dots particles in dissolution), placed under a row of
carpenter’s angles (investigation).

Cause ● Ten fingers: Ten Dhammas ● Effect C 6566
↑ 8 leaves:
Headband: \\\\\///// Victory & Four Noble Truths 7 leaves: Seven ↑
Eightfold Noble Path
2 ●● Ultimate Mind & Materiality
Stages of Purification

Centre: The shaven head of the central figure cuts into the edge of carpenter’s angles to
indicate the process of investigation that will take place. The symbolic single headband ends in
only four strands, two on each side the goal is to investigate Cause and Effect to attain Four
Noble Truths, the slash-marks indicate the aspiration to attain Victory \\\\//// over rebirth. The
final goal is symbolised by the torc: to cut the cycle of rebirth. The torc ends in two terminals: to
observe kamma that is the Cause which will result in future rebirth, Effect. Two dots below and
above the upper lip symbolise the same, by listening to the message of Dhamma the meditator
will practice to attain liberation, the upper lip marks the start of the practice: to observe the
breath (Ānāpānasati, mindfulness of breathing meditation, that will lead to states of deep
absorption). Eyes are wide open with glass inlay: to see the Truth of existence (Vipassanā insight
meditation). Two hands have 5 fingers each: with investigating past life and future life based on
knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates the meditator’s objective is to attain Ten Dhammas
(liberation), one hand reaches for the torc: to cut the cycle of rebirth. The two dots on the chest
are pointed: focused investigation of past life mind-materiality through
application of concentration will lead to observation of Causes and Effects
↓Axe?
when practicing the appropriate meditation techniques.
4
4
Right: The “Victorious man”, eyes closed (concentration) is similar to the
bust of a man on the left, immersed in a field of gilded dots (dissolution)
and topped by a row of carpenter’s angles he will investigate future life
Effects. The image is poised above 7 leaves (Seven Stages of Purification)
4
to indicate that the main quest is to attain liberation to be able to cut the
cycle of life, symbolised by a torc. The shaven face may be an indication of
5
4
an aspiration to emulate the life of an ordained person in the quest for
purification. In that case the strands on his head will not be hair, but more
●
like wearing a “crown of concentration”: four strands on each side meet in
Concentration ●
the middle, the V shape identifies Victory, the goal Four Noble Truths, 8
strands indicate that he follows the Eightfold Noble Path of Purification as
taught by the Buddha, the headband refers to concentration

Headband: \\\\\///// Victory

Lips with two dots ●●
message of Dhamma

4

V Victory

4

Torc, Cause & Effect: to cut
the cycle of rebirth

Link to the runes: The headband indicates that the meditator has the same function that would later become the ᛘ
maðr (“man") rune of the Younger Futhark alphabet.
© Setti Wessels
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Panel 2 (C 6568): 2. Purification of Consciousness (Cittavisuddhi)
In the technical report about the Gundestrup Cauldron
the “Deer panel” was made from silver of the first batch,
which were used to make panels that represent the
Buddha’s teachings. The panel has the medium
percentage of copper used for the Buddha’s teachings,
but it was decorated with toolset 2 that was used for the
group of plates that explained what a meditator had to
do. This is the strongest evidence that the outer plates
may in fact have been made with the intention to
represent the Seven Stages of Purification. The second of
the Seven Stages - the Purification of Consciousness represents the practice of Samatha meditation
techniques to develop strong concentration - this
explains why the plate had characteristics of both groups.

The gilded dotted surface
of the background
bordered by his arms and
carpenter’s angles at the
top are an indication that
his goal is to focus on the
teachings and follow in the
footsteps of the Buddha,
the teacher who shows the
way. On the next panel the
meditator will need the
good concentration to be
able to practice the next
steps, the first of the
Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges.
© Setti Wessels
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C 6567
Sea-horse

Blank:
liberation?

C 6566 Central
man & 2 males
holding arms up

C 6568 Central
man holds 2 stag

Insight

Linked

The Buddha’s methods

⬄

C 6571 Teacher

On the head his hair is shaped like a growing plant (tree of life),
but in both locations the strands of hair have different marks that
are mixed: long lines represent “continued investigation III” and
short slanted lines “analysis /////“. The mixing of marks indicates
that the meditator has engaged in practice but cannot yet make a
distinction based on wisdom, all information is equally important
and “muddled”. Only by systematically practicing techniques to
develop concentration as a preparation the meditator will be able
to later practice techniques
to develop insight and
wisdom.

⬄
C 6573 Elephants, wheels, griffin

Note especially how the horns of the deer on both sides are
physically linked by the line of the moustache of the central figure,
the shape forms a bracket that “holds” the symbols used to make
his beard, which has 6 mirrored hooks to indicate that six senses of
past & future will be investigated (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body,
mind). Above the bracket his sideburns have 6 pieces each (six
senses of past and future lives), the total of 12 indicates that
Dependent Origination will be the meditator’s future goal, once
concentration has been attained.

Bull panel
C 6575

The two deer are a reference to the Buddha’s sermon in
the deer park at Isipatana when he first explained to his
followers the process of concentration that led to his
C 6568 Horns of two deer (3 branches) & 6 hooks of the beard to identify 6 senses
enlightenment. The two deer on both sides have horns
with 3 branches (Three Trainings) and a C- shaped hook to identify
concentration. Under the first deer are 3 leaves (Three Trainings), 2
leaves under the head indicate Cause and Effect, repeated on the
opposite side.

Chart of Meditation Techniques
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Panel 3 (C 6567): 3. Purification of View (Diṭṭhivisuddhi)
To reach the third stage of purification, “purification
of view” the meditator needs to discern Ultimate
Mind (nāma) and Ultimate Materiality (rūpa), the first
of the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges as listed
on the Pagoda meditation diagram: (1) The
Knowledge of Analysing Mentality & Materiality
(nāmarūpa pariccheda ñāna).
On panel C 6567 the two winged sea-horses
represent the mind, the 6th sense, that can move
about to observe meditation objects, unhindered by
the limitations of how time and space are normally
perceived. On each horse 6 ribs indicate that the 6
senses are investigated to discern details of mind
(nāma) and materiality (rūpa) that appear in
dissolution as particles in space. The manes seem to
have 8 marks (Eightfold Noble Path), the “tails” have
loops (kamma ᛟ rune) that end on the shoulders (an
indication of the 6th sense located in the heart).
Below: Suffering inherent in rebirth is illustrated by
the 3 bands (Three Trainings) that end in 2 vicious
animals that devour 2 men - past life and future life.
The Suffering of repeated death as 6 senses is
symbolised by the 6 toes of the animals. On the left past life - the meditator’s attachment to birth, ageing
and death will be conquered, with practice of Three
Trainings he will observe in future anicca (changing),
dukkha (suffering) and anatta (non-self). Both human
figures reach with their 5-fingered hand towards the
torc, also with 5 lines on each side of its 2 terminals:
with knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates a meditator
will have success. The torc symbolises the meditator’s
aspiration to cut the continuity of the cycle of life.

C 6567 Hole & headband with Victory, 20 spirals for beard, 2 winged horses,

10

10

5

3

4

5

6
5

3

5

The number 5 (5 clinging aggregates) appears repeatedly in pairs to mark the goal of
Ten Dhammas (enlightenment). The 20 spirals of the beard were later expressed as the
ᛗ mannaz (‘man”) rune, also known as the Holy Number 20 of Pythagoras. C 6567
Hole

The main figure’s beard was illustrated using leftward and rightward spirals, 10 on
each side. The number 20, later represented by the ᛗ mannaz (‘man”) rune,
represents “what a meditator needs to do” when following the Buddha’s path of
purification. The ideal is represented by ten spirals on each side, Ten Dhammas, a
summary of enlightenment: 4 magga (path), 4 phala (fruition), 1 pariyatty (study of
Dhamma) and 1 Nibbāna (enlightenment).

16 (?)

V

16 (?)

The meditator’s eyes were cut out and marked by two of only four purple-coloured
glass eyes found with the buried panels: “to see the truth”.
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C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
C 6568 Central
man holds 2deer

C 6567 Central
man holds 2 sea-horse

Dependent Origination

Insight

Concentration
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C 6573

The hole in the forehead that appears above the left side of the V
mark of the meditator is one of the most convincing details that the
Gundestrup Cauldron is indeed a meditation diagram and that the
outer panels represent the Seven Stages of Purification. A rivet linked
the panel with the second of three bulls of the inner panel (Three

Rebirth panel
C 6574 C 6575 Three felines, bulls, meditators, dogs

On the central figure’s headband past life \\\ and future life /// slash-marks. The marks with a circle at the end “ °\ and /
° ”refer to investigation and observation by the swordsman that was repeatedly found on a number of panels, the
concept was later expressed by the “ ᚾ & ᛅ swordsmen runes”. The
marks meet in the centre to form a V: victory. The images are not very
clear, but it seems like there are 16 marks towards the left and 16 to the
right to identify the “Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges”, a summary
of the advanced levels of meditation where a meditator will have
attained enlightenment if successful, 32 marks describe the qualities of
the teacher, the Buddha: “32 Marks of a Great Man”. (It is worth noting
that the light in the Maeshowe tomb shines into the tomb for 1/16th
and two time 1/32 of a solar year - the horses on the panel tell the
←→
same story as the light in the Maeshowe tomb.)
hole
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Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom), the hole appeared in front of the head of the second bull: “concentration”.
A second hole was made through two panels exactly opposite to the panel of the two winged horses, the panel of the
“Victorious Man”, that represents the Seventh Stage of Purification and Enlightenment. (See diagram with layout of all
the panels around the central bull medallion). In the dynamic most prevalent on the cauldron the meditator’s efforts ,
the Cause - will mature into Effect as enlightenment: on the panel a rider on a horse has a halo, grouped together with
a free floating meditator, next to this panel is the empty void, and the inner panel contains the teacher in the deer park
to symbolise the Buddha’s meditation system. The second hole connects the “Victorious Man” to the panel with the free
floating meditator in deep concentration who wears a horned helmet and holds on to the 8-spoked Dhamma Wheel.

Hole ↓ concentration

The hole
↓Hole: concentration
connects to the head of a
Victory
V
meditator holding two
16 \
16 /
winged horses on the rear:
investigating past & future
↑8●
↑8●
lives. His beard has 20
spirals (concentration & Holy
number 20 of Pythagoras),
the headband with Victory
in the centre has 16 \ & 16 /
slash marks (32 total), the
animals below 3 lines: Three
Trainings. Loops: ᛟ kamma.
Past life Present Effort Future life
Panel C 6575 Wisdom
Concentration ↓hole
Ethics
Panel C 6567

C 6570 The central man with hole
above his head is flanked by a boxer
who fights, Cause. A horse and rider
(with a halo Victory) runs towards a
floating figure: meditator in deep
concentration. Headband with 3
lines: Three Trainings & 6 senses, his
beard is also coded. The torc around
his neck defines the goal: to cut the
cycle of endless rebirth. The methods
are illustrated on the inside panel.

Hole ↓ concentration

Gundestrup Cauldron bull panel: Three Trainings (ethics,
concentration, wisdom) & anicca, dukkha, anatta (change, suffering,
non-self). Note the hole, one of 2 - that connects to the outer panel.
12 figures: Dependent Origination, investigation of past & future

C 6572 8 figures represent the Eightfold Noble Path, also seen as 8 spokes
on the wheel that the horned meditator holds on to (Cause & Effect). The
“lions” with 12 toes each (Dependent Origination) walk to the future, griffins
to the past: they will “eat” defilements. Both the meditator and snake are in
the 3rd position: Third Noble Truth, Cessation of Suffering, a meditator’s goal.

Gundestrup Cauldron layout of panels around the central medallion: 6th sense
0
57
C6

66

5

C6

Blank space:
liberation

Teacher

Panel 1

Panel 2

2 panels
connected by a rivet
through a hole
Panel 7

→
Hole

C6571

Liberation

5

57

C6

574

ol

56

9
7

C6

56

Concentration
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C6

2 panels
connected by a rivet
through a hole

↑H

Panel 6

C6

le

Ho

Panel 3

C 6564

72

C 65

C 65

C 6568

73

Hole

Panel 4
C 6565

Cause

Effect
64

Panel 5
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Panel 4 (C 6565): 4. Purification by Overcoming Doubt (Kankhāvitarana- visuddhi)
The outer panel exactly opposite the teacher’s panel (C 6571) is one of the most important of the cauldron as it
represents the key technique of Dependent Origination, described as the second of the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges: 2. The knowledge of discerning cause & condition (paccaya pariggaha ñāna).
Two large birds on the left and right represent past
and future lives, each wing has 6 divisions (6 senses),
in total 12 Dependent Origination factors. Similar to
the previous panel’s vicious animals they each have
three toes: attachment to birth, ageing and death will
be conquered when in future the meditator can
observe anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering) and
anatta (non-self).
Left: On the left shoulder a person with 2 dots ● is
seated on the meditator’s shoulder - to investigate
how Causes will result in future as rebirth, Effect, the
headband has 6 strings, 6 senses. A dog with 6 toes
(6 senses), symbol of ignorance, runs away towards
the bird of past life kamma, in fear the tail between its
legs is illustrated as a pronounced c-shape:
concentration will dispel ignorance of attachment to
rebirth. The small bird held high up in the hand of the
meditator represents the 6th sense that will
investigate the objects of past lives to dispel
ignorance about existence.

Toes: BIRTH, ageing, death Anicca (changing), Dukkha (suffering), Anatta (non-self)

6

6

6

6

← Nonself

→
Rebirth
6th
sense

Past
Causes

Future
Effects

Ignorance

Meditator’s
purification
process

Insight

Meditator seated: to end ignorance about Cause and Effect
C 6565 End of ignorance (dog) through application of concentration (seated meditator)
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←→

C 6569 Man holds 2 men/
boars; on dog & winged horse

C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
C 6568 Central
man holds 2deer

hole

C 6567 Central
man holds 2 sea-horse

Dependent Origination
Insight

Concentration

The outer panel is linked to the inner panel: to wisdom on the bull panel
and to the 3 carnyx players of the rebirth panel: Three Trainings, tree of
life and rebirth, the four riders wear helmets that represent the Four
Noble Truths - which appeared as 4 strands on the plaited headband.

⬄

⬄
C 6575 Three felines, bulls, meditators, dogs C 6573

The headband on the forehead has six strands on each side, past and
future existence that is investigated by observing 12 Dependent
Origination factors. The seventh line, that identifies Seven Stages of
Purification as the goal of a meditator, has a continuous row of
carpenter’s angles: to “measure and analyse” mind and materiality of
past and future lives through investigation based on the techniques
originally taught by the Buddha. The Buddha’s system of meditation is
represented by the seated antlered figure on the opposite side of the
cauldron - it is no coincidence that there is a seated figure on the
shoulder of the central figure, the meditator on this panel is emulating
the seated posture of the teacher of the deer park (the Buddha).

C 6574 Rebirth panel

Centre: The torc represents the cycle of life that will be
cut (wisdom). A dog below a dot ● (concentration to observe Causes of rebirth) is dead, after observing many past lives
that always end in death there is no more ignorance, no more craving for rebirth. The meditator’s hand on his chest has
has 5 fingers (journey of life as 5 clinging aggregates), similar to the dog his ignorance is dispelled, symbolised by a
man that represents future life that is also dead, entangled with a dot ● similar to the dog, his four fingers tell that his
goal is the attainment of Four Noble Truths. On the headband there are 3 strings on each side (life as 6 senses in the
cycle of birth, ageing and death) but on both sides the 3 strings change into 4 to represent Four Noble Truths that will
be attained through making the right effort (total of 8: Eightfold Noble Path). On the left it happens through the
presence of the small bird (investigation of past life Causes with the 6th sense). On the right the meditator appears to
plait the strands of hair: meditation practices. When interpreted the two hands represent past life & future life 5
clinging aggregates, through meditation practices the goal is to attain Ten Dhammas - enlightenment - symbolised by
the ten fingers that are “plaiting” the hair. Note how the four strings of
hair represent attainment of Four Noble Truths, which will result in
wisdom to observe the 3 strands of future life as anicca (changing),
dukkha (suffering) and anatta (non-self), the head (the meditator’s
attention/mindfulness) is linked to the toes of the future-life bird on
the right: the Effect of the effort will be to see how and endless series
of rebirths has per definition the quality of “anatta, non-self”.
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Panel 5 (C 6569): 5. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of What is & What is Not Path
(Maggāmagga ñāṇa-dassana-visuddhi)
The fifth stage of purification, “Knowledge & Vision
of What is & What is Not Path”, is reached by the
practice of the analytical knowledges attained
through Vipassanā practice, “to see the truth of
existence as it is”. On the meditation chart the
knowledges listed as numbers 3, 4 & 5:
3) the knowledge of comprehension
(sammasanañāna); 4) … of arising and passing away
(udayabbayañāna); 5) … of dissolution (bhangañāna).
The plate with a bearded figure with an expression of
terror on his face was not illustrated with any toolset,
but its background was made by a hammer with a
fault on its surface which resulted in a distressed and
uneven background. Note that the plate as found
was cut a few centimetres shorter, which gives it a
prominent position amongst all other panels, it was
also the only plate made from Coriosolite coins from
western France, where coins have extra-ordinary
designs that display knowledge of meditation.

Boar

6th sense

Boar
8

8

Dog:
ignorance
8 Beard 8

Cause

Effect

16 strands

Winged
horse 6th
sense:
insight

Investigation of Cause & Effect to develop wisdom: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
NOTE that the plate is cut shorter than the other plates
C 6569

Left: In his hand the small man holding a wild boar represents attachment
to rebirth that continued life after life due to ignorance: the dog at his feet
running into the past. The meditator is investigating how past life kamma
were the Causes that resulted in its Effect as rebirth in future lives.
Right: In the right hand the same figure appears, holding a wild boar and
Dog ignorance about rebirth
attachment to rebirth, but he looks towards the past, at his feet is a winged
horse that moves into the future: to develop wisdom. The meditator is investigating
how Causes will result in Future Effect to cause rebirth, when wisdom matures the
meditator will develop the Vipassanā Insight Knowledges as described above.
Central panel: The meditator’s beard has 8 strands on each side with alternating
short cut marks that were applied in both directions //// \\\\\ (later also expressed by
the “swordsman” runes ᚾ & ᛅ with the same meaning): the meditator is investigating past

Winged horse: 6th sense

2 hearts Cause & Effect, 8 hooks Eightfold
Noble Path, axes to cut attachment & craving
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NOTE: plate is cut shorter
C 6569 Man holds 2 men/ C 6564 arms crossed,
boars; on dog & winged horse fight lion & floating figure

⬄

C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband

⬄

Dependent Origination

Communication with inner panels: The “Vipassanā panel” is linked to the
rebirth panel where the tree of life grows: rebirth takes place when a warrior is
dipped into a cauldron, past life kamma is food for rebirth as future life. The
solution is also offered: 4 warriors with helmets emerge from the cauldron on
their 4 horses - the an-iconic symbol for the Buddha’s teachings and the
aspiration to attain Four Noble truths. The theme is further elaborated on by the
winged horse on the right side of the panel, an illustration of what the
concentrated mind can do. This is a summary of the main message of the panel:
through practice of Vipassanā the Ultimate Truth of existence will be seen by a
meditator who investigates Causes and Effects with the assistance of the light of
wisdom, the goal is to attain Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges.

C 6572 Helmet, wheel C 6574 Rebirth panel

life causes and future life effects through Vipassanā meditation to see the “Truth of existence as
as it is: Ultimate Mind (nāma) and Ultimate Materiality (rūpa)”. The 8 strands of the beard refer
to the Eightfold Noble Path, the 16 strands in total to the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges that mark the goal of the practice: enlightenment. The two spiral hooks mark the
meditator’s effort to see Causes of the past life kamma that will result in its Effects as future
Moustache and 16 strands of beard: note
slash-marks alternate: investigation/analysis
rebirth. The moustache is now only linked to the nostrils to indicate that everything on the panel
happens through concentration that is the foundation of the practice (nose refers to ānāpānasati,
mindfulness of breathing as a reference that includes all samatha techniques that
prepare the foundation of concentration needed), followed by Vipassanā insight
meditation to observe and analyse the truth. On his head the “heart symbol” is
found repeated twice (past & future Causes and Effects), on each side there are 4
hooks to emphasise the Eightfold Noble Path of Purification that creates the
foundation for wisdom to mature. The spiral shapes with cut-marks in both
directions include the shapes of axes with with to “cut the roots of craving” for
rebirth as new six senses, fruit of the ever-growing tree of life.
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Panel 6 (C 6564): 6. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of Way (Patipadā ñāṇa dassana-visuddhi)
The steps of the sixth stage of purification, “Purification by Knowledge &
Vision of Way”, is described on the pagoda chart: … knowledge of 6) …
terror (bhayañāna), 7) … of danger (ādīnavañāna), 8) … of
disenchantment (nibbidāñāna), 9) … of desire of deliverance
(muñcitukamyatāñāna), 10) … of reflection (patisankhāñāna), 11) … of
equanimity (sankhār’upekkhāñāna), 12) … of conformity (anulomañāna).

dissolution .∴. .: ↓“Carpenter’s angles” /\/\/\ investigation↓

Left: A man has his head above a row of 5 carpenter’s angles “/\/\/\/\/\” to
investigate 5 clinging aggregates with application of concentration), his
eye is shaped as a seed of kamma , his leg is entwined with the lion that
has 3 lines on the mane: he is fighting his past life kamma/defilements by
following Three Trainings as taught by the Buddha (ethics, concentration,
wisdom). The 5 plant motives on a gilded background indicates that he
has knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates: Ultimate Mind (nāma) and
Ultimate Materiality (rūpa) will be seen in dissolution (particles & space).

C 6564 Arms crossed (X Seven Stages of Purification),
fighting lion (investigation) & floating figure (meditation)

The central figure’s head cuts into the line of carpenter’s angles and eyes
.∴. .: dissolution gilded
are wide open: to see the Truth of existence, the gentle smile indicates
equanimity. He wears a headband with slash-marks ////\\\\ (investigation
with the goal to attain victory) that ends in 3 strands of hair on each side
(Three Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom) that are divided into 6
lines (6 senses), the goal is to realise that the cycle of life is based on
repeated birth, ageing and death, when wisdom matures in future the
meditator will see that it is no more than anicca (changing), dukkha
(suffering) and anatta (non-self. The ribbons of the headband on two
sides are an indication that the main method is to see 12 Dependent
5
Origination factors with the purpose to practice Vipassanā meditation,
also represented by two circles on the chest: past & future life
6 2●
(investigated as Ultimate Mind-Materiality ● ●), the torc (/\/\) is a broken
4 leaves solid, 5th
circle to identify the cycle of life and the goal of the meditator to attain
(flower) broken
liberation. The arms are crossed to form an X, later placed as 7th symbol in the
rune alphabet to represent Seven Stages of Purification: the goal of the
meditator. This is confirmed by the left hand reaching for “● past life Causes”
↑
6 senses
which has only 4 fingers (Four Noble Truths), the right hand that reaches for “●
Past
future life Effects” has 5 fingers to indicate that the “job in hand” is investigation
4
based on knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates.

.∴. .: dissolution

↓6

eye

Leg

\/\/\/\/

6
7

8

6
Leaves ●● investigation
of mind & materiality

↑
6 senses

Torc

Future

/\/\

X

5

The floating figure on the right is completely immersed in concentration inside
the gilded field of dissolution with an edge of 7 carpenter’s angles “/\/\/\/\/\/\/\”
(Seven Stages of Purification). He has 4 triangles on his upper leg “/\/\/\/\” (Four
Noble Truths), only 4 fingers on each of his hands were rendered to indicate 8: the Eightfold Noble Path. The plant
motif also has 8 parts (Eightfold Noble Path), the 7 leaves (Seven Stages of Purification) are “cut” by one flower (the 8th
part, liberation as goal), 6 leaves (6 senses) grows towards the top marked by the meditators hair, a hooked shape that
ends inside the 6th angular shape: he is investigating 6 senses, his goal is number 7: Seven Stages of Purification.
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C 6570 boxer
& floating figure
with horse

C 6564 arms crossed,
lion & floating figure
Cut short↑
C 6569 men/
boars, dog &
winged horse

C 6574 Rebirth

On the opposite side of the cauldron is inner plate C 6572 with 8 figures
in total that emphasise the Eightfold Noble Path and liberation, the floating
figure on this outer plate is related to the floating helmeted figure with 2
horns that holds on to an 8-spoked wheel (linked to the 2 dots on the
outer plate’s chest ●●). The 2 felines in the upper row walk into the future
(lions: concentration) and on the lower side 3 griffons walk into the past to
“eat” defilements so that no kamma will be strong enough to mature
again into future rebirth - these actions were reflected on by adding the
two circles on the chest of the central figure on the meditator “●●” that
he tries to grab with his hands (4 & 5 fingers) to identify his gaols:
investigation of past life kamma Causes to observe and purify in order to
influence future life Effects.

C 6572 Helmet and 8-spoked wheel

The communication with the lefthand plate C 6569 (a key plate on the cauldron): the bearded central man represents
the fear of continuation of life as 6 senses, he holds 2 men with 2 wild
←→
boars that stand on a boar (past kamma) and a winged horse (liberation),
hole
which is illustrated in detail on this current illustrated plate C6564.
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Panel 7 (C 6570): 7. Purification by Supramundane Knowledge & Vision (ñāṇa dassana-visuddhi)
The final steps of the Seventh Stage of Purification,
“Purification by Supramundane Knowledge & Vision”
is described on the Pagoda Chart: 13) change of
lineage (gotrabhuñāna), 14) the path knowledge
(maggañāna), 15) the fruition knowledge (phalañāna)
16) the knowledge of reviewing (paccavekkhanañāna)
Left: The image on plate C 6570 makes the ultimate
statement on the cauldron: after endless lifetimes of
battles the boxer is fighting his last battle against the
six senses: his arms are both bent like carpenter’s
angles to “measure and analyse” Cause and Effect. An
animal is draped on top of his head, but his eye has
the diamond shape of one who observed the seeds
of kamma, his hands, each with 3 fingers: knowledge
of the cycle of birth, ageing and death, and how
existence is always changing (anicca), suffering
(dukkha) and non-self (anatta). On his left leg 3 etched
angles indicate that he practiced Three Trainings, on
his right leg 5 angles tell that his practice was based
on knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates, the total of 8
a symbol of the Eightfold Noble Path.

C 6570 Fighter, Victorious Man and floating meditator above a rider with halo on a horse

Centre: The central figure wears a torc with
4 V-shaped angles and 4 sets of cut-marks
(// // & \\ \\) to indicate that Four Noble
Truths and the Eightfold Noble Path are the
\\ \\ ↑
main object. In the centre the torc’s
slash-marks
// // ↑
terminals (past & future life) are now
slash-marks
arranged as Cause & Effect, divided by 3
Torc with 4 V signs (Four Noble Truths), two terminals
lines: the Three Trainings, the group of 5
(Cause & Effect) and 3 lines “I” (Three Trainings:
ethics, concentration, wisdom), the total of 5 refer to
shows that the meditator’s practice was
the 5 clinging aggregates and slash-marks (analysis)
based on knowledge of 5 clinging
aggregates, only taught by Buddhas, the
number 5 is repeated in his beard and in the headband, decorated by slash-marks to
indicate that meditation objects were analysed in detail. (Note that a similar
arrangement was found on all the Golden Collars of Sweden - a major theme that was
repeated for many centuries.)
On his beard 5 vertical strands again refer to the investigation based on 5 clinging
aggregates, on both sides the pattern is repeated as slanted lines, to form the beard a
total of 15 strands were used, when including the moustache there are 16: the Sixteen
Insight Knowledges. The 5 lines of the beard break up to form 8 sets per side - again a
reference to the Eightfold Noble Path, and combined Sixteen Insight Knowledges.
The edge of the beard is an elegant single line that forms a bracket { to indicate that
“all information” is included in the investigation (again the “bracket” was used for this
purpose during many centuries - see Parisii coin). Inside the centre is a single dot ●, a
reference to one-pointed concentration, above the dot are two slanted lines that form
a moustache that points at the nostrils like an arrow to mark the presence of
ānāpānasati, mindfulness of breathing meditation, the Buddha’s main technique
practiced to gain absorption concentration during the night of his enlightenment.
The headband has three main lines, the Three Trainings: ethics, concentration
and wisdom. Again there are several cuts into 5 pieces wit slash-marks in both
directions to mark investigation based on knowledge of 5 clinging aggregates.
A hole above the head on the right connects the plate to the inner plate,
positioned above a spotted feline with 12 toes (concept of a lion as “seen in
dissolution” and 12 Dependent Origination factors) and accompanied by a
floating figure wearing a helmet with 2 horns (Cause & Effect) holding on to an 8spoked wheel - the theme of the meditator’s deep concentration and the
Eightfold Noble Path as taught by the Buddha “when he roared his lion’s roar” is
© Setti Wessels
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animal
eye

3

ᛊrune

3

‹
Arms ‹
belt /\/\/\/

3‹

5‹

C 6570 Fighter: meditation symbols

C 6570 Beard, moustache: bracket { and ●

Wing: meditator’s head → with
lozenge network: lives
in the cycle of rebirth
Snake: rebirth →
Horse: an-iconic →
symbol for Buddha
Chest: 4 Noble Truths →
Ring under horse: 5
aggregates to be conquered
Bracket “all” is included { →
Parisii coin
Past ● Present ● Future
1st C BC
Causes Investigation Effects
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continuously repeated (the reason why feline images were used).
Right side: The horse was used as an an-iconic symbol for the Buddha to
symbolise the night he left, as Bodhisatta, left his life of luxury to devote his life
as an ascetic to the attainment of enlightenment. The figure on the horse has a
halo to symbolise enlightenment. The horse runs towards a floating figure, the
eye has a diamond shape, observation of the seeds of kamma, the hair ends in a
c-shape to indicate concentration and the hands have only four fingers each:
Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Noble Path. The figure floats freely, unlike
images on other plates. The essence of enlightenment is the Third Noble Truth:
Cessation. No more attachment or craving. The next plate, the 8th on the
beard
12 (?)→
cauldron, was left empty to symbolise enlightenment.

4
eye

4
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0.65-0.7 mm thick plate
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C 6566
2 busts

Blank:
liberation?

C 6570 Boxer &
floating figure with horse
C 6564 arms crossed,
lion & floating figure

Helmeted meditator and 8-spoked wheel
C 6572

unique silver, thick plate 0.65–0.7 mm

Insight

Elephant
C 6573 C 6571 Teacher panel

Communication of plate C 6570 with other panels:
- The plate was connected by a rivet through a hole to the floating figure and 8spoked wheel on the opposite inner plate (C 6572). It overlaps with the “teacher
Halo
plate” where a seated antlered figure represents the Buddha’s first sermon in the
deer park in Isipatana when he explained the system of meditation in the
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana sutta.
- On the direct opposite side of the cauldron is the only other plate with a hole
that connects to an inner plate: two seahorses are linked to 3 bulls, that have the
same symbolic meaning as the 3 lines of the headband: with Three Trainings
sensual attachment can be rooted out. The plate with its two seahorses define
the working of the sixth sense, found illustrated as the man with the halo on the
horse of the “Liberation plate” (C 6570). For illustrations of the panels and
description of the layout see Panel 3 (C 6567).
C 6570 “Liberation plate”: A boxer, “Victorious
Man, a haloed man on a horse horse and floating figure
- There were only four glass eyes found on the 16 silver pieces of the cauldron
that were buried together, which can be no coincidence, as the
Panel C 6567 The hole
↓Hole: concentration
number four as concept represents the very essence of the cauldron
connects to the head of a
Victory
V
meditator holding two
and was used repeatedly: Four Noble Truths. Two of the glass eyes
16 \
16 /
winged horses on the rear:
were found beside the teacher’s plate - one in the left socket of plate
investigating past & future
↑8●
↑8●
lives. His beard has 20
C 6566 and one in the right eye socket of the “liberation plate” C
spirals
(concentration
&
Holy
6570, which implies that the eyes represented past/future, Cause/
number 20 of Pythagoras),
Effect. Two eyes were placed together exactly opposite the image of
the headband with Victory
in the centre has 16 \ & 16 /
enlightenment, on the “seahorses plate” that represents the working
slash marks (32 total), the
of the 6th sense which can move about to observe meditation
animals below 3 lines: Three
objects with the assistance of the light of wisdom (C 6575). The 4
Trainings. Loops: ᛟ kamma.
Past life Present Effort Future life
eyes will represent Four Noble Truths, essential to what the Buddha
taught. It was said that Odin in Scandinavia had only one eye, his
horse Sleipnir 8 legs - the eyes were certainly used when buried as a code
to confirm that the cauldron is indeed a meditation diagram, the glass eye
in the right socket of panel C 6570 indicates examination of “past life
kamma” to see the causes of existence.
- Two plates of the cauldron were unique and an exception to every rule:
both had a high percentage copper and were prepared from unique silver
batches not used for any other plates, both plates were thick (0.65-0.7 mm)
and not illustrated by any shared toolsets: C 6570 and C 6569. Both plates
had the only small individual horses found on the cauldron - running
towards the right into the future - one winged horse and the second a
haloed rider. The only other horses on the cauldron were the helmeted
riders on the rebirth panel that represented Four Noble Truths (C 6574) and
the seahorses (C 6567). In every case the horses represented the 6th sense
←→
and the function of the concentrated wisdom light as taught by the
hole
Buddha. The two plates represent the most important information on the
cauldron: the practice of Batch 5
Batch 1
Vipassanā Insight
From
From French
meditation (C 6569) as
coins melted
German
Coriosolite
quinars
the method that will,
no punch
1st Century BC,
when wisdom matures, no punch
marks
C 6569 * NOTE plate
result in the attainment of marks
C
6570
cut shorter & “scars”
High copper, unique silver
enlightenment (C 6570). High copper,
www.settiwessels.com
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16.3 Bodhi leaves on panels: meaning of the
numbers expressed as its rune equivalent
The leaves with shapes like that of the Bodhi tree
Syria
Rosette
(the Buddha’s enlightenment tree) were used on the
12 petals
background on several panels of the Gundestrup Cauldron
to identify information of the meditation system that was
important for that particular panel. Illustrated as shoots of
Narrow introverted
growing creepers series of images were linked to reveal the eyes, each with a set of
2 holes (mind &
narrative of a meditator’s symbolic entanglement with the
materiality) and a leaf
cycle of rebirth and the methods that could be used to cut of a Bodhi tree, 4 holes
(Four Noble Truths), 6
the roots. The use of the Bodhi leaf was widespread in
holes (6 senses), the
group of 3 Three
Europe - the same shape was combined with “eyes to see
Trainings: ethics,
concentration and
the Truth” and a 12-petaled rosette on the forehead of a
wisdom. Forehead: the
past ● present ● future
Roman parade helmet from Syria where Hadrian “held
rosette has 6 silver & 6
gold leaves (six senses): Roman hippika gymnasia mask from
office as legatus Syriae (117 AD H. W. Benario in romanHoms (Emesa) Syria
in total12 Dependent
1st century AD
origination factors.
emperors.org” Wikipedia Hadrian).
Parade helmets used by Roman cavalry who participated in the hippika gymnasia
decorated with meditation symbols were found from Syria to Fort Trimontium (Newstead) in
Scotland. At Roman settlements there were man-made meditation caves for soldiers who
practiced Mysteries of Mithras, found from a cave in Petra in Arabia to a Fort Inveresk near
Edinburgh in Scotland. (See text “Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney” for details.) Petra, “city of cavedwellers”as it was referred to in the Plutarch essay “On the Obsolescence of Oracles”, was
renamed as “Hadriane Petra Metropolis” by Hadrian when he visited the city in 130 AD.
Leaves with the Bodhi-tree shape were already used in the 3rd century BC to make a “cult
tree” in the Manching Oppidum where early
Celtic coins were minted (images copied from
p.83 Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos disk?
www.settiwessels.com ). The V-shaped wing was
repeatedly used on Celtic horse coins, the
mirrored “Janus faces” on the obverse represent
Manching “cult tree” with Bodhi tree leaves and coin of
Dependent Origination and the investigation of the local Vindelici tribe with a “Victory horse” & 2 faces:
Dependent Origination
past and future lives - the same as the rosette
(copied from p.83 Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos disk?
www.settiwessels.com )
on the Syrian parade helmet. Note how the
central part and top of the heads can be interpreted as a sprouting sapling, the faces were
shaped like an axe to “cut the roots of the tree of life”. The theme of the sprouting seedling was
extensively illustrated in the 6th century BC on the statue of the Prince of Glauberg.
At Ezelsdorf-Buch north of Manching one of the four Golden Hats was found with a ring
of 8-spoked Dhamma wheels, an essential element on the Gundestrup Cauldron: to represent
the Eightfold Noble Path taught by the Buddha. The rosettes with 6 or 8 spokes and Bodhi-tree
leaves were used on the Gundestrup Cauldron to illustrate, step-by-step, the meditation system
that was eventually recorded in the Abhidhamma when it was written down in the Pali language
to form part of the Tripitaka (“Three Baskets”), the formal collection of the Buddha’s teachings.
When the Gundestrup Cauldron was designed the lists described in meditation theory were
illustrated by adding Bodhi-tree shaped leaves on the background as a mnemonic device. As
the knowledge of students improved beyond that of the obvious figurative images, their

<
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concentration

16 zones: wisdom

concentration

teachers could gradually introduce more subtle
Nibbāna, Victory →
layers of knowledge.
5→
The Bodhi leaves on the cauldron were
←16
not decorative, but networks carefully designed
12 →
to describe concepts, the key to decipher their
meaning was described by Plutarch as a list of
21 chapters in his essay “ON THE”E” AT DELPHI.
7→
The first 20 chapters describe what a meditator
needs to do, 20 was the “Holy number of
Pythagoras”, later described in Scandinavia by
the “ᛗ mannaz (man)” rune. Plutarch’s 21st
←ethics→
chapter described the “ᛚ laguz" rune, liberation the shape is that of a broken spear or a broken
Speyer/
Berlin Golden Hat: EzelsdorfAvanton:
16 zones
Buch:
twig, the sapling will no longer grow into a new Schifferstadt:
7 zones
12 zones
5 zones
tree of life: ”to cross the ocean of samsara”.
The theory used to design the networks
Three Trainings: ethics,
Dhamma
concentration, wisdom
wheels:
of Bodhi leaves of the Gundestrup Cauldron
Symbol no. 39
8-fold
Noble Path
formed the foundation of knowledge when the
Tiara/hat: highest value
Three rows of punch-marks:
Symbol
no.
9
Elder Futhark rune alphabet (24 symbols) was
“Three Trainings”
Eightfold Noble Path
formalised in the 5th century. An additional 3
Symbol no. 38
runes were added to the original list of 21
Ezelsdorf-Buch cone: 5 zones, Dhamma
Sixteen Insight Knowledges
wheels (“Ashoka chakra”) used to explain the
Symbol no. 36
described by Plutarch, 24 runes symbolise the
Eightfold Noble Path & Dhamma. Three rows
5 ● aggregates
of punch-marks are the “Three Trainings
highest teachings of the Buddha: 24 Paṭṭhāna
Symbol no. 37 & 13
(ethics, concentration, wisdom).
Club 5 ● 12 ●
Left Phaistos Disk, Crete where Pythagoras
factors (“Conditional Relations”). The designers
Dependent
was a teacher 6th century BC
Origination factors
followed the exact same order that was
introduced by Plutarch, one can assume that his list was based on the old, well-established
knowledge described by the mystic numbers of Pythagoras, also used to design the Pantheon in
Rome. The same rune alphabet with 4 additional runes was used in the Netherlands, northern
Germany and Britain, the Anglo-Saxon Futhork rune alphabet with 28 symbols represent the list
of historical “28 named Buddhas”. Simplified for popular use in the 8-9th century the Elder
Futhark was reduced to a version with only 16 symbols that was used to make over 3,000 rune
stones in Sweden. The 16 symbols of the Younger Futhark rune alphabet represented Sixteen
Vipassanā Insight Knowledges: the final steps of advanced meditators who will, when practicing
successfully, cut the roots of craving for existence to attain liberation (Nibbāna).
The seven outer plates of the Gundestrup Cauldron were used to illustrate the Seven
Stages of Purification, a short summary that contain the 16 steps of the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges. The number of Bodhi leaves illustrated on the background of the plates were used
to fill in the details of the meditation techniques and concepts that also appear in lists of
Abhidhamma theory - many subtle layers of cross-references can be discovered by those
familiar with the material. The numbers of leaves, direction of growth or shapes of the plants
were used to hint at detailed meditation instructions.
On the next pages the most obvious instructions were illustrated, using the definitions of
rune symbols to represent the meaning of clusters of leaves - a whole new level of knowledge
opens up on the Gundestrup Cauldron. The definitions, probably first taught by Pythagoras and
later described by Plutarch in the essay “On the ‘E’ at Delphi”; always result in consistent and
suitable descriptions related to the meditation system. There was only one system of numbers
with a shared meaning used repeatedly, from the collaboration of Plutarch and Hadrian when
the Gundestrup Cauldron and the Pantheon of Rome were designed until the use of the runes.
www.settiwessels.com
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10 images on the panel: Ten Dhammas

16 LEAVES TOTAL, right side of snake:
4 images including the snake: 6 images above the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
Four Noble Truths ↓ ↓ snake: 6 senses

16 →

7
●●2 3 ●●
2 ●
●●

2

3

●

●

●

●

3 ●

●

28 Total
● ●

TOTAL 28 leaves: list of “28 named Buddhas”
who all teach the same information
16 leaves on the right side of the snake:
Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
12 leaves on the left side of the snake: past &
future lives must be investigated by 12
Dependent Origination factors
3 leaves per group often repeated: Leaves
appear in groups of 3 ● ● ● Three Trainings:
ethics, concentration, wisdom to observe the
cycle of birth, ageing, death as Anatta (non-self),
Dukkha (suffering), Anicca (change)
2 leaves under knee of teacher: Cause & Effect

12 LEAVES TOTAL
left of the snake:
Dependent
Origination
7 leaves between
horns: Seven
Stages of
Purification
3 leaves under
deer: Three
Trainings (ethics,
concentration,
wisdom)
2 leaves under
the snake: Cause
& Effect
28 LEAVES TOTAL
on the panel:
list of “28
named
Buddhas”

←12

● ●
●

●

4

● ●
●

12

3

3
● ●
●

●
● ●

3

Illustration of the Buddha’s first sermon in the deer park at Isipatana: C 6571
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta
Gundestrup

12 leaves: Dependent Origination ↑

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6571 Teacher panel

4 leaves ↑ Four Noble Truths

16.3.1 Layout of Bodhi leaves on inner panels:
meaning expressed as its rune equivalent

Cauldron

Total 28th in the Anglo-Saxon Futhork rune row: ᛡ or ᛠ bind-rune investigation “I” of past v and future v lives used
to explain what all the Buddhas who appeared in the world have practiced
The Buddha teaches: 12 Bodhi leaves on the left side
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of our kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent Origination
7th in the rune row: Seven Stages of Purification (as taught by the Buddha)
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification] 2nd in rune row: Cause and Effect, Ultimate Mind and
Ultimate Materiality
2nd in rune row: Cause and Effect, Ultimate Mind and Ultimate Materiality
ᚢ u (u, w slag when purifying metal no. 2 in rune row) the meditator must purify their mind by eradicating craving and
attachment through observation of past lives to see (kamma) Causes
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality, cause of attachment to this present life [through practice of Three Trainings: ethics,
concentration, wisdom] to see how birth, ageing & death is anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self)
The Meditator follows: 16 Bodhi leaves on the right side
16th in the rune row: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
ᛊ ᛋ ᛌ s(“s” meditation wisdom light nr 16 in the rune row) by observing Mind and Materiality through Dependent Origination by
using the wisdom light in the heart we gain Insight when we observe how every Cause will bring its Effect [with an
aspiration to attain Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges]
4th in the rune row: Four Noble Truths as taught by the Buddha
ᚨ a (a ᛅ A ᚨ ansuz - one of the Æsir gods 4th in the rune row) through practising the meditation methods to observe past Causes
the meditator can cut the defilements of craving and attachment [to new existence as six senses in future] as taught by
the Buddha [to attain Four Noble Truths to cross the ocean of samsara]
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of our kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent Origination
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality, cause of attachment to this present life [through practice of Three Trainings: ethics,
concentration, wisdom] to see how birth, ageing & death is anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self)
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Leaves defined by Runes
C 6573 Bondage to 6 senses

Past life CAUSES 6-spoked wheel Present life EFFORT 6-spoked wheel Future life EFFECTS

TOTAL 18 leaves: bondage to rebirth
12 leaves in 6-petaled wheels: 6 senses of past & future life
investigated by 12 Dependent Origination factors
6-petaled wheels: meditator’s 6 senses
3 leaves on two sides: Leaves appear in groups of 3 ● ● ● Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom to observe the cycle of birth,
ageing, death as Anatta (non-self), Dukkha (suffering), Anicca (change)

● ●

●

●

3

6

6+6 = 12

●

3
6

●

18 Total

18th in the rune row: the meditator’s bondage
to rebirth as 6 senses

anicca, dukkha, anatta
Elephant 3 legs 3 leaves: birth, ageing, death changing, suffering, non-self 3 legs 3 leaves Elephant
Griffin 8 toes: purification Lion 12 toes: Dependent Origination Griffin 8 toes: purification

ᛒ b(b birch/shoots of poplar tree that reproduces without
C 6573 Elephants, 2 6-spoked wheels (12 Dependent Origination factors), 2 griffin (past &
seeds: kamma; ᛓ short-twig rune, 18th in the rune row) a
future Cause sand Effects),in the centre a lion & meditator: present effort of concentration.
meditator must observe how past life kamma is
the bondage, the Cause that produce new seeds
that will have its Effect as rebirth in future again and again (as new Mind and Materiality)
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of our kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent Origination
6th in the rune row: Investigation of 6 senses: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind (as taught by the Buddha)
ᚴ k (k, c ‹ s ulcer, torch, nr 6 in rune row) a meditator can eradicate all the Suffering that is caused by rebirth [through
systematic investigation of 6 senses]
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality that is the cause of our attachment to this present life [through practice of Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom]

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6575 Bulls: 3 trainings will
lead to liberation from birth,
ageing & death
TOTAL 21 leaves: the goal is liberation
12 leaves: 6 senses of past & future life
investigated by 12 Dependent Origination factors
9 leaves in the bottom row: to dispel ignorance (3
dogs) the meditator has the aspiration to attain 9
qualities of Buddha & Saṇghā
3 leaves: All leaves appear in groups of 3 ● ● ●
Three Trainings: ethics, concentration, wisdom to
observe the cycle of birth, ageing, death as Anatta
(non-self), Dukkha (suffering), Anicca (change)

3 felines, 6 toes
each (6 senses):
anicca, dukkha,
anatta
12 leaves:
rebirth factors
Dependent
Origination
3 bulls: craving
for sensuality
3 swordsmen
wisdom, 9 leaves
qualities of
Buddha & Saṇghā
3 dogs: ignorance
about birth,
ageing & death

Anatta (non-self)

Hole↓ connected to plate C 6567

Dukkha (suffering)

Anicca (change) :3 felines wisdom

Hole↓

●●●
2
12

6

7

6

●●●

8

●●●

Death
C 6575 Paññā, wisdom

●●●

←21 Total
12
6
●●●

●●●

●● ●

←9

3 dogs ignorance
Birth
Ageing
Samadhī, concentration Sīla, ethics

21th in the rune row: aspiration to attain liberation
ᛚ l (l lake, ocean, 21st in rune row) The meditator will cross the ocean of samsara to reach the other shore of Ultimate Peace
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of our kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent Origination
9th in the rune row: Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā
ᚺ h(h Bifröst mythological bridge between worlds 9th in the rune row) The meditator investigates through concentration how the
Causes of Suffering is caused by past kamma that brings its result as Effect in rebirth as future life by practising
Dependent Origination meditation [with the goal to acquire Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā],
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality that is the cause of our attachment to this present life [through practice of Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom]
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Leaves defined by Runes
C 6574 Rebirth panel

Four soldiers on horses: Four Noble Truths ↓ Tree of Life ↓

Snake: round of rebirth ↓
Snake:
rounds of
rebirth ↘︎

4 “Noble Truths” symbolised by helmets, soldiers on the horse,
symbol of the Buddha

4

TOTAL 14 leaves: What the meditator must do
Tree of life:
1 leave at end of trunk: Concentration
7 leaves: Seven Stages of Purification by investigating 6 senses,
or alternatively (5+2) 5 clinging aggregates to see Ultimate
Mind & Materiality to be able to investigate Cause and Effect
6 leaves below: meditator’s 6 senses

Rebirth
Cycle
mind &
materiality
→

●

●

Death:
Cauldron at
the root of
the Tree of
Life
Dog:
ignorance

Total 14th in the rune row: no specific
concept, action is needed: meditator’s effort
P ᛈ p (p “peord" horse 14th in the rune row Germanic
dialect for horse follower of the Buddha) The meditator
who emulates the Buddha must investigate
past, present and future life to see how
kamma is the Cause that will bring its result as
Effect as rebirth

3

●

●

2

●

●

●

●

1

●

●

14 Total
←7
●
● ●1
●
←6

7 soldiers: Seven Stages of Purification

3 Carnyx
players:Triratna 1
guardian: teacher

C 6574: 8 soldiers: Eightfold Noble Path ↑ Three soldiers with carnyx: Three Trainings↑
Gundestrup Cauldron: scene of the rounds of rebirth. Note that the helmets of the
reborn soldiers symbolise the Four Noble Truths.
Copied form page 38 France stone www.settiwessels.com

7th in the rune row: Seven Stages of Purification (as taught by the Buddha)
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification]
1st in rune row: concentration on Ultimate Mind & Materiality
ᚠ f/v (f/v ”wealth, cattle” 1st in the rune row) just as wealth/cattle is cherished by its owner, the pursuit of purification of Mind
and Materiality to be able to cross the ocean of samsara is of the highest value
6th in the rune row: Investigation of 6 senses: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind (as taught by the Buddha)
ᚴ k (k, c ‹ s ulcer, torch, nr 6 in rune row) a meditator can eradicate all the Suffering that is caused by rebirth [through
systematic investigation of 6 senses]
C 6570 Outer panel

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6572 Eightfold Noble Path
TOTAL 11 leaves total right to left:” l spear of investigation” to cool
passion, the 11th rune is described as “ice”
7 leaves: Seven Stages of Purification by investigating 6 senses, or
alternatively (5+2) 5 clinging aggregates to see Ultimate Mind &
Materiality to be able to investigate Cause and Effect
4 leaves: Four Noble Truths: Liberation
Hole to C6570: the goal of liberation is attained

*

Bird

Wheel

(past life) Floating meditator
Feline: Causes

hole

11th in the rune row: no specific theoretical
concept, represents the action “to cut” by cooling
craving for rebirth
ᛁ i(e, i (e, i “ice”, no. 11 in the rune row ) the meditator
must make the right effort to end all craving and
attachment

*NOTE: There is a direct link between the cluster of C 6564 Arms crossed X,
these 3 panels, the number of leaves on C 6564 (right) fight lion & floating figure
are illustrated on C 6572 (below) - see C 6564 for details

↓hole
Past Causes ←hole

+1

Wild boar

C 6574 Rebirth panel 4 Helmets

Cause

Horns

*

Cause & Effect: Victory

Effect

● ●

4

● ●
6+1

rebirth

(future life)
Feline: Effects
Future Effects

Wheel

● ●●
●

11Wisdom
Total←

Horns

● ●●

7 2+5 (4+1↑)

Concentration

Ethics/morality

Meditator Wheel of Victorious Man
↑ 3 Griffins &
Concentration & Dhamma & investigates
3 carnyx players
snake:
Eightfold Noble Path
Cause & Effect
rebirth cycle
announce Three Trainings
C 6572 Helmeted meditator
(ethics, concentration, wisdom)
holds on to an 8-spoked wheel:
to investigate the cycle of life in
Eightfold Noble Path
samsara: birth, ageing, death

⬄

7th in the rune row: Seven Stages of Purification
(as taught by the Buddha)
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification]
1st in rune row: concentration on Ultimate Mind & Materiality
ᚠ f/v (f/v ”wealth, cattle” 1st in the rune row) just as wealth/cattle is cherished by its owner, the pursuit of purification of
Mind and Materiality to be able to cross the ocean of samsara is of the highest value
6th in the rune row: Investigation of 6 senses: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind (as taught by the Buddha)
ᚴ k (k, c ‹ s ulcer, torch, nr 6 in rune row) a meditator can eradicate all the Suffering that is caused by rebirth [through
systematic investigation of 6 senses]
4th in the rune row: Four Noble Truths as taught by the Buddha
ᚨ a (a ᛅ A ᚨ ansuz - one of the Æsir gods 4th in the rune row) through practising the meditation methods to observe past Causes
the meditator can cut the defilements of craving and attachment [to new existence as six senses in future] as taught by
the Buddha [to attain Four Noble Truths to cross the ocean of samsara]
4+1 Hole to C6570: the goal of liberation is attained
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Dog 2
→
Ageing
Death→
Dog 3

6

6 leaves

21↓
12

●

●●
●

21

6

6

6 Concentration

••Mind &
Materiality,
Cause & Effect

9
Gundestrup Cauldron
central panel with bull
& meditator C 6563

23rd in the rune row: no specific technique, concept of
kamma as our natural possession/heritage
ᛟ o (o “heritage, estate, possession” no. 23 on the rune row) The
meditator must observe how kamma is our heritage and
possession, the Cause that will always bring its Effect [as rebirth in future life]

9

2

●●
●

Total 23

Sword → 2

Sword of
↙ wisdom
● S

●●
3 ●
3 ●●
3● ●
●
●

6 leaves

●●
●

TOTAL 23 leaves around the meditator: “kamma is our possession”
SUBTOTAL 2 leaves above the sword: to cut Cause & Effect, liberation
SUBTOTAL 21 leaves below the sword: liberation
12 leaves: 6 senses of past & future life investigated by 12 Dependent Origination
factors
9 leaves at the bottom row: to dispel ignorance (3 dogs) the meditator has the
aspiration to attain 9 qualities of Buddha & Saṇghā
3 leaves: Leaves appear in groups of 3 ● ● ● Three Trainings: ethics, concentration,
wisdom to observe the cycle of birth, ageing, death as Anatta (non-self), Dukkha
(suffering), Anicca (change)

Dog 1: ignorance about
birth, ageing & death

Bull: sensual
attachment
(rebirth)

●●
●

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6563 Central medallion: 6th sense panel

Meditator
“entangled” by
the tree of life
will cut the roots
of craving for
rebirth

2nd in rune row: Cause and Effect, Ultimate Mind and Ultimate Materiality
ᚢ u (u, w slag when purifying metal no. 2 in rune row) the meditator must purify their mind by eradicating craving and
attachment through observation of past lives to see (kamma) Causes
MEDITATOR”S SWORD of WISDOM: REBIRTH CUTTING LINE
21th in the rune row: aspiration to attain liberation
ᛚ l (l lake, ocean, 21st in rune row) The meditator will cross the ocean of samsara to reach the other shore of Ultimate Peace
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of our kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent Origination (with the aspiration to attain liberation)
9th in the rune row: Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā
ᚺ h(h Bifröst mythological bridge between worlds 9th in the rune row) The meditator investigates through concentration how the
Causes of Suffering is caused by past kamma that brings its result as Effect in rebirth as future life by practising
Dependent Origination meditation [with the goal to acquire Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā],
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality that is the cause of our attachment to this present life [through practice of Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom]

C 6563 Example: Bull 12 leaves, rebirth

6 leaves ↓ Seated Meditator ↓

12 leaves: 6 senses of past & future life investigated by 12 Dependent Origination factors
6 leaves: 6 senses
2 times 3 leaves: All leaves appear in groups of 3 ● ● ●
With Three Trainings (ethics, concentration, wisdom) the cycle of birth, ageing and death will be
conquered by observing Anatta (non-self), Dukkha (suffering), Anicca (change)

12
6

●

↓Cycle birth, ageing , death

3

●●
●

3
12th in the rune row: 12 Dependent Origination factors, to
●
investigate past and future life six senses ‹›
●
‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row) When observing the heritage of
NOTE
our kamma of past, present, future mind-materiality by practising
NOTE
cut-marks ↑
Dependent Origination (with the aspiration to attain liberation)
↑ C-marks
on
legs
6th in the rune row: Investigation of 6 senses: eye, ear, nose,
concentration
tongue, body, mind (as taught by the Buddha)
Left: (Seated meditator) birth, ageing & death is right (bull’s testicle)
ᚴ k (k, c ‹ s ulcer, torch, nr 6 in rune row) a meditator can eradicate all the
anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self)
Suffering that is caused by rebirth [through systematic investigation
of 6 senses]
SEATED MEDITATOR & REBIRTH GROUP
3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality, cause of attachment to this present life [through practice of Three Trainings: ethics,
concentration, wisdom] to see how birth, ageing & death is anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self)
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16.3.2 Layout of Bodhi leaves on outer panels:
meaning expressed as its rune equivalent
dissolution .∴. .:

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6566: First stage of Purification: Ethics

“Carpenter’s angles” /\/\/\ investigation/concentration

TOTAL 15 leaves: the Buddha’s teaching
7 leaves: Seven Stages of Purification
8 leaves: Eightfold Noble Path of purification

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

8

7

Total 15

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

15th in the rune row: no specific concept, but the symbol
expresses “what the Buddha teaches” and is similar to the Younger
Futhark ᛦ “yew” no. 16 in the rune row: Liberation
ᛉ (z “algiz, possibly elk-god” 15th in rune row) by following the Teachings of
Dhamma as taught by the Buddha, the Enlightened One [with the
aim to attain Liberation]

8th in the rune row: Eightfold Noble Path of purification (as taught
Cause ● 10 fingers: Ten Dhammas ● Effect C 6566
↑ 8 leaves: Headband: \\\\\///// Victory Four Noble Truths 7 leaves: Seven ↑
by the Buddha)
Stages of Purification
Eightfold Noble Path 2 ●● Ultimate Mind & Materiality
ᚹ w (w wunjō “joy, bliss” 8th in the rune row) The meditator can develop deep
blissful (absorption) concentration accompanied by joy and Insight by observing the Eightfold Noble Path,
7th in the rune row: Seven Stages of Purification (as taught by the Buddha)
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification]

● ●
●●

●●

TOTAL 9 leaves: the meditator has the aspiration to attain 9 qualities of Buddha & Saṇghā
5 leaves: the journey of life as 5 clinging aggregates is investigated to see Cause and Effect with application
of the Three Trainings
4 leaves: goal is to attain Four Noble Truths: Liberation

● ● ●

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6566: 2nd stage of Purification: Consciousness

5
4
9th rune in the rune row: goal Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā
ᚺ h(h Bifröst mythological bridge between worlds 9th in the rune row) The meditator
investigates through concentration how the Causes of Suffering is caused
C 6568 Horns of two deer (3 branches) & 6 hooks of the
by past kamma that brings its result as Effect in rebirth as future life by
beard to identify 6 senses
practising Dependent Origination meditation [with the goal to emulate Nine Qualities of the Buddha and Saṅghā],
5th in the rune row: journey of life as 5 clinging aggregates as taught by the Buddha
ᚱ r (r raidō “ride, journey” 5th in the rune row) to be able to make an end to the cycle of rebirth in samsara (as new 5 clinging
aggregates or alternatively new 6 senses]
2nd in rune row: Cause and Effect, Ultimate Mind and Ultimate Materiality
ᚢ u (u, w slag when purifying metal no. 2 in rune row) the meditator must purify their mind by eradicating craving and
attachment through observation of past lives to see (kamma) Causes

Total 9

3rd in rune row: Three Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom
ᚦ þ (þ "god Thor, giant”) (just as Thor’s hammer shatters rock) the meditator can remove ignorance and delusion about
the solidity of our mind-materiality that is the cause of our attachment to this present life [through practice of Three
Trainings: ethics, concentration and wisdom]
Central face hooks of the beard: investigation of 6 senses
4th in the rune row: Four Noble Truths as taught by the Buddha
ᚨ a (a ᛅ A ᚨ ansuz - one of the Æsir gods 4th in the rune row) through practising the meditation methods to observe past Causes
the meditator can cut the defilements of craving and attachment [to new existence as six senses in future] as taught by
the Buddha [to attain Four Noble Truths to cross the ocean of samsara]

© Setti Wessels
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No leaves, the background is not illustrated

Dependent
Origination

Insight

C 6567, C 6565 & C 6569: 3rd, 4th & 5th stages of Purification
have no leaves, panels are explanations of the meditator’s
practice illustrated by the images.

C 6567 Central man
holds 2 sea-horse

Leaves defined by Runes
C 6564: 6th stage of Purification: Purification by
Knowledge & Vision of Way

Vipassanā insight meditation

C 6569 Man holds 2
men/boars, standing
on dog & winged horse

C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband

dissolution .∴. .: ↓“Carpenter’s angles” /\/\/\ investigation↓

●
●
●●●● ● ●

TOTAL 13 leaves: yew tree rune: aspiration to cut the root of the tree of life
5 leaves (4 leaves + 1 fruit): the journey of life as 5 clinging aggregates is investigated with the
aspiration to see Four Noble Truths
8 leaves (6+1 leaves + 1 fruit): 6 senses are investigated to realise Seven Stages of Purification when
following the Eightfold Noble Path of the Buddha)

“fruit”

●
●●●●

“fruit”
→

13th in the rune row: no specific concept, but the yew tree is
5=4+1
7(6+1)+1=8
poisonous: to cut the roots of the tree of life
ᛇ ï (æ īhwaz “yew tree” no. 13 in the rune row) As poison of the yew tree brings
and end to life, so investigation to see how past life kamma are the
Cause that will result in its Effect as future life will bring an end to the
C 6564 Arms crossed (X Seven Stages of Purification),
repetitive cycle of rebirth,
fighting lion (investigation) & floating figure (meditation)
5th in the rune row: journey of life as 5 clinging aggregates as taught by
the Buddha
ᚱ r (r raidō “ride, journey” 5th in the rune row) to be able to make an end to the cycle of rebirth in samsara (as new 5 clinging
aggregates or alternatively new 6 senses]

Total 13

4th in the rune row: Four Noble Truths as taught by the Buddha
ᚨ a (a ᛅ A ᚨ ansuz - one of the Æsir gods 4th in the rune row) through practising the meditation methods to observe past Causes
the meditator can cut the defilements of craving and attachment [to new existence as six senses in future] as taught by
the Buddha [to attain Four Noble Truths to cross the ocean of samsara]
7th in the rune row: Seven Stages of Purification (as taught by the Buddha)
X g(g gebō “Gift” no. 7 in rune row) this is the Gift of Dhamma, understanding of the Causes and Effects of the mind-andmateriality phenomenon [to attain Seven Stages of Purification]
8th in the rune row: Eightfold Noble Path of purification (as taught by the Buddha)
ᚹ w (w wunjō “joy, bliss” 8th in the rune row) The meditator can develop deep blissful (absorption) concentration accompanied
by joy and Insight by observing the Eightfold Noble Path,
C 6564 Arms crossed X,
fight lion & floating figure

TOTAL 11 leaves total right to left:” l spear of investigation” to
cool passion, the 11th rune is described as “ice”
7 leaves: Seven Stages of Purification by investigating 6 senses,
or alternatively (5+2) 5 clinging aggregates to see Ultimate
Mind & Materiality to be able to investigate Cause and Effect
4 leaves: Four Noble Truths: Liberation
Hole to C6570: the goal of liberation is attained

© Setti Wessels

●

8● (7+1)
hole

8

(past life)
Feline: Causes
↓hole
Past Causes ←hole

Cause

Horns

●

7

Effect

4 +1

● ●

4

7

rebirth

4● +1●
Note how the
lion’s tail cuts the
group of 5 ●
Lion

(future life)
Feline: Effects
Future Effects

Wheel

● ●●
●

11Wisdom
Total←

“fruit”

“fruit”
● ● ● ● ●●●

The goal of the numbers 5 (4+1) and 8 (7+1)
are fully illustrated on the opposite side
inner panel. The number 8 is represented by
the Eight-spoked wheel, 7(6+1) is illustrated
by leaves combined with a lion and 2
griffins. The same happens on the other side
of the panel where there are 4 leaves - the
goal of Four Noble Truths - but now the 5th
leave is represented by the hole through the
panel, it culminates in “final Liberation”.

*NOTE: There is a direct link
between the cluster of these
C 6570 Outer panel 3 panels, the number of
leaves on C 6564 (right) are
illustrated on C 6572 (below)

●●●●

NOTE how the hole in panel C 6572
replaces the 5th leaf (fruit) of panel
C 6564

● ●●

● ●

(6+1) also (2+5)
Concentration

Ethics/morality

Meditator Wheel of Victorious Man
↑ 3 Griffins &
Concentration & Dhamma & investigates
snake:
3 carnyx players
Cause & Effect
Eightfold Noble Path
rebirth cycle
announce Three Trainings
C 6572 Helmeted meditator
(ethics, concentration, wisdom)
holds on to an 8-spoked wheel:
to investigate the cycle of life in
Eightfold Noble Path
samsara: birth, ageing, death

⬄
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Diagram Bodhi leaves on panels: layout & meaning of the numbers expressed by runes

Blank: liberation

‹› j (j ᛃ jēra, harvest no. 12 in the rune row)

Rebirth panel
(6 senses, Seven Stages of Purification)
ᛈ p (P p “peord" horse 14th in the rune row
Germanic dialect for horse follower of the
Buddha) The meditator who emulates
the Buddha must investigate past,
present and future life to see how
kamma is the Cause that will bring its
result as Effect as rebirth

21 total (12+9)

Quest for Liberation
(Three Trainings: birth, ageing, death & anicca
(change), dukkha (suffering), anatta (non-self)

ᛚ l (l lake, ocean, 21st in rune row) The
meditator will cross the ocean of
samsara to reach the other shore of
Ultimate Peace

18 total (6+12)

Bondage to rebirth as 6 senses
6 leaves: 6 senses (eye, ear, nose, tongue,
body, mind) of past and future lives (2 wheels)
ᛒ b(b birch/shoots of poplar tree that
reproduces without seeds: kamma; ᛓ short-twig
rune, 18th in the rune row) a meditator
must observe how past life kamma is
the bondage, the Cause that produce
new seeds that will have its Effect as
rebirth in future again and again (as
new Mind and Materiality)

C 6564 Central man
arms crossed, fight
lion & floating figure
←→

hole

C 6573 Elephants, wheels, griffin

ᛒ

C 6575 Three Bulls, swordsmen

ᛚ

C 6569 Man holds 2
men/boars, standing on
dog & winged horse

14 total (7+1+6)

C 6574 Rebirth panel

ᛈ

Blank:
liberation

C 6571 Seated
horned teacher

© Setti Wessels

Liberation

7. Purification by Supramundane
Knowledge & Vision

ᛇ 13 total: 5(4+1)+8(7+1)

5 clinging aggregates, Eightfold Noble Path
6. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of Way
ᛇ ï (æ īhwaz “yew tree” no. 13 in the rune row)
As poison of the yew tree brings and
end to life, so investigation to see
how past life kamma are the Cause
that will result in its Effect as future
life will bring an end to the repetitive
cycle of rebirth,

Vipassanā
insight meditation

5. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of
What is & What is Not Path

C 6565 Man 2 +1
birds plait headband
dead dog & man

Meditator’s effort
(following the Eightfold Noble Path)
ᛁ i(e, i (e, i “ice”, no. 11 in the rune row ) the
meditator must make the right effort
to end all craving and attachment

hole

C 6568 Central man
holds 2 stag

11 total (4+7)

←→

C 6566 Central man &
2 males holding arms up

I

C 6572 Helmet wheel

When observing the heritage of
kamma of past, present, future mindmateriality by practising Dependent
Origination

C 6570 Central
man boxer & floating
figure with horse

ᛊ ᛋ ᛌ s(“s” meditation wisdom light nr 16 in the
rune row) By observing Mind and
Materiality through Dependent
Origination by using the wisdom light
in the heart a meditator will gain
Insight when observing how every
Cause will bring its Effect [with an
aspiration to attain Sixteen Vipassanā
Insight Knowledges]

*Seven Stages of Purification
*See illustration of individual panels for detail

C 6567 Central man
holds 2 sea-horse

List of 28 Buddhas who all teach the
same universal knowledge:

7 outer panels: meditator’s practice

C 6566 Central
man & 2 males
holding arms up

28 total (12+16)

C 6571 Seated horned teacher

ᛠ&ᛡ

leaves

Outer panels
Inner panels

5 inner panels: what the Buddha taught Bodhi

78

Dependent origination
Cause & Effect

4. Purification by Overcoming Doubt

Ultimate Mind (nāma)
& Materiality (rūpa)
3. Purification of View

ᚻ

9 total (5+4)

2. Purification of Consciousness

ᚺ h(h Bifröst mythological bridge between
worlds 9th in the rune row) The meditator
investigates through concentration
how the Causes of Suffering is
caused by past kamma that brings
its result as Effect in rebirth as future
life by practising Dependent
Origination meditation [with the
goal to emulate Nine Qualities of
the Buddha & Saṅghā].

ᛉ

15 total (8+7)

1.Purification of Virtue
ᛉ (z “algiz, possibly elk-god” 15th in rune
row) by following the Teachings of
Dhamma as taught by the Buddha,
the Enlightened One [with the aim
to attain Liberation]

www.settiwessels.com
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17. Gundestrup Cauldron: the key
that unlocks 1,700 years of forgotten history
ᛈ

28 total (12+16): what the Buddha taught
10 images on the panel: Ten Dhammas

●

Total 28 ●

2

●

●

● ●
4 ●

●

●

●

3 ●

3

● ●
●
3

12

←12●

12 figures Dependent Origination, 4 on horses: 4 Noble Truths↓ Tree of Life↓Snake rebirth ↓

3●
●
●

●
● ●
3

Illustration of the Buddha’s first sermon in the deer park at Isipatana:
C 6571
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta
Gundestrup Cauldron
28 Bodhi leaves on the panel: list of “28 named Buddhas”

⇳

28 leaves (12 & 16)
28 named Buddhas

10th century AD

28 rune lines: 28 named Buddhas
(10+2) 12 & 16
10 16 ↘︎
↓

←2→

Rök rune stone 10th century:
28 Named Buddhas, Sixteen
Insight Knowledges, Ten
Dhammas, Eightfold Noble Path, 6
senses, Cause & Effect
Text link www.settiwessels.com

12: Dependent Origination ↑ ↑ Four Noble Truths
16● Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges

16●→

7

● ●2 3 ● ●
2 ●
●●

14 total (7+1+6): meditator’s practice
16 human figures: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges

4 images: Four Noble Truths ↓ ↓ 6 images above the snake: 6 senses

● ●

12● Dependent Origination
2● Cause & Effect 2●3 Trainings ●7 Stages of Purification

ᛠ&ᛡ

4

3

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

←7
●

●

●

←6

1

3 Carnyx
players
1 guardian

C 6574: 8 soldiers: Eightfold Noble Path 3 soldiers carnyx: Three Trainings↑
Gundestrup Cauldron: rounds of rebirth. Note that the helmets of the
reborn soldiers symbolise the Four Noble Truths.
6 leaves
investigation

c. 430 AD

⇳

1 leaf
concentration

6 zones
6 senses

7 leaves
purification

⇳

7 zones
Seven Stages of Purification

Gallehus
horn B
6 zones

Horse as Teacher
symbol of Buddha

Gallehus
horn A
7 zones

32 runes 22 images

Pythagoras
Holy
number 20

Pythagoras
Perfect
number 10
8 spokes Eightfold Noble Path
2 wheels: Mind & Materiality

●

7 soldiers: Seven Stages of Purification

⇳ 6th century BC
Ring: cycle of
rebirth

Snake:
rebirth ↘︎

1

14 Total

Rebirth
Cycle
Cause &
EFfect →
Death:
Cauldron at
the root of
the Tree of
Life
Dog:
ignorance

Rune no. 22 "ᛝ Ing was first amidst the East Danes
so seen, until he went eastward
over the sea. His wagon ran after.
Thus the Heardings named that hero.”
Disk as mind:
6th sense
2 sides:
Cause &
Effect

2

32 Marks of 12 & 10 to
a Great Man illustrate
(Buddha) rebirth & Ten
Dhammas
(liberation)
Horn B

Horn A

Gallehus
32 rune symbols in 4 groups
“32 Marks of a Great Man” (the Buddha)
arranged in 4 groups: Four Noble Truths
16● Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges

4 wheels: Four 16 spokes: 16
Noble Truths Insight Knowledges

6 wheels: 6 senses (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind
Trundholm Sun-disk & horse c. 550 BC: an-iconic symbol for
the Buddha, chariot as vehicle for the meditation system

1st Noble Truth 2nd Noble Truth 3rd Noble Truth 4th Noble Truth

:
:
:
:
:
: ᚺᛟᛚᛏᛁ‹›ᚨᛉ : ᚺᛟᚱᚾᚨ : ᛏᚨᚹᛁᛞᛟ : ᛖ‹ᚺᛚᛖᚹᚨᚷᚨᛋᛏᛁᛉ :

17.1 Horns: codes of the 6th sense and concentration
The Gundestrup Cauldron was dismantled and
buried centuries after it was made in Denmark, in the area
the same techniques were practiced since the 6th century
BC. The symbolic selection of 16 silver pieces plus 1
extra piece from an iron ring, used to strengthen the
cauldron and dated to the third century BC, can be used
as a key to unlock the meaning of many other objects
found in Europe to be able to relink to a long forgotten
past. Made during a pivotal period in European history
the Cauldron was a link between two eras, the Bodhi-tree
shaped leaves were used as codes that were an
indication of meditation techniques and instructions
© Setti Wessels
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1 8 runes

2 5 runes 3 6 runes 4 13 runes 32 runes

Illustrated in text “Golden Collars and the E at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com

c. 430 AD

c. 530 BC

1 +16 rings: Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges
1 ring
Liberation

↓

Future: Victorious man →
Past life 5 aggregates

↖︎ 8 groups of 2
golden bands = 16

Horn present effort
5 aggregates future

Horn: 6th sense
& concentration
Phaistos disk
symbol no. 26

Hochdorf burial large horn (1 of 9 concentration) decorated with
16 golden bands (Sixteen Insight Knowledges) grouped in 8 pairs
of two each: Eightfold Noble Path, Cause & Effect
From text “Did Pythagoras make the Phaistos Disk?” www.settiwessels.com
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given to meditators by their teachers.
LUNA light of wisdom SOL teacher MITHRAS meditator
There were the “old times” where the emphasis was on the
meditation practices transferred orally from experienced teachers
to students, in large areas of Europe tribes moved about with only
a few fixed locations at oppida that served as cultural centres. The
← Horn:
concentration
Cauldron was made when a new era already started: boundaries
& 6th sense
were introduced to mark territories, people started using money
and written text was used increasingly, a wave that gradually grew
into the tsunami that engulfed the world in the modern digital era.
The silver Cauldron had elements of both worlds: oral
Past life investigation Present effort Future life
teachings were formalised into a coherent and recognisable
Rome Mithras (wearing a Phrygian cap: freedom)
and Sol (wisdom/light) feasting on bull parts
system, visual pictures were used to explain the complex
(sensual attachment) prepared by his two helpers
relationships that formed part of the inner network of knowledge Cautes and Cautopates. Note how the cauldron is
by a staff with snakes, on the cauldron a snake:
that it represented - a precursor of the use of written text that was litkamma.
(Louvre Paris: 2nd century tauroctony Rome)
to increasingly replace the culture of the subtle,
unwritten oral teachings. The inherent power of the
Trusty’s Hill Scotland: the “cone”
Cauldron lies in the care taken by designers who were represents light of the sixth sense in
the heart that appears during deep
competent enough to meticulously represent the
concentration & moves to investigate
appropriate numbers using simple symbols like leaves meditation objects, far or near
(See chapter 9. Trusty’s Hill and the light
in such a way that, if aware of the system that was the from the heart in the Maeshowe text
www.settiwessels.com)
source of their information, the meaning of their inner
world can still be “read” from their pictures and the
interaction between figures, even after 2,000 years.
Circle with 16 ●
& 7 ● pellets on
Three Trainings to see
It was no coincidence that the Cauldron was
a shield
birth, ageing, death
Acrobat
buried in Denmark, when conditions became
volatile in southern Europe the precious Cauldron
was deliberately taken to Scandinavia where similar
practices were in place from the 6th century BC.
Objects like bronze helmets with bird-faces and
horned figures found in Denmark clearly illustrated
patterns of expressing knowledge of past/present/
future similar to the figures on panels of the
Gundestrup Cauldron. Illustrations at petroglyph
sites are diagrams similar to that found on the
Cauldron, mainly using boats arranged in groups
with interactive figures placed in-between to show
“how to cross the ocean of samsara”, the codes are
still recognisable despite being exposed to the
elements for up to 2,500 years.
Horns were used as coded symbols from the
6th century BC to explain various aspects of
concentration and meditation, from the diagrams of
horned figures at petroglyph sites with abstract
symbols that list meditation techniques and
concepts, to the bronze sculpture of the Knossos
bull leaper that illustrated the power of the
concentrated mind where “the seemingly impossible
becomes possible”, where a meditator can take
© Setti Wessels
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snake
(rebirth)

Teacher
bird

4 divisions (Four Noble Truths)
Boat as metaphor for the body & meditation
Acrobat Sweden Petroglyph HEDE : two floating figures
in a boat with divisions of 4 (Noble Truths) 7 pellets (7
Stages of Purification) and 16 (Insight Knowledges).

Denmark: bronze helmet with 2
eyes (to see the Truth) & horns
with terminals: concentration.
Bronze acrobat and
meditator with a horned
helmet with two terminals:
eyes to see the Truth of the
mind-materiality
phenomenon.
Grevensvænge Schnabel drawing of
original sculpture

images Natmus Denmark

www.settiwessels.com
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control of inner attachment and craving that is as wild as a storming bull to influence the
outcome of their future by practicing techniques illustrated on the horns of the seated teacher of
the Cauldron.
Victory

Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Knowledges 8 2 Cause 8
& Effect
2
2
6

6 ribs:
Neck 5:
6 senses ↘︎ 3+2

Victory

Seven Stages of Purification

7

7

3

2

Torc

2
5

Victory over birth,
ageing & death
Seated teacher with
torc (cycle of life) &
snake (rebirth) with a
loop (kamma)
Rebirth
Kamma
ᛟ

↑ 3
Three Trainings & the cycle
of birth, ageing & death

Knossos bull leaper

C 6563 medallion

C 6562 bowl

Gundestrup Cauldron central
panel with bull & meditator:
eye of the mind, 6th sense

“Mental Gymnastics” of the bull leaper:
symbol of how difficult it is to escape from
sensual attachment, which is as strong as the
power of a raging bull.
VICTORY
V

2 ↑
Cause & Effect

Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta: when the Buddha
“roared his lion’s roar” in the Deer Park at Isipatana
Gundestrup Cauldron c. 93-144 AD

CAUSE:
IIIII-shape punch-marks

EFFECT:
C-shape punch-marks

Bull’s head: Past & future lives investigated “to see the truth of existence”,
Vipassanā meditation. The V between the horns is the goal of the practice: Victory.

17.2 Confusion about Pythagoras and the Buddha’s date of birth
Similar numbers to that used on the
Cauldron were found on objects from earlier
periods dating back as far as the 6th century BC,
made during the lifetime of the Buddha and of
Pythagoras, as described by Roman author
Porphyry: “Pythagoras was the first one to
introduce these teachings into Greece” (232-303
biography Life of Pythagoras). The Gundestrup
Cauldron can be used as a guide to link some of
the earliest objects of the 6th century BC to the
runes that were used until the 10-12th century
when the meditation practices disappeared, a
period of 1,700 years, because the same set of
numbers and even the same symbols were
continuously used for centuries, later formalised
into the Elder Futhark rune alphabet.
On some of the earliest objects that can be
dated to the 6th century BC when Pythagoras was
one of the main teachers in southern Europe, they
already used the same numbers and themes,
prominently displayed on pots and clay tablets,
but materials and the style used to express
abstract mental actions such as “the continued
application of mindfulness and investigation”
were too easily interpreted by scholars as
© Setti Wessels
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Seated figure with the 6th sense and
images of horns to explain concentration
Linear B Crete: KN Fp 13 Knossos tablet

Sketch of the light of the
sixth sense as it appears
during deep concentration.

Image documentary “Sketch of an
Excellent Man” www.settiwessels.com

Linear B tablet with pot as motif to communicate purification of body & mind

↑Regular S Victory↑meditator↑eye↑past life↑ Pot 3 o birth, ageing, death

Eye - - ↑ H ↑ L↑↑hand↑thumb ↑“S” rebirth ↑empty vase ↑Investigation

Details of meditation: Linear B Pylos Tablet Ta641
www.settiwessels.com
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decorative patterns with no meaning. The information as illustrated on pots were presented in
an obvious manner, literally “staring one in the face” and dominating the view, meandering
carpenter's angles to indicate “continuity of awareness” were used to boldly frame and
accentuate the actions taking place inside the pictures - but the intended meaning went
unnoticed by scholars and art historians.
To combat the chaos
Tetractys of →
of the sun-wheel the
Nobody expected that formal Buddhist
meditator must
Pythagoras →
Horse:
practise the Eightfold
theory would be displayed on the
Teacher ᛖ
Noble Path
VVVVVVVVV →
precious archeological treasures of
The bird represents the
Europe, which resulted in many objects
mind, the 12 ● pellets
ᛋ
refer to 12 Dependent
Sixteen Insight
4 Noble Truths↓
being wrongly classified to an earlier
Origination factors as
Knowledges
taught by the Buddha,
bronze age. The naturalistic fluid style of
indicated by 2 ᛖ (rune)
symbols behind the bird,
5th-century Greek sculpture was admired meaning mind and
The bird represents
the mind 6th sense,
materiality must be
10 ● pellets refer to
by historians as the pinnacle, the highest investigated. The ⋀⋀⋀
the tetractys of
symbol defines Three
Bird 12 ●
↑
Pythagoras, summary
6 senses ᛖ (5 times)
achievement of know-how, the pots with
Trainings: ethics,
5 aggregates
of the meditation
concentration, wisdom.
system: the ᛖ
its stiff Geometric patterns were classified
behind the bird.
to an earlier age - supposedly more
Athens amphora (no earlier than 6th century BC): the typical layout of
primitive and less sophisticated - instead Past●Present●Future refers to Dependent Origination, often found in Scandinavia, is also
used on the pot. The wheel in the warrior’s chest with 16 spokes (ᛋ) indicates the
of running parallel to the period when
importance of the heart: the same as the ᛊ ᛋ “sun” rune symbols, which appears as number
16 in the rune row. The number 16 refers to the Buddhist “Sixteen Insight Knowledges”.
classical Greek sculptures were made.
As a result of their lack of knowledge the illustration of meditation techniques on highly
detailed objects that represented the history of concentration in Europe became fragmented,
scattered over faulty timelines and hardly known to the public despite its historical value: a
forgotten history. It became impossible to recognise the information for its true value even
though Pali texts were translated into English since the late 19th century and introduced to a
public that generally become more familiar with the Buddha’s teachings - but it went unnoticed
that the teachings actually returned to Europe where it was part of the cultural foundations, it
was not new. Even if similarities were noticed - who would dare question the conclusions
presented by scholars of prestigious universities who chose dates based on their specialised
knowledge as experts, who publish books with intellectual insights - and more recently with
academic writing altogether disappearing behind digital paywalls with limited access?
It was sheer luck that resulted in breaking open the dusty crust of forgotten information
in order to reveal the treasure of the subtle history hidden inside ancient objects. One day, just
out of curiosity to try and understand a question about certain dates, a comparison was made
between the birth dates of the Buddha traditionally used in monasteries, counted from the date
of the Buddha’s birth as 2564 BE (Buddhist Era), with that used in the West as 2021 CE (Christian
Era), which resulted in a shock: there was a difference of 61 years. A simple search revealed that
a different birth date for the Buddha was apparently introduced in the West by some influential
scholars who decided that their dates “suited the historical facts better”; others followed their
lead. The birth dates of 624-544 BC that were meticulously guarded by the community of
Theravada monks since the lifetime of the Buddha, were changed to 563-483 BC and are
generally used for historical articles about the Buddha published in the West.
The 61-year difference became one of the main reasons why the true history of the
presence of the Buddha’s meditation techniques in Europe stayed hidden, despite the fact that
texts translated from Pali were introduced to the public and meditation practices are becoming
increasingly popular.
The “4 elements” introduced by Pre-Socratic Greek philosophers - earth, water, fire and
air - were never associated by scholars and philosophers with one of the most powerful
meditation techniques taught by the Buddha during the 6th century BC, the Four Great
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Elements meditation technique (Catu·Dhātu·Vavatthāna kammaṭṭhāṇa). It is obvious that nobody
would then even contemplate linking Dependent Origination (Paṭiccasamuppāda described as
Cause and Effect) that is the most important technique originally taught by the Buddha - to
metempsychosis that was taught in Greece by Pythagoras (c.580-500 BC), even though both
techniques were about methods to investigate and to observe past lives. As described by
Porphyry “47. … By means of these mathematical sciences therefore, Pythagoras rendered men
truly happy”. Even his goal for introducing the method was the same as the
original message of the Buddha, to consider that the techniques developed
independently from each other because of the distance between Europe and
India is naive, the techniques are too complex. Pythagoras, who was around
36 years old when the Buddha died in 544 BC, may have met him in person
during the years "when “he studied abroad”, he returned to the island Samos
and started teaching but due to the invasion of the Persians he left for Croton
in Italy when he was aged 40. Pythagoras lived in seclusion in a cave, teaching
metempsychosis to the visitors that included local men and women - and
6th-century Gandhara
style Buddha from the
visitors from abroad including Picenians and Romans - a detail specifically
Swat valley Pakistan
found in Helgö, lake
emphasised by Porphyry, who himself lived in Rome.
Mälaren, Sweden
The mystic numbers of
Linear B Crete: KN Fp 13 Knossos tablet
Pythagoras - the meaning thought to be
lost to the world, despite knowledge of
the actual numbers themselves that
were used in the western music system
and applied to design the Pantheon in
Linear B Seated figure:
Seated figures: stages of dissolution
250
experienced during concentration
heart
●
bhavanga
mind
Rome - happen to be the same as the
element
BC? Linear B Crete: KN Fp 13 Knossos tablet
numbers used to explain the meditation
system taught by the Buddha. (See illustrations of the Vix crater described in “Etruscan symbols
universal language of the heart”.) When the biography Life of Pythagoras - written by Porphyry
who was a student of the famous Neoplatonic philosopher Plotinus in Rome - is read with the
expectation that Pythagoras was first exposed to the meditation system originally taught by the
Buddha before he himself started teaching others, the forgotten history unfolds naturally, many
dates and even seemingly obscure details begin to link up and match seamlessly. Mysterious
passages of Porphyry shed light on the links between European objects and traditional Buddhist
meditation theory that was recorded in the Pali texts: the Abhidhamma, suttas and Jataka birth
stories left many traceable footprints in European culture for a period of up to 1,700 years.
Rome was originally a small village under protection of the Etruscans, their dominance of
local culture in the region diminished after the civil war started by Julius Caesar. In the same way
that knowledge of the mystic numbers of Pythagoras was lost, all knowledge of the Etruscan
language and their culture was lost - if the knowledge fundamental to both systems was the
same, it clarifies why details illustrated on the Gundestrup Cauldron are so similar to the
numbers used to design the Pantheon. Gradually over time even the use of the Latin language
itself was lost. The only evidence left through which to trace the lost culture are the symbols
found on objects and anecdotes in texts that are often not understood, as the broader context
disappeared when texts from antiquity were largely destroyed or corrupted. A valuable quote by
Roman author, philosopher and statesman Cicero describes the practices of the “Mysteries”:
“For among the many excellent and indeed divine institutions which your Athens has brought forth and contributed
to human life, none, in my opinion, is better than those mysteries. For by their means we have been brought out of
our barbarous and savage mode of life and educated and refined to a state of civilization; and as the rites are called
"initiations," so in very truth we have learned from them the beginnings of life, and have gained the power not only
to live happily, but also to die with a better hope.”
Cicero, Laws II, xiv, 36
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17.3 Aesop’s fables and the story of Claudius: emperor & author of lost Etruscan histories

Symbols: 28 lines

When one has the expectation that indirect references must have been made to the
Buddha’s teachings, small and seemingly insignificant details of anecdotes about famous
people from ancient history begins to make sense and link up. The Buddha’s past-life Jataka
stories must have been well known in Europe, best remembered as fables collected by Aesop
who lived in Samos, the same island as Pythagoras, both were contemporaries of the Buddha.
In Rome the emperor Claudius, famous for invading Britain in 43 AD seemingly without
using force, was supposedly left with such severe symptoms of an early childhood disease that
he was never considered as a contender to become emperor by his family. Claudius was left
alone to pursue his studies and he wrote several books about “the Etruscan history including an
Etruscan dictionary”. His writings may have contained descriptions of the Etruscan link with
Buddhist meditation, identifiable by high quality objects with Buddhist symbols discovered in
the prominent Lion Tomb of Caere, an important Etruscan city only 50 kilometres from Rome
(excavated 1836 by Regolini-Galassi). Claudius was forcefully appointed as the new emperor
when soldiers discovered him hiding behind a curtain the night his brother, the emperor, was
assassinated. Claudius was popular
“Eye of the mind”
amongst the public, he acknowledged that
6th sense appears as light as if seen in
he exaggerated his symptoms - similar to
a mirror: “bhavanga mind element”
5 lions: 5 clinging aggregates as
one of the most famous tales of one of the
taught by the Buddha
Buddha’s past lives. As Prince Temya in the
2 “Snakes”:past and future lives
(Dependent Origination)
Mahanipata Jataka tale the Bodhisatta
Mouthpiece: teachings of
pretended to be deaf and mute, instead of
liberation from 6 senses
becoming king of Benares he escaped to
Heart: 6th sense and
“bhavanga mind element”
become an ascetic in pursuit of purification
Centre 5 rows of images
- the Buddhist Bodhisatta seems to have
5 clinging aggregates →
(a description of Mind &
been the role-model of emperor Claudius.
Materiality)
Local leaders in Britain, including
Golden pectoral with rows detailed by coded
punches: a summary of the meditation system
the leader of Orkney, negotiated peace
Working of the 6th sense
with Claudius and the Icenii became a
Golden pectoral and fibula: illustration
client of Rome, the Thetford hoard found at of the “bhavanga mind element” described in detail by a meditation
master: documentary “Sketch of an Excellent Man” www.settiwessels.com
their sacred site dated to the late 4-5th
(Summary only see detailed description in text “Etruscan universal language of the heart”)
century contain a votive collection with
numbers similar to the Gundestrup Cauldron. The 22 finger rings of the hoard each has symbols
directly related to meditation techniques, the number is similar to the 22 figures prominently
displayed on one of the two golden horns of Gallehus made in c. 430 AD (see text “Golden
Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” for a detailed analysis). On the second horn the top ring with 32
rune symbols describe the “32 marks of a Great Man”: the Buddha. The horns have 6 and 7 rings
respectively, which are the same as the number of leaves on the tree of life of the Gundestrup
Cauldron rebirth panel. Both the Thetford hoard and Horns of Gallehus seem to have been
votive objects made 1,000 years after the Buddha, and both objects can be linked to Rome.
Texts that described the lives of emperors - including the Etruscan histories written by
Claudius that may have been the Buddhist history of the Republic of Rome before the empire
started under Julius Caesar - were either destroyed or corrupted to hide the link of their
commitment to meditation practices that was part of the local culture, participated in by the
public. The main objective of the Historia Augusta was to discredit the true history of Hadrian
who was a protector and supporter of the “dialectics of philosophy” - the meditation practices.
Details of very specific combinations of numbers found on objects such as the fibula and
pectoral discovered in the “Lion Tomb” of Caere are evidence of the lost culture of both the
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early Etruscans and the Romans that started in the 6th century BC during
the life of the Buddha. The 28 rows of the golden pectoral and 5 lions in
the centre of the fibula were reused when the Pantheon in Rome was
designed 600 years later, by prominently displaying 5 rings in the dome
that had 28 recesses each, the squared recesses with 4 steps defined the
Four Noble Truths, the final goal of a meditator. The “28 named
Buddhas” referred to in Buddhist texts are important in the sense that all
Pantheon light beam in winter, 5
Buddhas taught the same information: universal truth. With knowledge
rings 28 recesses each, “what all
Buddhas teach”. Floor on the summer
of how the interdependent mind-materiality phenomenon works,
solstice: investigation ● & analysis ◻
described by the Buddha as “5 clinging aggregates”, a meditator will be
able to investigate past and future lives to be liberated from the endless
suffering of the process of birth, ageing and death. The weakest link in
the chain of Dependent Origination can be cut through willpower after a
meditator observed past lives, and based on personal experience of
how life is per definition non-self, the craving for new life can be cut. Just
like the Etruscan fibula with 5 lions that represented the light that
appears when the 6th sense is concentrated, the
oculus of the Pantheon’s dome represented the
eye of the mind “to see the truth of existence”.
Perhaps the mystery surrounding the true
←Eye
←Snake
condition of Claudius and the reason why his
books were destroyed can be explained through
the parallel mystery of the Etruscan alphabet that
may never have been used in competition with the
Latin alphabet for writing text, but instead to
Etruscan Magliano Disk: Texture used as
Etruscan symbols Magliano
explain the abstract language of the concentrated disk: snake’s head in the centre “radiating light”, in the centre 2 eyes to “see the
similar to the Phaistos disk:
Truth as it is”, Vipassanā insight meditation; at
mind and related meditation techniques. The
Liberation from rebirth
the top “VI”: Liberation through right Effort
Etruscan symbols were later used to design the rune alphabet, there was a close relationship
with Latin and Greek. Just like Geometric patterns were used in parallel with classical Greek
sculpture, the Etruscan symbols were used in parallel with Latin to explain a different language:
the language of the concentrated mind, the 6th sense.
17.4 Hadrian: protector of philosophy in the Empire and designer of the Cauldron of Peace
When carbon dating of the beeswax described in the technical report
of the National Museum of Denmark stated that there was a 90% probability
that the Gundestrup Cauldron was made between 93-144 AD, during the life
of emperors Trajan and Hadrian, many events and details that seemed
unrelated could be linked up to reveal an alternative version of the history of
Europe - evidence that still matches historical facts, but clarifies many mysteries
and hidden details that eluded the attention of westerners who are unaware of
the cultural link with meditation practices.
Especially the link between Hadrian and Plutarch, author and priest at
Delphi, delivered the most convincing evidence that the meditation system
was present in Europe for a period of 1,700 years. When the Pantheon, first
built by Agrippa in 27 BC (general of Caesar Augustus) burnt down a second
time “the emperor” (it could be both Trajan and Hadrian) sent a grammarian to
“inspect the island nearest to Britain”, described by Plutarch in his essay, “The
Obsolescence of Oracles”. Instead of a preparation for violently invading
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Scotland by Agricola in 83, as the passage is normally interpreted by historians, the grammarian
from Tarsus (an important regional centre at the end of the overland route from India) was sent
to inspect the beam of light in the Maeshowe tomb in Orkney. Author Strabo (63 BC - 23 AD)
stated his Geography that many philosophers from Tarsus “traveled to study abroad, many never
return”, the preceptor of Caesar Augustus was from Tarsus - many small details are mentioned to
indicate its prominence as an intellectual centre, which is why a grammarian from Tarsus was
chosen to do the investigation. The beam of light that represented the 6th sense was designed
to “walk through the space” to highlight meditation techniques in the Pantheon, which was
designed as a massive three-dimensional meditation diagram, strictly following numbers that
were identical to those used to describe the meditation system. It is often mentioned that the
Pantheon was designed according to the mystic numbers of Pythagoras which are thought to be
lost to the world, but with knowledge of the link to the meditation system not only structural
elements and columns, but every marble panel on both floors and walls reveal intricate details
that collectively describe aspects of meditation methods and concepts. Every detail has a
meaning, including even the numbers of flutes engraved into columns, both outside and inside
the building. By implication the mystic numbers of Pythagoras were never lost, but only
forgotten, as the meditation techniques still exist and are practiced unchanged after 2,500 years.
Historical facts are interpreted in different ways, often depending on no more than
personal opinions based on available information. Instead of “building the wall”
in Britain during his visit in 122 AD, described in only half a sentence in the
spurious Historia Augusta that was taken as bait by modern scholars despite
any concrete evidence, Hadrian may himself have visited Scotland to see the
effect of the light of Maeshowe in Orkney, he may have subsequently built the
southern brochs for his soldiers to use as meditation caves and the “Victory
Temple”, a smaller copy of the Pantheon in Rome that would be finished three
years later upon his return to Rome in 125. His tour of the empire, visiting even
the furthest colonies, may have been the launch of a well-coordinated attempt
Hadrian bust
to establish longterm peace in the Roman Empire in which he succeeded, as
Thames London
both him and his immediate successors reigned mainly in peace for decades.
The Gundestrup Cauldron was most
probably designed and made during the
Flight
wings
same period when the Pantheon was
2
6
4
3
designed as a project to promote peace,
1
eye
7
2
1
initiated by Hadrian who was initially acting
8
under the protection of Emperor Trajan and
3
chariot
reigns
8
the Empress Pompeia Plotina. She was known
6 senses
8-fold Noble Path
to be a highly educated philosopher who was
Scotland parade helmet: Flying man with reigns of
Biatec Coin of the Boii tribe,
leopard chariot (sensual attachment) in his hand, in
the golden bird: the
actively involved in projects to support
control of his 6 senses and following good ethics.
investigating mind.
philosophy in Athens together with Hadrian,
↓5
who happened to spend the year 112/113 in
Athens, shortly after the Pantheon burnt down
in 110 AD. In Athens and Delphi he would
have had access to all the expertise necessary
to redesign a new version of the Pantheon.
↖︎10
Reverse: meditator with 6 senses
If the carbon dating of the beeswax is
(eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind)
observes 10 kernels (seeds of
Hippika gymnasia details related to meditation: the
correct, the Gundestrup Cauldron was made
kamma - Perfect Number of
eyes of the horse covered with a pierced material similar
Pythagoras)
with
deep
concentration
to the body broken up when seen in deep concentration:
from Germanic and Celtic coins, which were
(∟) to see the Truth: 5 aggregates.
“to see the Truth as it is”.
almost certainly first used as votive coins
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minted around 44 BC, 500 years after the lifetime of the Buddha. If the Cauldron was a project to
promote peace the coins would have been donated by various tribes as a token of their
commitment to cooperate with Rome after several years of political turmoil that included
destruction of their sacred sites and the civil in the Republic of Rome under Julius Caesar, the
reign of Nero and the “year of the four emperors”. In the technical report potential traces of
silver could have included coins from tribes in Austria, Hungary and Syria/Iran, even silver coins
from Bactria were mentioned. The matching profile of Bactrian silver used for the Cauldron was
described by the technical report as “deceptive” - not making any sense historically and that it
should be ignored, but the intellectual link with Bactria was an essential part of the history of the
images on the Cauldron. The enlightenment of Bactrian king Menander was mentioned by
Plutarch in an essay, but most of Plutarch's texts were destroyed, one of the important reasons
why knowledge of the history of the Buddha’s meditation practices in Europe got lost.
The carefully prepared mixes of silver, classified into groups in the report of the National
Museum of Denmark, show that Germanic tribes were involved, as well as Celtic tribes reaching
as far as the west-coast of France opposite Cornwall, where the tin used on the Cauldron was
mined. The horse coins of the French and Germanic tribes that were melted down for the
Cauldron contained meditation symbols that explained advanced knowledge of analysis of
mind and materiality, similar to the
Ribbons
information illustrated on the Cauldron.
↘
The symbols that were used to
illustrate rebirth gradually changed as
cultures evolved, but with awareness of the
meditation method of Dependent
Origination the trail can be followed during
centuries of use. Hadrian was depicted on a
Hadrian meditates
coin of Petra as a meditator with closed eyes,
Coin Petra: “In 130 AD, Hadrian visited
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seemingly in a deep state of absorption, on
Hadrian bust with an image of the mythical the former Nabataean capital, giving it
Gorgon on his chest: illustrating the fear of the name of Hadriane Petra Metropolis,
a statue he wears a Gorgon with snakes as
multiple future rebirths (snakes)
imprinted on his coins.” (Wikipedia Petra)
symbol of repetitive rebirth on
Mind dotted line
Mind moves
and “plant” (rebirth)
The 6th sense: analysis Osismii coin
his chest.
about: dotted
↙
line:
“eye”
On a coin of the Osismii
Horse
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life
Axe
tribe of Armorica, neighbours of past
(mirrored S) →
mind
the Coriosolites tribe where
Mind that
coins of the Gundestrup
moves
about →
Cauldron originated, the snakes
were expressed by S-symbols:
5 snakes ↗
Osismii Coin: Left: A man with a head with 5
5 aggregates
↖︎ axe
rebirth, Dependent Origination.
snakes represent the 5 aggregates as described
by the Buddha, symbols explain the working of
Various shapes and chopped-up Osismii Coin face: symbols analysed
the mind on how to cut the cycle of rebirth,
Mind: line ends in a face that has the
sections of the S-shapes
represented by these snakes.
shape of an axe, to cut the roots that are
the
cause
of
rebirth
represent the “investigation of
Line
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mind ↘︎
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mind (nāma) and materiality
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(rūpa) with the concentrated
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mind, the 6th sense, described
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Horse
as the heart-base or “hadaya
↖︎ Ethics:
Wisdom
(Eightfold
vatthu" in Pali”. The image of the
Trampled
Noble Path
The cross +
man:
face that is entwined with a plant (Four Noble Truths)
concentration
↖︎“Plant”
morphs into the Mind that moves about, the line symbols
concentration &
that hovers above the horse
ends in a face (axe-shaped) with 2 eyes. Axe: to
Three Trainings
the roots of rebirth, illustrated as a plant.
represents the actions of the 6th cutOsismii
Coin reverse: symbols analysed
Osismii Coin reverse: horse and man
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Tanumshede ↑
sense that appears as light
Pictish
Beast
in the mind’s eye
Gundestrup ●
●
(bhavanga mind element).
Victory
Temple ●
Trimontium
Symbols of similar
Trusty’s Hill ●
illustrations appeared on
coins in all the regions
where Hadrian served in
Icenii
Uffington
the Roman Legions when
he was younger. The
Cornwall
images illustrated on
Mogontiacum ●
Coriosolites
parade helmets of the
Osismii
Treverii
Plougastel-Daoulas ●
Parisii ●
cavalry units contain
Armorica
sophisticated illustrations
that can be interpreted as
Boii Biatec coins
Augustodunum ●
(Austria/Hungary)
experiences of deep
concentration, similar to
that found on coins.
Line 21 ←crack in rock
crack in rock ↘︎
↓ Line 22 ↘︎
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Line 20
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↓Line 18
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least some Roman soldiers
who used the spaces of
ᛋ Light
Line 19 →
18→
man-made caves provided
↓ Line 17 ↓
snake
at Roman camps to
Line 15
↑Line 16 combine ↑symbol
practice the Mysteries of
snake
crack↘︎
Q
Mithras were advanced
ᛟ Kamma
meditators. The seven
levels of initiation of the
ᛖ Horse
Mysteries of Mithras will
correspond to the
illustration of the seven
Heart
outer panels of the
Gundestrup Cauldron that
Plougastel-Daoulas stone: illustration of the central role played by the “ᛖ”, “ᛋ” and “ᛟ” runes.
For a detailed analysis see text “France Stone” www.settiwessels.com
convincingly represent the
Seven Stages of
Purification, a summary of
12
13
the steps and final goal of
ᛖ
the meditation system.
“horse”
Line 14
In the region where
←1 7 8 7 ?
detail
the Osismii coins were
minted at Brest a stone
1 7 8 6?
with Latin letters is found
Line 15
on the beach near
T “suffering” Line 16
Plougastel-Daoulas. Using
the same definitions as
Plougastel-Daoulas rock in the Caro cove: is it a date?
The “cave” and a message
used for runes a convincing votive message appears that was
with an infinite heart: ♡∞ ¯I
probably made in the 5th century. The images are similar to
+
Line 14 … L O d ´I ´I ♡ 8 ¯I ( “∞” infinity )
the Trusty’s Hill diagram where similar Latin symbols and an
Line 15 … L A I gap in stone E R O I A L
abstract horn-like shape that represents the concentrated 6th
Line 16 … O R S I V T
sense were used. The message, engraved using Latin letters
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combined with several symbols also used as rune symbols, is evidence that there was a great
deal of intellectual cooperation between Scandinavian countries and southern European
countries. The obvious conclusion is that the main structure of teaching revolved around the
mystic numbers of Pythagoras, where use was made of a series of fixed definitions that were
represented by various customised symbols that depended on their local culture. These
symbols would include Latin symbols in France and Britain, which often appeared on coins, and
rune symbols in Scandinavia, in Scotland they had their own special way of interpretation that
was abstract especially making use of images, known as the "Pict stones”.
The use of Latin letters to convey votive messages
Trusty’s Hill: the “cone” is
potentially solves the riddle of the text that appeared on the the light that moves from
the sixth sense in the
facade of the Pantheon which contained the name of
heart during deep
Agrippa. The text may have had a double meaning - paying concentration
(See chapter 9. Trusty’s Hill
homage to Agrippa who built the first version of the
and the light from the
heart in the Maeshowe text
Pantheon, but the same text could be interpreted as a votive www.settiwessels.com)
message. (Details see text “Mystery of Masehowe, Orkney”.)
The definitions represented by letters engraved into stone to write votive messages of
peace and wisdom were described in an essay of Plutarch that was most likely written in
cooperation with Hadrian and a group of people with sufficient knowledge of the mystic
numbers of Pythagoras. The definitions were directly linked to formal Buddhist theory that was
taught at centres in Bactria and India, which explains why the Spartan Cleombrotus was a
member of the conversation that took place in Delphi, described by Plutarch in the essay On the
Obsolescence of Oracles. (See text “Golden collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com.)
17.5 Hadrian and Plutarch design definitions to describe the ‘E’ at Delphi
ᚠ1 ᚢ2 ᚦ3 ᚨ4 ᚱ5 ‹6 ᚷ7 ᚹ8 ᚺ9 ᚾ 10 ᛁ11 ‹›12 ᛇ13 ᛈ14 ᛉ15 ᛋ16 ᛏ17 ᛒ18 ᛖ19 ᛗ20 ᛚ21 ᛝ22 ᛟ23 ᛞ24
The most impressive information regarding the Cauldron was described in the essay of
Plutarch, “ON THE “E” AT DELPHI” where each of the 21 paragraphs was a description of what
would later become the definitions for the rune symbols of the Elder Futark rune alphabet.
Plutarch's paragraphs appeared in the correct order and each description matched the rune
definitions that were ideograms, which were hinted at as riddles in the Old Norse, Icelandic and
Anglo-Saxon Futhork rune poems.
The 21 paragraphs of Plutarch’s text, read with the knowledge that some passages were
corrupted but that the original structure was left intact, was the same as definitions that were
already independently arrived at before, during years of research. Based on the visual study of
objects, a set of definitions were gradually developed and already used to translate rune stones
for two years before the surprising discovery of the similarities with the essay of Plutarch, which
was a great revelation and confirmation that definitions as chosen were correct - through using
common sense and intuition, with a foundation of some knowledge of the Buddha’s meditation
system learnt at a meditation monastery where they still teach the same methods originally
taught by the Buddha. To have independently developed definitions for the runes and then
come across such an influential text from antiquity by an author like Plutarch with essentially the
exact same information was a major discovery and is confirmation that the system of Pythagoras
had to be directly related to the same source as formal Buddhist texts: the Buddha Gotama.
The information was originally first memorised and taught orally, it was eventually
recorded in the Pali texts of the Tripitaka: the Suttas, Vinaya and Abhidhamma. Commentaries to
explain details were written later, such as the Visuddhi Magga, a meditation manual written in Sri
Lanka at about the same time when the Golden Horns of Gallehus were made c. 430 AD. The
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two golden horns each describe in detail the practice as illustrated by leaves of the tree of life
on the rebirth panel of the Gundestrup Cauldron (C 6574).
The intellectual thread through which to connect information on the Cauldron to
traditional Pali texts that describe meditation techniques can be found by investigating visual
images on the Gundestrup Cauldron which were designed for that very purpose as a mnemonic
device, for instance the number of Bodhi leaves that were coded and have a special meaning.
Further layers of theory can be identified by studying the combinations of leaves that relate to
faces and gestures on the silver plates. Certain clues are very direct, almost like chapter
headings, such as the meaning of 7 outer plates that represent Seven Stages of Purification.
Once this number was recognised as a short summary, the search continues: a student will
proceed to study a description of the Sixteen Vipassanā Insight Knowledges, similar to the way
one would approach theoretical texts in books. The added value of the choice to make the
Cauldron lies in the multiple layers inherent in the design. Once the basic structure is
understood, it becomes a three-dimensional diagram that operates in space, networks crisscross
and jump to opposite panels to reveal more layers of knowledge. The techniques are not linear
but operate in time past and future, which makes the Gundestrup Cauldron a profound object.
Once the intellectual link is made, one can analyse objects by following the numbers. The
Gundestrup Cauldron and the Pantheon were both designed around the same time, both were
based on the numbers of Pythagoras, for real understanding of the meaning of both the most
original source of the codes will be found in the Pali texts of the Tripitaka.
17.6 The silver Cauldron: source of Runes, Golden Collars and Viking coins of Scandinavia?
After all practices were banned in
↓ 16 vertical subdivisions
↓11
16 ↓
southern Europe by the Christian emperor
8→I
←8
Theodosius I, it seems likely that the people
8→I←8
11→I←11
with knowledge fled with the most important
←3
←5 7→
objects that described the meditation system,
↑ Nibbāna, Victory ↑
↑ Victory
similar to what happened later at the Nalanda
Gold Collars: Ålleberg (3 rings), Färjestaden (5 rings), Möne (7 rings)
university in India. The epicentre of activities
3 horizontal rings refer to the Three Trainings (ethics,
concentration and wisdom), 5 rings to the 5 aggregates and 7
shifted to northern Europe, where meditation
to Seven Stages of Purification.16 vertical subdivisions: Sixteen
Insight Knowledges. Färjestaden: Dependent Origination.
practices were already established since the
For more detail: see Eggja rune stone links on www.settiwessels.com
Photos SHM
6th century BC, as can be seen on high quality
objects such as the Trundholm chariot and petroglyphs of Tanumshede
28 rune lines: 28 named Buddhas
(10+2) 12 & 16
and Lökeberg with diagrams of the same meditation system,
X
10 16 ↘︎
↓
recognisable by the same numbers that were used.
The golden collars of Ålleberg (3 rings) färjestaden (5 rings) and
Möne (7 rings) were made in the fifth century from Roman gold,
←2→
meticulously listing the same series of numbers used on the
Gundestrup Cauldron, which may already have been present in
Scandinavia at that time. It is certain that practices in Delphi already
ended, as decrees issued by Theodosius I from 381 AD banned all
Rök rune stone 10th century:
28 Named Buddhas, Sixteen
religious practices except Christianity, the temples at Delphi may
Insight Knowledges, Ten
already have been destroyed.
Dhammas, Eightfold Noble Path, 6
senses, Cause & Effect
Many gestures were made on thousands of standing stones that
Text link www.settiwessels.com
revealed the long history of the Buddha’s teachings in Scandinavia. The
Rök rune stone is one of the most important as the 28 rune lines are a reference to “28 named
Buddhas”, also used as a detail in the dome of the Pantheon and as the number of lines on the
golden Etruscan Pectoral found in the tomb in Caere, but a few small details found on the Möne
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collar and on Viking coins were the main reason why the most important breakthrough in
understanding the link to Delphi and Pythagoras was made. The text of Plutarch published no
later than 120 AD listed the definitions (in the correct order) of the
A11
first 21 symbols of the Elder Futhark rune alphabet, which was only
formalised in the 5th century. On the Möne collar the designers
added Etruscan symbols at the exact positions where they would be horse legs meditator
A21 horse’s leg
Phaistos disk: meditator following in the
expected: the “journey of life I¯I” symbol, that became the “ᚱ” rune
footsteps of the Buddha: horse symbol
symbol, and the ‘E’ of Delphi that defined the 5th
Image Altgermanische Thierornamentik B. Salin
letter of the Greek alphabet: to be born as the Hoof-print as 13● ᛇ rune Yew: 8● Eightfold Noble Path 8● Eightfold Noble Path
C-shape & 6●
inside a C-shape
& 5● 5 clinging aggregates
5 clinging aggregates - the journey described
6 senses ↘︎
by the 5th rune “ᚱ”. The details provided the
clues to a debate that seemed to have no end:
what was the meaning of the ‘E’ at Delphi?
A conclusive answer was illustrated on
Investigation
— ◉Vipassanā:
of the journey
the Möne collar with its multiple layers as
9● Nine Qualities of
E
of life “ᚱ” rune I I I to see the Truth
the Buddha & Saṅghā
illustrated on the image, in brief: “By following
Möne collar: abstract morphed man-horse image with the letter E
in the footsteps of the horse (Ɔ C) who is the
Information text p29 “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com
leader who knows the way (the Buddha)
V Victory
Tail: E at Delphi
Three Trainings 3 ●
Eye ●
the meditator who examines past and
concentration
8 ●——● Eightfold
●●●●
future lives (‹) with applied concentration Noble Path
10 ●——● Ten
(Ɔ C) will develop insight (⦿) into the 5
Dhammas
clinging aggregates “E”, when wisdom
matures the endless rounds of rebirth in
X rune
the cycle of life can be cut (S).”
past life
purification
The ‘E’ was used again as a
seeds
of
kamma
symbol on the tail of a deer with feet
Moustache
Feet 3 toes:
↑
Ānāpāna meditation
X rune: Seven
6 toes Three Trainings & cycle of
(often used on Viking coins) that were a
IIIII 5 clinging aggregates ↑
Stages of Purification 6 senses
birth, ageing, death
replica of the feet of griffins on the
Viking coin: meditator with deer & “E” at Delphi
Gundestrup Cauldron, the face on the
Dependent Origination: Cause & Effect
Information rune system see text “Golden Collars and the ‘E’ at Delphi” www.settiwessels.com
obverse appears to have a large
moustache similar to faces on the cauldron - a
Victory
Death
Deer: seated
Ageing
reference to attention and “mindfulness of
7
V
7 teacher with torc
(cycle of life) &
breathing meditation” that is the key to success for a
snake (rebirth)
Life
cycle
with a loop
meditator engaging in serious practice. The X
Birth
(kamma)
symbols on the coin was found illustrated as the
Rebirth
crossed arms of the central figure on one of the 7
Kamma
No. 32
ᛟ
panels: symbol of the Seven Stages of Purification.
Serpentine lion & sword
The image of the deer on the Viking coin is a
of wisdom Maeshowe:
Cause & Effect
to cut the roots of craving
direct reference to the seated figure with coded
Gundestrup Cauldron c. 93-144 AD
Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta: when the Buddha “roared his lion’s roar”
antlers on the Gundestrup Cauldron. The Buddha
offered the key to liberation to meditators when he
Lion X symbol Meditator
Maeshowe X-shaped warrior
explained the system of meditation for the first time in
1 2 Maeshowe
X-man: the
the Deer Park at Isipatana, the Dhamma Cakka
meditator as
warrior
4
Ppvattana Sutta: the “Dhamma-Wheel-Turning-In3
sword
The battle
of
Motion sutta”. The sutta is often referred to as “the
wisdom
moment when the Buddha roared his lion’s roar”, which
warrior
explains why the lion was so often used as a symbol for
X rune C 6564 Man arms
No. 14
crossed, fight lion & floating
the Buddha.
figure: concentration
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The ‘E’ on the tail of the deer may seem like a small gesture and a
coincidence, but it was juxtaposed with a “seed of kamma” used as tip of the
horns “ Ǝ” to explain that the investigation of a meditator based on the “E
Lion
at Delphi” will lead to liberation; the deer bites the E to “eat” the tree of life.
Four
The theme was used often in Scandinavia, on the Vang stone an abstract lion ⊗Noble
Truths
with codes in its manes, feet and tail similarly bites the spiral leaves in front
Victory
of its mouth, the Ramsund stone horse bites the 5-branched tree of life.
Plants
The arrangement of all three golden collars of Sweden were
Axe
Horse
designed around one main central concept that was illustrated in each zone
Hanging
by 5 vertical ribs: three thinner central and two larger ribs, the concept was
man
represented by the ‘E’ that was explained by the essay “On the ‘E’ at Delphi”. 7 seedsAxe
Plutarch wrote the entire essay as a summary of concepts that were used to
Lion Vang stone Norway
c. 11th century BC
explain the meaning of 5 clinging aggregates that were expressed by the
5th number of the Greek alphabet, the letter “E”, the idea represented by E was so important
that it was expressed as the 5 circles in the dome of the Pantheon. On the Gundestrup cauldron
the Bodhi leaves under the antlered deer and seated teacher similarly repeated the numbers 3
and 2 that, combined, express the number 5 rune “ᚱ”: the journey of the path of purification that
will lead to the final goal, liberation. With application of Three Trainings (ethics, concentration,
wisdom) to investigate the cycle of birth, ageing and death the meditator will see from personal
experience that every new life is per definition anicca (changing), dukkha (suffering) and anatta
(non-self). By investigating the past life Causes that result in Effects as future rebirth based on
knowledge of the “5 clinging aggregates” (taught by all
Victory taught by the Buddha
Meditator’s Victory
Seven Stages of Purification
Sixteen Vipassanā Insight
Buddhas), a meditator will follow in the footsteps of the Knowledges
7
8 2 Cause 8 7
teacher to attain liberation from rebirth.
& Effect
2
2
2
3
Victory over birth,
5
It is easy to get lost in all the details, but the
6
ageing & death
Seated teacher with
designers never intended for it to be difficult to
torc (cycle of life) &
2
understand: the information was explained again on the 6 strokes: Neck 5:
snake (rebirth) with a
Torc
6 senses ↘︎ 3+2
loop (kamma)
two opposite panels: 3 bulls and 2 horses, connected
Rebirth
by a hole with a rivet: applied concentration.
Kamma
ᛟ

The hole in
↓Hole: concentration
the head of a meditator
Victory V
holding 2 winged horses:
16 \
16 /
investigating past & future
lives. His beard has 20
↑8●
spirals (concentration & Holy ↑8●
number 20 of Pythagoras),
the headband with Victory
in the centre has 16 \ & 16 /
slash marks (32 total), the
animals below 3 lines: Three
Past life Present Effort Future life
Trainings. Loops: ᛟ kamma.
Panel C 6567

Panel C 6575

Wisdom

Concentration ↓hole

2 ↑
Cause & Effect

3

↑
Three Trainings: birth, ageing, death

Dhamma Cakka Ppvattana Sutta when the Buddha “roared his lion’s
roar”, Deer Park at Isipatana Gundestrup Cauldron c. 93-144 AD

5 clinging aggregates, 3 trainings, 2 Cause & Effect

2 ribs

I 3 thin ribs I

I

I

I

The chain of Cause &
To CUT Three Trainings
6 senses Effect: repetitive lives
((((((( ↓
↓3 lines ↓3 lines↓
() ()
() ()

Ethics

3

3

5

5

5

5

16 vertical subdivisions
8→I←8
↑3 rings
↑
Nibbāna, Victory
Gold Collar Ålleberg
3 horizontal rings

3

7+3 Ten Dhammas
S scrolls
Dependent Origination

4 faces:
Abstract figures:
Four Noble Truths Investigation of 6 senses ●
through application of
concentration
Ålleberg collar: R1 ⇨ Zone R2

Gundestrup Cauldron bull panel: Three Trainings (ethics,
concentration, wisdom) & anicca, dukkha, anatta (change, suffering,
non-self). Note the hole, one of 2 - that connects to the outer panel.
12 figures: Dependent Origination, investigation of past & future
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17.7 Burial of the Cauldron at Gundestrup near ring-forts of Harald Bluetooth: a subtle message
When the silver
Cauldron was disassembled
Buddha bucket
Tanumshede
Oslo Oseberg
and sixteen pieces of silver
Circle divided into 4
Ship burial 834 AD
4 sections with 4 buildings = 16
buried at Gundestrup,
Mt.
together with a piece of the
Alleberg
Möne
iron ring from the third
century BC when the envoy
of Ashoka was teaching the
Aggersborg
1
2
Färjestaden
7
gold collar
Dhamma in Europe, the
●Svenstrup shield
(with 8 posts?)
↘︎
●
6
(with
12
posts
?)
Cauldron would have been
Gundestrup
Fyrkat
2 shields buried
cauldron
together in Sørup,
around a thousand years old. Denmark Viking Fort or Monastery?
a lion rune stone
with cross, 6 lurs.
Trelleborg was built by king Harald Bluetooth in the 10th
Gundestrup, where the
Sørup
century containing mainly Buddhist codes:
Djejberg Jelling
Trundholm chariot ●
A circle (wheel of life) quartered with 4 entrances (Four
Cauldron was buried, is
& sundisk ●
Carriage
●
●
Noble Truths),4 groups of four buildings equals 16 (Sixteen
Borgeby
located between two sites of Insight Knowledges). Outside is the main gate with 2
buildings (mind & materiality). Left are 6 buildings with 12
Nonnenbakken Trelleborg Borrering Trelleborgen
Viking ring-forts built by
posts each (6 senses and 12 Dependent Origination
Golden Horns
factors). There are a further 7 buildings (Seven Stages of
Harald Bluetooth in c.980
● of Gallehus
Purification) that have 8 posts each (Eightfold Noble Path).
AD. The ring-forts were
Denmark 5 Ring-forts built by king Harald Bluetooth c. 980, 2
forts are in Sweden, total 7 (possibly another 1 at Helsingborg)
measured in Roman feet,
“The pointed bottoms of the moats is another element borrowed from the Ancient
Romans.” (Wikipedia Viking ring fortress).
The number of 7 ring-forts cannot be a coincidence since the number 7
was continuously repeated on objects to represent Seven Stages of Purification.
More sites with forts may be found, but it seems almost inevitable that there were
7 ring-forts in total, or perhaps 8, in Helsingborg Sweden there may potentially
be another site. The ring with its cross shape, orientated to face the cardinal
directions east-west and north-south with four blocks of sixteen buildings
Sunholder with cross: the
inside repeat the numbers used to make the silver Cauldron, evidence that
concentrated “mind”
and the search for the
the sites were related to meditation practices and learning centres rather than
Four Noble Truths
Natmus Denmark
military forts. The sites were built by Harald Bluetooth in what would have
been a final attempt to reinstate and protect the meditation practices 1,500
years after the lifetime of the Buddha.
Meditator ᛘ as “hanging man” ᛦ in pursuit of liberation
Many coins were minted by Harald Bluetooth with
“X” with the bird as 6th sense: light of wisdom
Meditator
12 o Dependent
evidence of an exceptionally high standard of insight into the
Origination
X
practice of meditation. The designs are sophisticated and
X
elegant and are comparable to modern standards of
abstraction, but with the added level of theoretical knowledge
about our existence as human beings. Punch-marks used on
Bird: 6th
the obverse and reverse were applied in such a way that one sense
Coin of Harald Bluetooth, Jelling c. 975-985,
symbol would convey a different message on the opposite
below the same image turned upside-down.
+ Four Noble Truths
side in a multiple-layered design to explain past and future
Bird: 6th
sense
and the influence of Cause and Effect in a message that is
deep and profound
The ring around the Maeshowe mound of Orkney was
repaired and made higher around the 9th century, over 30
Edge:
Meditator
light of wisdom
silhouette
rune inscriptions were engraved inside the tomb that are
X Seven Stages of Purification
12 o Dependent Origination
astonishing, the knowledge of how to use runes to express
Copied from “Eggja rune stone Norway” www.settiwessels.com
higher knowledge of inner experiences during meditation
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practice was at its peak. The complexity and variety of the runes as used provide convincing
evidence that the runes were never intended to be a limited phonetic alphabet used to express
24 sounds in writing, but ideograms that were freely adjusted and combined in various ways o
express advanced concentration and meditation techniques, rooted in the same system that was
used to design the Gundestrup Cauldron. (See Mystery of Maeshowe Orkney for translation
www.settiwessels.com).
The Gundestrup Cauldron must have been buried
somewhere between the construction of the ring-forts and the
12th century, after which meditation practices were replaced by
Christianity; sites were demolished and churches built on top,
often using broken standing stones with messages as building
material. The only information left of the original practices were
the histories of Scandinavian mythology as recorded by
Tree of life
Christian monks, but rather than the faithful recording of oral
Maeshowe rune no 18
history as done presently the details were manipulated and
used as propaganda to promote the new religion supported by
aristocrats, the new political rulers who cooperated with the Roman Catholic Church in Rome.
Alternative interpretations of the mythologies and behaviour of Vikings are currently
explored by modern scholars - but that one-eyed Odin was a metaphor for concentration and
his 8-legged horse Sleipnir following in the footsteps of the Buddha’s Eightfold Noble Path have
not yet been mentioned as an option.
In India the Nalanda University was burnt down in 1195 by a Muslim invader who thought
it was a military fort, the library was said to have burnt for three months. Monks fled to Sri Lanka,
but Buddhism in the world was in decline. The original information is still carefully maintained
and protected in Theravada countries where the original meditation techniques are still taught,
unchanged for over 2,500 years.
Only now, with the Pali texts being translated and published online, the information as
summarised in the Suttas, Vinaya and Abhidhamma of the Pali canon can be used in comparison
with symbols of objects in Europe. Fragments of evidence of the forgotten history, broken and
hidden under the rubble or buried for centuries, are appearing again centuries after sites
were abandoned or demolished. With the appropriate information many objects can
be deciphered and translated to reveal their original messages, hidden by
advanced practitioners with the aspiration that it will be found intact and that the
messages of peace will still be understood.
In our world where increasing difficulties are caused by overconsumption
and greed the original message of the silver Cauldron is more relevant than ever.
Every action that we take will be the Cause that will result in its Effect in future.
With knowledge that we shall inherit the future that we create, whether in this life
or for those who believe in rebirth - in a future life - only if we take responsibility
for what we do, with the wish to treat those around us with respect and
generosity, we can create an environment that has the potential to be a happy
place for all beings, big or small, seen or unseen: the message of peace that was
illustrated on the Gundestrup Cauldron nearly 2,000 years ago.

Buddha sāsanam ciram titthatu
(May the Buddha’s teachings stay a very long time)

In support of the 2,500-year-old meditation techniques still taught in the world.
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Addendum:
Information about meditation
Meditation Chart
Chart with an overview of the meditation system that is still taught in Myanmar, unchanged after
2,500 years. Image from the documentary “Sketch of an Excellent Man”.

Three Trainings↑ ↑Seven Purifications ↑Sixteen Insight Knowledges ↑ Meditation techniques

Chart of Meditation Techniques

Using sketches made after meditation of personal experiences, the documentary gives a brief overview of the
meditation system that was originally taught by the Buddha. Images juxtaposed on explanations from talks by the Most
Venerable Pa Auk Tawya Sayadaw of Myanmar, accompanied by original sound recordings, the documentary forms a
useful bridge between modern meditation practices and the original texts and practices based on Pāḷi, the language of
the Buddha, which cannot be understood by westerners.

Information Sketch of an Excellent Man and online links www.settiwessels.com

Meditation: useful internet links and books
Pa Auk Forest Monastery in Myanmar:
www.paaukforestmonastery.org
English books by the Most Venerable Pa Auk Tawya Sayadaw, free download:
Knowing and Seeing, Workings of Kamma, The Practice Which leads to Nibbāna
English Abhidhamma book, useful and specially written for laypeople, the introduction is
excellent to get an overview of what the Buddha’s Abhidhamma means:
Buddha Abhidhamma Ultimate Science - Dr Mehm Tin Mon (English)
© Setti Wessels
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List of Buddhist Terms and Concepts
The Six senses:

Seven Stages of Purification

Eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind

1.Purification of Virtue (Sīlavisuddhi)
2. Purification of Consciousness
(Cittavisuddhi)
3. Purification of View (Diţţhivisuddhi)
4. Purification by Overcoming Doubt
(Kankhāvitarana- visuddhi)
5. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of What
is & What is Not Path
(Maggāmagga ñāṇa - dassana-visuddhi)
6. Purification by Knowledge & Vision of Way
(Patipadā ñāṇa dassana- visuddhi)
7. Purification by Supramundane Knowledge
& Vision (ñāṇa dassana- visuddhi)

Eightfold Noble Path:
Right view, right intention, right
speech, right action, right livelihood,
right effort, right mindfulness, and
right concentration.

The Three Trainings:
Sīla, samādhi, paññã
Ethics, concentration, wisdom

Four Noble Truths
1. The Noble Truth of Suffering
2. The Noble Truth of the
Origin of Suffering
3. The Noble Truth of the Cessation of
Suffering
4.The Noble Truth of the Path Leading
to the to the Cessation of Suffering
Copied from: Teaching & Training PaAuk Forest Monastery, Compiled by
Bhikkhu Moneyya

Ten Dhammas
4 magga (path), 4 phala (fruition),
1 pariyatty (study of Dhamma) and
1 Nibbāna (enlightenment)
Copied from: Knowing and Seeing, The Most
Venerable Pa Auk Tawya Sayadaw

Nine Qualities of the Buddha:
Pāḷi formula given in the Suttas
Itipi so bhagavā arahaṁ sammāsambuddho vijjācaraṇa
sampanno sugato lokavidū anuttaro
purisadammasārathi satthā devamanussānaṁ buddho
bhagavāti.
This Blessed One having destroyed the mental
defilements is worthy of veneration (arahaṁ); he has
attained perfect enlightenment by himself
(sammāsambuddho); he is perfect in knowledge and
the practise of morality (vijjācaraṇa sampanno); he
speaks only what is beneficial and true (sugato); he
knows the world (lokavidū); he is the unsurpassable
leader of men fit to be tamed
(anuttaropurisadammasārathi); he is the teacher of
Devas and men (satthā devamanussānaṁ); he is an
Enlightened One (buddho); he is the most fortunate
possessor of the results of previous meritorious actions
(bhagavā)
Copied from: The Practice Which leads to Nibbāna, The
Most Venerable Pa Auk Tawya Sayadaw (Compiled and
Translated by U.Dhamminda)

12 factors of Dependent Origination

Sixteen Insight Knowledges

“And what, bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering?

Such is the origin of this entire mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is called the
Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.”

(8) ... of disenchantment
(nibbidāñāna)
(7) ... of danger (ādīnavañāna)
(6) ... of terror (bhayañāna)
(5) ... of dissolution (bhangañāna)
(4) ... of arising and
passing away
(udayabbayañāna)
(3) the knowledge of
comprehension
(sammasanañāna)
2) the knowledge of
discerning cause &condition
(paccaya pariggaha ñāna)
(1) The Knowledge of Analysing
Mentality & Materiality
(nāmarūpa pariccheda ñāna)

Copied from: Knowing and Seeing, The most Venerable Pa Ayk Tawya Sayadaw

Copied from: Meditation chart Sketch of an Excellent Man

1. With ignorance as condition,
2. Volitional formations [come to be]
3. With volitional formations as condition, consciousness;
4. With consciousness as condition, mentality-materiality;
5. With mentality-materiality as condition, the six sense- bases [eye, ear, nose,
tongue, body and mind];
6. With the six sense-bases as condition, contact;
7. With contact as condition, feeling;
8. With feeling as condition, craving;
9. With craving as condition, clinging;
10. With clinging as condition, becoming;
11. With becoming as condition, birth;
12. With birth as condition, ageing and death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief
and despair come to be.

(16) the knowledge of reviewing
(paccavekkhanañāna)
(15) the fruition knowledge
(phalañāna)
(14) the path knowledge
(maggañāna)
(13) ... of change of lineage
(gotrabhuñāna)
(12) … of conformity
(anulomañāna)
(11) ... of equanimity
(sankhār’upekkhāñāna)
(10) ... of reflection
(patisankhāñāna)
(9) ... of desire of deliverance
(muñcitukamyatāñāna)

Ultimate Reality of Mind and
Materiality: the 5 clinging
aggregates (5 khandas)
1.materiality
and mind:
2. feeling (vedanā)
3. perception (saññā)
4. formations (sankhāra)
5. consciousness (viññāna)
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Documentary meditation: “Sketch of an Excellent Man”
www.settiwessels.com
An excellent overview of the system of meditation that is still taught in Myanmar by a master
meditation teacher, including diagrams and sketches to make the system accessible for
westerners. All sound recordings were done on site to deliver an authentic account of how
meditation is still practised and taught. Find Youtube links and a simple list of recommended
Theravada Buddhist books on the site.
Available in several languages including: English (original), Dutch, German, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Chinese, Indonesian,
Korean, Sinhalese, Thai. In progress: Burmese, Vietnamese.

Sketch of an Excellent Man
1h43 minutes Documentary in English (original version): https://youtu.be/0Kp5ivSfYSQ
Short 10 minute version: Pa Auk Monastery Meditation: https://youtu.be/imJwamHsiig

Bosquejo de Un Hombre Excelente
Español documental (1.43.00): Español: https://youtu.be/u_61voUnEfs
10 minutos de introducción: Pa Auk Meditación Myanmar https://youtu.be/VwObSU4-r2g
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Animated Video-text online
Screenshots: for a detailed
text-animation of the
Pantheon
link
to Delphi
see Youtube video www.settiwessels.com

Pantheon: Eye of the mind,
Maeshowe and the “E” at Delphi
https://youtu.be/3wpT08a6u4Q

Pict Stones of Scotland
https://youtu.be/y4tYQ15JgkQ
Pict Stones of Scotland

Did Pythagoras
make the Phaistos Disk?
www.settiwessels.com
https://youtu.be/t2DDSKj6xlc

Mysteries of Mithras
and the quest of the cauldron
https://youtu.be/ukoW763U4dU
Mysteries of Mithras and the Quest of the Cauldron
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Additional texts & contact
Lost Links of Buddhism in Europe

Plougastel-Daoulas France

Eggja rune stone

Mystery of Maeshowe
Orkney

SWesselsLostLinksPart1FranceStone26022020

Contact

SettiWesselsLostLinksPart2EggjaRuneStone26022020
SettiWessels.LostLinksPart3Maeshowe26022020
SettiWesselsLostLinksPart4_Did_Pythagoras_make_the_Phaistos_Disk?_070820
SettiWesselsLostLinksPart5RökRuneStone040620
SettiWesselsLostLinksPart6_Etruscan_symbols_universal_language_of_the_heart280720
Golden Collars of Sweden and the E at Delphi
Gundestrup Cauldron: a meditation diagram

Rök rune stone Sweden
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Gundestrup Cauldron:
a meditation diagram

Buddha sāsanam ciram titthatu
(May the Buddha’s teachings stay a very long time)

In support of the 2,500-year-old meditation techniques still taught in the world.
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